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Preface

ARCTT is a peer-reviewed all-purpose journal covering a wide variety of topics of interest to the mental health, neuroscience, and rehabilitation communities. This mission of ARCTT is to provide systematic, periodic examinations of scholarly advances in the field of Cybertherapy and Telemedicine through original investigations in the telemedicine and cybertherapy areas, novel experimental clinical studies, and critical authoritative reviews.

Healthcare delivery systems have been evolving to rely more heavily on technology. There has been a shift in care diagnosis and treatment which has decreased the importance of traditional methods of care delivery. Technology has not only helped to extend our lifespan, but it has improved the quality of life for all citizens.

We have put a great deal of effort into the definition of the structure of the volume and in the sequence of the contributions, so that those in search of a specific reading path will be rewarded. To this end, we have divided the different chapters into six main sections:

1. Editorial: This introductory text expresses the position of the Editors – Brenda K. Wiederhold Giuseppe Riva Stéphane Bouchard- about the focus of this year’s issue;
2. Critical Reviews: These chapters summarize and evaluate emerging cybertherapy topics, including technology-enhanced rehabilitation, Interreality, and Intersubjectivity;
3. Evaluation Studies: These chapters are generally undertaken to solve some specific practical problems and yield decisions about the value of cybertherapy interventions;
4. Original Research: These chapters research studies addressing new cybertherapy methods or approaches;
5. Clinical Observations: These chapters include case studies or research protocols with long-term potential.
6. Work in Progress: These chapters include papers describing a future research work.
7. Brief Communications: These chapters include brief papers reporting preliminary data on-going research work and/or new developments.

For both health professionals and patients, the selected contents will play an important role in ensuring that the necessary skills and familiarity with the tools are available, as well as a fair understanding of the context of interaction in which they operate.

In conclusion, this volume underlines how cybertherapy has started to make progress in treating a variety of disorders. However, there is more work to be done in several areas, including the development of easy-to-use and more affordable hard-ware and software, the development of objective measurement tools, the need to ad-dress potential side effects, and the implementation of more controlled studies to evaluate the strength of cybertherapy in comparison to traditional therapies.

We are grateful to Silvia Serino from Università Cattolica di Milano for her work in collecting and coordinating chapters and Ian T. Miller from Interactive Media Institute Virtual Reality Medical Center for his work in editing for this volume.
We sincerely hope that you will find this year’s volume to be a fascinating and intellectually stimulating read. We continue to believe that together we can change the face of healthcare.

Brenda K. Wiederhold
Giuseppe Riva
Stéphane Bouchard
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SECTION I

EDITORIAL

The position of the authors of this text is shared by the Editors—Brenda K. Wiederhold, Giuseppe Riva, Stéphane Bouchard—and provides a relevant introduction to this issue.

Brenda K. Wiederhold
Giuseppe Riva
Stéphane Bouchard
Brain and Virtual Reality: What Do they Have in Common and How to Exploit their Potential

Giuseppe RIVA \textsuperscript{a,b}, Brenda K. WIEDERHOLD \textsuperscript{c}, Alice CHIRICO \textsuperscript{a}, Daniele DI LERNIA \textsuperscript{a}, Fabrizia MANTOVANI \textsuperscript{d}, Andrea GAGGIOLI \textsuperscript{a,b}

\textsuperscript{a}Department of Psychology, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milan, Italy
\textsuperscript{b}Applied Technology for Neuro-Psychology Lab. Istituto Auxologico Italiano, Milan, Italy
\textsuperscript{c}Interactive Media Institute, San Diego, CA, USA
\textsuperscript{d}Department of Human Sciences for Education, Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca, Milan, Italy

Abstract. Different studies suggest that Virtual Reality (VR) is an effective tool for behavioural health, with long-term effects that generalize to the real world. Here we suggest that the efficacy of VR can be explained by how it works. Specifically, VR shares with our brain the same basic mechanism: embodied simulations. Different major discoveries in the field of neuroscience suggest that our brain produces and updates an embodied simulation of the body in the world. This simulation is actively used by different cognitive processes to represent and predict actions, concepts, and emotions. VR works in a similar way: through the integration of data from trackers and contents of a simulated 3D world, a VR system builds a model (simulation) of the body and the space around it. Like the brain, the VR system uses the simulation to predict the sensory consequences of the individual’s movements. In this view, the more the VR model is similar to the brain model, the more the individual feels present in the VR world.

The paper discusses the potential of this link, by suggesting the emergence of a new clinical approach that uses the simulative potential of VR to exploit/empower (transformation of flow) and/or correct/update (embodied medicine) the predictive/simulative mechanisms of the brain.

Keywords. Virtual Reality, behavioural health, neuroscience, predictive coding, embodied simulation, embodied medicine

1. Virtual Reality: Why does it work clinically?

Virtual reality (VR) has been used for more than twenty years in behavioural health \cite{1,2}. Specifically, different researchers have used VR to successfully integrate and extend actual treatments in this area. As suggested by two recent meta-reviews \cite{3,4} VR compares favourably to existing treatments in anxiety disorders, eating and weight disorders, and pain management with long-term effects that generalize to the real world. Moreover, VR is also an effective assessment tool with practical applications that range from social and cognitive deficits to addiction.

But why VR is an effective clinical tool? Most researchers underline the high level of control and customization allowed by this technology \cite{4-8}. On one side, in VR the therapist has a total control – limited only by the specific features of the used software – on the contents of the experience. On the other side, it offers a safer and private context for the patient. Furthermore, VR can be considered an advanced imaginal system \cite{9,10}: an advanced form of imagery that is as effective as reality in inducing experiences and emotions. This allows a level of self-reflectiveness that is both more predictable and controllable than the one offered by reality, but higher than the one provided by memory and imagination \cite{4}. However, a new argument
suggested by different major discoveries in the field of neuroscience is that VR shares with our brain the same basic mechanism: embodied simulations [11; 12].

2. Predictive Coding and Embodied Simulation

Our body is the most multisensory “object” in the world. Its representation is complex, involving the encoding and integration of a wide range of multisensory (somatosensory, visual, auditory, vestibular, visceral) and motor signals [13]. This multisensory representation is controlled by the “body matrix”, a complex network including higher-order areas, such as the posterior parietal cortex, involved in the coding of visual, tactile, and proprioceptive information [11; 14]. The body matrix sustains a multisensory representation including both somatotopic and peripersonal sensory data, but also integrating body-centred spatial sensory data with an object-centred body image from vision and memory [15]. Moreover, these contents are shaped by predictive multisensory integration [16]: in agreement with the predictive coding framework [17-19], the body matrix actively maintains a mental model of the body and the space around it (peripersonal space), which provides predictions about the expected sensory input and tries to minimize the amount of free energy (or ‘surprise”).

In other words, the contents of the body matrix are adjusted on the basis of the (dis)agreement [16] between the perceived sensory activity, and the activity predicted through the integration of the contents of the different representations that define the satisfaction conditions of the intentions of the individual. This process is bi-directional [20], i.e., the body matrix can be changed to accommodate unexpected sensory signals (perceptual inference and learning), and actions are performed to confirm the sensory predictions made by the body matrix according to the intentions of the individual (active inference).

If low free-energy states are so important for survival, their detection should be a critical goal for any biological system, including humans. Therefore, the human brain learns to model and predict incoming sensory input to minimize the average of surprise across the different body representations. Riva [11] recently suggested that the feeling of “presence,” i.e., the feeling of being in the body matrix and in the space surrounding it (peripersonal space), is the tool used by the brain to achieve this goal [21; 22]. In this view, through the pre-reflexive monitoring of the feeling of presence [23], the brain tries to overcome any threat or breakdown in its activity (break in presence), and it searches for engaging and rewarding activities (optimal experiences). According to Winograd and Flores [24], a breakdown is a disruption in the flow of presence, i.e., a breakdown occurs when the self, during an intentional action, is forced to shift its attention from the prior intention to the object/environment to cope with it, e.g., when we stumble on a tree root. If we use the framework discussed here, the breakdown experienced by stumbling on the root is the result of the mismatch between the predicted and the actual position of the legs, which does not allow the minimization of free energy. However, the self preferentially engages in activities associated with a positive, complex, and intrinsically-rewarding state [25]. Csikszentmihalyi [26; 27] defined these activities as “optimal experiences” or “flow.” During these activities the individual experiences absorption, a full sense of control and experiential immersion. Specifically, the use of the term “flow” underlines the experience of continuity and fluidity during the actions, which characterizes them. Riva [11] suggested that what makes an activity optimal is free energy minimization, i.e., having correctly predicted the outcome of its prior intention, the self can use the body to enact it pre-reflexively. In this view, the minimization of free energy and the feeling of presence have key roles in the process of “psychological selection,” and they drive the attention of the self towards experiences that are associated with flow, thereby facilitating their replication [28; 29]. Thus, flow triggers the direct investment of the self in the practice and cultivation of the intrinsically rewarding experiences.
3. Virtual Reality and Embodied Simulation

Since 1986, when Jaron Lanier used the term for the first time, VR is described as a collection of technological devices [30]: a computer capable of interactive 3D visualization, a head-mounted display, and data gloves equipped with one or more position trackers. The trackers sense the position and orientation of the user and report that information to the computer that updates (in real time) the images for display. Specifically, through the integration of data from trackers and the contents of a simulated 3D world, a VR system builds a model (simulation) of the body and the space around it.

If we compare this process with the one used by the brain discussed before, the VR system – like the brain – uses the simulation to predict the sensory consequences of the individual’s movements [11]. This prediction is then used to provide, using the VR hardware, the expected sensory input: the same scene the user would see in the real world after the tracked movements. Obviously, to be realistic, the VR model tries to mimic as much as possible the brain model: the more the VR model is similar to the brain model, the more the individual feels present in the VR world [11; 31].

4. Virtual Reality 2.0

Given the existing similarities between VR and the brain, a new clinical opportunity is the use of VR for hacking the predictive/simulative mechanisms of the brain. Specifically, here we suggest using the simulative potential of VR to exploit/enhance (transformation of flow) and/or to correct (embodied medicine) the embodied simulations used by the brain to drive perception, action and emotions. As underlined by Positive Psychology [32; 33], to cope with dramatic changes in daily life and to access new environmental opportunities for action, individuals may develop a strategy defined as transformation of Flow [34]: the ability of the subject to use an optimal experience for identifying and exploiting new and unexpected resources and sources of involvement. A specific optimal experience that is connected to the transformation of flow is awe [35; 36]. In fact, awe consists of two central features [35; 36] – (i) a need for accommodation following the (ii) perception of vastness – that can induce a significant reorganization of the predictive/simulative mechanisms of the brain:

- **Perception of Vastness**: an update of the predictive coding given the mismatch with current representations of others [35; 36], the world, and ourselves [37], at the base of social order maintenance [35; 36];
- **Need for Accommodation**: the tension arising from the mismatch can translate into a drastic update of the predictive coding to accommodate unexpected experiences [35; 36].

A clearer picture of the complex relationship among awe and brain activity was recently provided by a recent voxel-based morphometry (VBM) study. As demonstrated by Guan and colleagues [35] awe involves multiple brain regions associated with cognitive conflict control, attention, conscious self-regulation, and socioemotional regulation, suggesting its potential role in adjusting/improving their functioning. Moreover, different studies demonstrated [38-40] that both immersive videos and interactive VR can induce awe. In this view, awe-inducing VR experiences may be used to induce transformation of flow. The proposed approach is the following: first, to identify a possible experience that contains functional real-world demands; second, using VR for producing the experience and inducing awe; third, allowing cultivation, by linking the awe experience to the actual experience of the subject. Different studies support the feasibility of this approach [41; 42].

Another approach, based on a similar rationale, is the use of VR to correct a dysfunction of the predictive coding mechanisms (embodied medicine [43; 44]). Different authors [43] recently suggested that an altered functioning of the predictive and simulative mechanisms of the brain might be the causes of different neurological and psychiatric conditions. In this view should be possible to compensate these deficits through the modulation and/or integration/replacement of the different components of the Body Matrix [11]. Specifically, VR can be used to generate new crossmodal associations between bodily stimuli that have not been experienced as
systematically related before [45]. Moreover, the crossmodal association has to produce a significant prediction error (high surprise), reducing the level of estimation uncertainty, to update the predictive internal models of the body matrix through the generation of new priors [43]. Using this approach, technology can be used:

1. to facilitate the integration of external and inner body signals [46-48] and,
2. to induce a controlled mismatch between the predicted/dysfunctional content and the actual sensory input [49].

The emerging fields of interoceptive feedback [46; 50], sonoception, i.e., the use of sound and vibration to modify inner body signals [43; 48] - and body illusion techniques [51], support the feasibility of this approach.

In conclusion, even if VR is already effectively used in behavioural health, the exploitation of the link between core brain process and the simultaneous potential of VR may be the centre of a new trans-disciplinary research field that uses VR to improve (transformation of flow) and correct embodied medicine the embodied simulations produced by the brain.
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In general, there are two reasons why cybertherapy is used: either because there is no alternative, or because it is in some sense better than traditional medicine.

In this sense telehealth has been used very successfully for optimizing health services delivery to people who are isolated due to social and physical boundaries and limitations.

Nevertheless, the benefits of cybertherapy, due to the variety of its applications and their uneven development, are not self-evident.

However, the emergence of cybertherapy is supporting the cost-effectiveness of certain applications, such as assessment, rehabilitation and therapy in clinical psychology and neuroscience.
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An Overview of Factors Associated with Adherence and Dropout to Ecological Momentary Assessments in Depression
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Abstract. The use of technology-based Ecological Momentary Assessments (EMAs) allows to repeatedly assess patients during daily life, in naturalistic settings and in precise moments of the day. To date, EMAs have been broadly adopted for the investigation of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). Nevertheless, adherence still represents a clinical challenge, as depressed patients may be less prone to regularly complete daily reports. Through a systematic narrative review, we qualitatively investigated factors affecting adherence and dropout of MDD patients to EMA protocols. The mean adherence rate across studies was generally encouraging (mean: 80.66%, SD 11.71%), and was higher in studies collecting self-reports by means of smartphones, prompting patients less than 8 times per day and using a prefixed sampling method. Dropouts were mainly related to technical problems or under-threshold number of collected answers, often occurring in studies collecting data by means of Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). The implications of these results are discussed.
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1. Introduction

According to the last estimates of the World Health Organization, Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the leading causes of disease and disability in the world, affecting approximately the 4.4% of the general population \cite{1}. Notably, many of these patients do not receive an adequate assessment and, consequently, suitable psychological support \cite{2}. In that sense, the clinical field tried for a long time to shed light upon new possible techniques to provide innovative self-help and low-cost ways

\textsuperscript{1} Corresponding Author: Desirée Colombo, PhD student, Universitat Jaume I, Av. Sos Baynat, s/n, 12071, Castellón, Spain. E-mail: dcolombo@uji.es
for symptoms monitoring. Our current knowledge about MDD is mainly based on studies conducted in laboratory settings and on the retrospective recall of symptoms. On the one hand, there is evidence showing that depression is a dynamic disease, characterized by large symptoms fluctuations over time [4]. On the other hand, the recall of thoughts, feelings and behaviors was shown to be strongly biased by the time elapsing between real experiencing and retrieval [5]. Accordingly, the need for a more ecological understanding of depression and its underlying mechanisms is raising increasing interest. Ecological Momentary Assessments (EMAs) represent an innovative method for the repeated assessment of patients during daily life [6]. Originally administrated by means of paper-and-pencil daily diaries, EMAs subsequently started to be digitalized and provided to patients on Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) or smartphones, in which all the needed processes could be easily included (i.e. signaling, data collection, data storage and transfer) and further integrated with the use of data from sensors and biosensors [7]. An increasing body of studies adopted EMAs for a more ecological investigation of different conditions, including depression [8,9]. Nevertheless, no specific guidelines have been proposed. Above all, the commitment required to constantly complete daily assessments may result in low adherence, i.e. a low percent of completed surveys. Especially when dealing with depression, the lack of energy and motivation that typically characterize this disease are likely to increase the number of patients dropping out from such studies, or to decrease their compliance to the procedure. The aim of this narrative review is to investigate factors that are likely to influence adherence and dropout rates of depressed patients in technology-based EMA protocols.

2. Method

2.1. Search Strategy

We followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines [10]. To collect relevant publications, the following string was used in two high-order databases, PubMed and Web of Science: ((EMA) OR (“ecological momentary assessment”) OR (“mobile health”) OR (mHealth) OR (smartphone) OR (ESM) OR (“experience sampling method”) OR (“ambulatory assessment”) OR (“personal digital assistant”) OR (“ambulatory monitoring”) OR (“real time data capture”) OR (“real time monitoring”) OR (“electronic diary”)) AND ((depression) OR (MDD) OR (“major depressive disorder”) OR (“unipolar depression”)). The search was performed by two individual researchers (D.C. and J.F.A.) for publications in English language. Based on that string, 3684 articles were retrieved (PubMed: n=1792; Web of Science: n=1892). After a first selection based on the deletion of duplicate papers and of the analysis of titles and abstracts, a total of 84 articles were retrieved. After applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria (excluded papers: type of manuscript, n=13; EMA as an adjunctive therapeutic tool, n=3; sample criteria, n=33; lack of data on adherence rate, n=11; paper-and-pencil EMAs, n=11), 13 articles were included.
2.2. Inclusion/exclusion criteria

We considered studies adopting technology-based EMAs for the investigation and/or assessment of clinical and mental-health related variables in a sample of adults (≥ 18 years old) with a primary diagnosis of MDD, defined by a valid criterion standard. Only studies reporting compliance rates (i.e. percent of completed surveys across the duration of the study) were included. When available, dropout rates were also considered. We excluded from the analysis non-English papers, studies that omitted the inclusion criteria and did not have an available full-text. Moreover, we excluded the following types of manuscripts: Conference papers, reviews, case reports, letters to the editor, extended abstracts, proceedings, editorials and other editorial materials.

2.3. Quality Assessment

To control for the risk of bias, PRISMA recommendations for systematic literature analysis were strictly followed [10].

3. Results

3.1. Adherence

Among the selected studies (see Table 1), the overall adherence to EMA protocols ranged between 64.5% and 96.05% (n=13, mean 80.66%, SD 11.71%) (Figure 1).

Most of the included studies adopted a PDA for the daily completion of self-reports; only four studies were conducted with the use of a smartphone. Interestingly, smartphone-based EMAs could achieve higher adherence rates (PDAs: n=11, mean 76.02%, SD 10.98%; Smartphones: n=4, mean 89.85%, SD 7.18%). Compensation for participating in the protocol did not particularly influence the adherence of users (compensation: n=8, mean 81.92%, SD 10.27%; without compensation: n=5, mean...
Taking into consideration sampling methods, adherence rate was quite similar between studies adopting semi-randomized and randomized samplings (Semi-randomized: n=6, mean 74.27%, SD 13.20%; Randomized sampling: n=4, mean 79.82%, SD 8.64%). On the contrary, studies adopting a prefixed schema could achieve higher compliance (mean 91.73%, SD 0.90%). While the total duration of the protocol did not seem to affect participants’ compliance, studies with a lower number of daily prompts obtained higher adherence. Generally, when 8 or more daily assessments were required, a higher number of missing answers were likely to be reported (see Figure 1). Finally, we considered the effect of the number of items composing each single daily assessment on adherence. As it was not possible to obtain the exact items count, we divided studies in 4 categories (<10 items; between 11 and 15 items; between 16 and 20 items; >21 items). Just a slight decrease in adherence was observed in correspondence to the increase of the number of items, especially when assessments were composed by more than 20 questions (10 items: n=2, mean 84.39%, SD 6.61%; between 11 and 15 items: n=2, mean 84.75%, SD 9.61%; between 16 and 20 items: n=3, mean 83.61%, SD 13.19%; >20 items: n=6, mean 75.17%, SD 12.24%).

Table 1. More detailed information about the selected studies. vNote: SR: Semi-randomized; P: Prefixed; R: Randomized; P: Personal Digital Assistant; S: Smartphone; MDD: Major Depressive Disorder; HCG: control group; BPD: Borderline Personality Disorder; GAD: Generalized Anxiety Disorder; mD: minor Depression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Adherence (%)</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Duration (days)</th>
<th>Prompts</th>
<th>Money</th>
<th>N° items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>MDD (n=27), HCG (n=27)</td>
<td>96.05</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>16-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>MDD (n=21), MDD + BPD (n=20)</td>
<td>94.35</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>11-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>MDD (n=37), HCG (n=36)</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&gt;21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>MDD (n=10), HCG (n=10)</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&gt;21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>MDD (n=46), HCG (n=19)</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>MDD (n=26), HCG (n=25)</td>
<td>89.43</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>MDD (n=13)</td>
<td>77.78</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>MDD (n=53), HCG (n=53)</td>
<td>75.14</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>11-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>MDD (n=38), GAD (n=36), MDD + GAD (n=38), HCG (n=33)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&gt;21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>MDD (n=35), mD (n=35), HCG (n=36)</td>
<td>65.36</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>16-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>MDD (n=35), mD (n=35), HCG (n=38)</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&gt;21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>MDD and mD (n=60), HCG (n=35)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&gt;21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>MDD (n=16), GAD (n=15)</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&gt;21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Adherence

Eleven out of thirteen selected studies reported the main reasons for dropout, that included: Technical problems, data lost, change in diagnosis, backfilling, under-threshold number of answered prompts, time/scheduling difficulties. The two most frequent problems, reported in six of the thirteen included studies [11,18,19,22–24], were the occurrence of technical problems and the collection of a too low number of self-reports. Six out of these seven studies adopted a PDA rather than a smartphone and prompted participants 8 or more times per day.

4. Discussion

Despite that technology-based EMAs have been widely used for the understanding and assessment of depression, no study specifically focused on features that could improve patients’ adherence to EMA protocols.

According to our results, participants complete more self-reports when allowed to use their own smartphone rather than an additional external device. Consistently, the use of smartphones for the daily administration of EMAs seems to be associated not only with higher adherence, but also with lower technical problems and under-threshold number of answered prompts, i.e. the two main reasons for dropout. Currently, 2.32 billion people in the world are using smartphones and it is estimated that by 2020 the 70% of the world’s population will own one, suggesting the potential of this device for the research and clinical field [25]. Familiarity with smartphones as well as their current integration into our daily life could therefore encourage adherence to EMAs’ protocols. Secondly, the number of daily prompts seems to play a key role both for adherence and dropout. Our results suggest indeed that a high number of daily assessments could be perceived as too invasive and demanding and decrease participants’ compliance to the protocol. Finally, studies adopting a prefixed sampling schema reported higher rates of compliance, probably because users were already expecting the time of the prompt. Nevertheless, the use of randomization should always be taken into consideration when investigating variables with high daily fluctuations.

Notably, other variables could play a fundamental role in increasing adherence and decreasing dropout rates to EMA protocols, including the administration of a training before the beginning of the experiment, the ability of researchers/clinicians in motivating patients’ participation, data safety issues and the usability/engagement of the adopted device and/or mobile application. In the future, a meta-analysis could help to better clarify the features associated with adherence and dropout in EMA protocols for MDD.
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EHealth4MDD: A database of e-health systems for the prevention and treatment of depressive disorders
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Abstract. To date, meta-analyses of e-mental health systems for major depressive disorder (MDD) have largely overlooked the technological side of interventions. This warranted the creation of an open access database, EHealth4MDD, for the systematic study of the technological implementation in relation to intervention content, study design, and study outcomes. E-health systems were identified by conducting an exhaustive search on PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science in 2017. The 5379 retrieved records yielded 267 systems. One coder extracted information from the records on 45 variables, organized into 14 tables in EHealth4MDD. A sample of each high-inference variable was double coded by a second coder to assess reliability. Percent agreement was satisfactory given that coders received no training and the number of possible categories was large. Furthermore, scales were developed to rate the degree of technological sophistication of system functions for each of five function types. Four of these scales demonstrated concurrent validity, as evidenced by the substantial to strong correlations observed when comparing the scales with the results of an unlabeled ordering task. For researchers in both computer science and clinical psychology, the database presents a useful tool to systematically study e-mental health interventions for depression.
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1. Introduction

Although depression can be treated effectively, more than half of the approximately 300 million people worldwide suffering from the illness are receiving inadequate or no treatment [1]. E-mental health presents a promising direction in overcoming many of the barriers to and shortcomings of face-to-face treatment [2].

To date, both systematic reviews and meta-analyses in the field have largely focused on delivery aspects (e.g. guidance as a factor of influence [3]) and therapy aspects (e.g. limiting the scope to a specific therapeutic approach [4]) in relation to outcomes while neglecting influences of technology. To the best of our knowledge, only Zhao et al. [5] systematically reviewed the presence of certain technological features (communication tools, instructional ICT features, and self-monitoring tools) in psychoeducational e-mental health systems for depression, reaching the conclusion that most interventions lack in technological sophistication.

\textsuperscript{1} Franziska Burger, Interactive Intelligence Group, Delft University of Technology, Van Mourik Broekmanweg 6, 2628 XE Delft, The Netherlands; E-mail: f.burger91@gmail.com.
As has been pointed out in recent surveys, the field would benefit from a clearer picture of the features of e-mental health systems for depression that contribute to outcomes and those that are superfluous [2]. This warranted the creation of an open access database of e-mental health systems for the treatment and prevention of major depressive disorder (MDD), enabling the systematic examination of the composition of these systems and how this relates to their evaluation context and dropout rates.

2. Method

2.1 Search Strategy

Considered for inclusion was primary research published in English describing e-mental health support systems, i.e. interventions with therapeutic content delivered on information and communication technology platforms, for the prevention or treatment of major depressive disorder in adults developed and evaluated between 2000 and 2017. To ensure quality, only support systems having been scientifically evaluated with end users were included. The time frame was lower-bounded to give an accurate overview of the state-of-the-art: in earlier systems the technological sophistication is limited by the availability of technology rather than being a design choice. Additionally, we excluded research on systems (1) serving only as a medium between therapist and user or between users (2) targeting children, targeting women with postpartum, perinatal, or prenatal depression, targeting caregivers or family members of people with depression, targeting a comorbid psychotic condition, (3) aiming to reduce stigma associated with depression, (4) diagnostic tools or decision aids, (5) lacking psychotherapeutic functionality (e.g. only supporting adherence to antidepressant treatment), (6) having a very narrow scope (i.e. system developed for one specific patient with very specific combination of conditions). The full search-query is given on the database website (see Footnote 2 below).

An exhaustive search was conducted for articles and papers published up until 2017 describing eHealth interventions for depression on Scopus, PubMed, and Web of Science. A total of 5379 records were retrieved from the three databases (5359) and research syntheses in the field (20). All records were filtered first on title, then on abstract, and finally on full article by the first author, C1. Due to resource restrictions, a sample of the records at each stage was double coded by a second, independent coder, C2, a computer science student. Table 1 presents sample sizes and agreement scores at each stage. Sample sizes were determined by trading off the available resources against the margin of error of the percent agreement using the methods proposed by Gwet [6].

2.2 Data extraction

Included articles were coded by C1 on a total of 45 variables and entered into a relational database. This database consists of 14 tables grouped into three larger clusters. The systems cluster details the e-mental health systems, their versions, their functionality, and their therapeutic purposes (four tables). In this cluster, systems were characterized on a macro-level (year of completion; whether its purpose is to prevent,
treat, or monitor; whether it is guided, unguided, or an adjunct to face-to-face therapy; etc.) and on a micro-level, i.e., their functions. An instantiation of a function is its concrete implementation in a system. Functions were of two types: support functions and intervention functions. Support functions aim at increasing adherence to the intervention. They were again categorized into four subtypes: support functions for treatment planning (e.g., scheduling of sessions), treatment execution (e.g., reminders), monitoring (e.g., monitoring of symptoms), and social support (e.g., therapist support). To determine possible support functions in the domain, adherence strategies as defined in, for example, [7] were considered. Intervention functions support patient activities aimed at reducing depression symptoms. They are linked to specific classes of therapeutic interventions. The second cluster of tables in the database is the evaluations cluster, detailing the empirical studies of the systems in the systems cluster, their design, the employed measurement instruments, and dropout rates per study arm (four tables). Finally, the publications cluster details articles describing systems and their evaluations and the authors of these articles (three tables). The remaining three tables link systems to evaluations, systems to publications, and publications to evaluations.

Of the 45 variables, 41 were identified as low-inference (e.g., intended duration of the intervention) as they could be extracted directly from the literature, and 4 were identified as high-inference, since extraction required interpretation of the literature. The four high-inference codes were (1) identifying functions in a system description (e.g., SuperBetter implements the intervention function 3 good things), (2) classifying an instantiation as a particular function (e.g., “Participants were instructed to follow one module per week” describes Tunneleing), (3) linking an intervention function to a therapeutic intervention class (e.g., 3 good things is a technique in Positive Psychology), and (4) assigning a degree of technological sophistication to an instantiation. For each of the high-inference variables, a random sample was selected and double coded by a second coder to assess reliability.

![Figure 1. PRISMA diagram detailing the literature screening process of C1.](image-url)
To identify functions in a system description, a graduate student in clinical psychology, C3, was provided with articles describing systems and the complete list of 184 functions. The percentage agreement was calculated as the percentage of overlap in all assigned functions of C1 and C3. To classify an instantiation of a function, C3 was again provided with the list of 184 functions as well as with a list of 125 snippets of text from articles describing functions. If C1 and C3 appointed the same function to the description of an instantiation, it was scored as agreement. In linking a therapeutic intervention class to an intervention function, C3 was provided with a list of all intervention functions and a set of 25 possible therapeutic intervention classes. While C1 always only selected one therapeutic intervention class, C3 was permitted to select multiple. Coder agreement was calculated by coding as agreement whenever C1’s class was a subset of the class(es) assigned by C3. C3 received no training for the tasks other than a detailed coding manual. Furthermore, C1 rated all instantiations of functions on their degree of technological sophistication with the respective e-mental Health Degree of Technological Sophistication scale (eHDTS) developed specifically for this purpose. Reliability was examined by regarding agreement in a sample that was recoded by C2 (Table 1).

Concurrent validity of the eHDTS scales was examined by correlating eHDTS scores assigned to instantiations of functions with knowledge of the scale levels (informed scores) with rank scores obtained when coders with computer science or related degrees were asked to sort the same instantiations according to their intuitive understanding of “technological sophistication” (naïve scores). Each of five coders, C4-8, received only instantiation descriptions of a specific category (e.g. intervention, treatment planning, monitoring). C2, however, received a large sample of component descriptions taken from all the categories to allow for the examination of comparability of the different eHDTS scales. At least one week after the naïve sorting, the coders were asked to rate the same sample component on their respective eHDTS. Spearman correlations were calculated to examine agreement between informed and naïve scores within coders (Intra-Coder Correlation, Table 2). All raw data and analysis scripts can be accessed online.

3. Results

3.1 Reliability Analyses

Both the screening procedure and high-inference codes were subjected to a reliability analysis. Table 1 presents the agreement scores obtained between the coders. In the literature screening process, coders agreed in approximately 80% of cases. Inter-coder reliability was moderate to substantial according to the classification proposed by Landis and Koch. Since agreement and reliability could only be assessed on a

---

1 The exact definitions for the levels of the five scales, eHDTS_I (intervention), eHDTS_Sp (planning), eHDTS_Se (execution), eHDTS_Sm (monitoring), and eHDTS_Ss (social) as well as the specific search queries, detailed descriptions of all coded variables, a diagram of the database structure, diagrams of the methodology of the reliability and validity analyses, and querying functionality for database content can be found on the database website http://insyprojects.ewi.tudelft.nl:8888/.

2 Data and analyses can be accessed at the 4TU.Center for Research Data national research data archive under the following doi: 0.4121/uuid:7e7e91ab-7ad4-b4b4-8915-e2bc80b23c99 or for quick access https://tinyurl.com/y7k25uqp.
sample, particularly false positives (C1 excluded while C2 included, indicating that other relevant articles of the population may have been missed entirely by C1 and hence may not be in the database) had to be examined closely. Four reasons could be identified: mistakes by C1 (full-paper: 1 record), mistakes by C2 (title: 2 records), C2 misunderstanding an exclusion criterion (title: 4 records, abstract: 2 records, full-paper: 3 records), and precaution on the part of C2 as he was instructed to include records when in doubt (title: 5 records, abstract: 3 records). Cautiously included records were unanimously excluded by re-evaluation at the next filtering stage. False negatives were not analyzed further as they did not pose a threat to database content.

Table 1. Results of the reliability analyses conducted for the literature screening process and selected variables coded for in the database. For assigning a degree of technological sophistication to a function instantiation, a weighted Cohen’s kappa was calculated since the scale is ordinal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coders</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Percent Agreement, 95% CIs</th>
<th>Cohen’s kappa, 95% CIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature Screening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title Filter</td>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>4266</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>.81 [.71, .87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>.80 [.64, .89]</td>
<td>.58 [.34, .82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Filter</td>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.84 [.60, .92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Article Filter</td>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>.80 [.64, .89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>.84 [.60, .92]</td>
<td>.69 [.42, .95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify functions of system</td>
<td>C1, C3</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.37 [.30, .43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classify function of instantiation</td>
<td>C1, C3</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>.58 [.49, .66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map intervention functions to therapeutic intervention class</td>
<td>C1, C3</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>.81 [.73, .87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign degree of technological sophistication to instantiation</td>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>.48 [.39, .55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Scale validation

To determine concurrent validity of the different eHDTS scales, we correlated the informed scores of the coders with their own naïve scores (intra-coder correlation) as well as with the informed scores of C1 (inter-coder correlation). Table 2 shows the Spearman correlations for each scale.

Table 2. Results of the scale validation conducted to assess concurrent validity of the degree of technological sophistication scales. Confidence intervals were obtained by bootstrapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coders</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Intra-Coder Correlation, 95% CIs</th>
<th>Inter-Coder Correlation, 95% CIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>C1, C4</td>
<td>1344 (60%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.59 [.21, .80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Planning</td>
<td>C1, C5</td>
<td>29 (1.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.82 [.62, .92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Execution</td>
<td>C1, C6</td>
<td>445 (20%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.52 [.08, .78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>C1, C7</td>
<td>140 (6.3%)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.27 [-.14, .61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Support</td>
<td>C1, C8</td>
<td>266 (12%)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.52 [.11, .79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All types mixed</td>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>2224 (100%)</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>.47 [.31, .60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Distribution over system functions

Analyses concerning the content of the database exceed the scope of this work. We therefore only briefly describe the distribution over function instantiations here. As can be seen in the Population column of Table 2, approximately 60% of function
instantiations across systems are of the intervention type. Of the support instantiations, 3% support the user in establishing adherence strategies initially, while more than half aim at reeling the user back in. In line with research indicating that adherence to the systems is higher when human support is included, one third of support instantiations strive to provide human contact.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The EHealth4MDD database is a systematic inventory of e-mental health systems for the treatment and prevention of depression. It contains 267 such systems with a total of 2224 function instantiations. Approximately 60% of these functions are of a psychotherapeutic nature while 40% aim to support the user in adhering to the intervention. In the literature screening process for populating the database, moderate to substantial reliability was obtained. Double coding of high-inference codes yielded satisfactory percent agreement scores in light of the vast number of possible categories. Therefore, the findings show clear consistency between coders and, as common in high-inference coding, some degree of individual subjectivity. Significant correlations of naïve with informed ratings indicate that four of the five different EHDTS scales capture the intuitive understanding of “technological sophistication” as held by those with a computer science or related degree. Furthermore, correlations between pairs of coders using the scales were significant and high on the same four scales, indicating that technological sophistication can be reliably assessed with the scales. However, the database is not without limitations as a single coder coded most data and reliability of this coding could only be assessed on samples. This resulted in large differences between coders in exposure to the data and therefore possibly lower scores of inter-coder agreement and reliability than might otherwise be expected.

For researchers in both computer science and clinical psychology, the database presents a useful tool for the systematic study of e-mental health interventions for depression. It allows for a better understanding of system composition and of how functionalities contribute to clinical outcomes. Since the database is open access and implemented as a standard MySQL database, it can be linked with other databases, for example, databases of clinical trials. Furthermore, the accessibility allows the research community to contribute to the maintenance of the database.
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Abstract. Therapeutic rapport and empathy are essential parts of the relationship between mental health care professionals and their clients and are considered key elements of good therapeutic outcome. There are various social interaction technologies that have proven to be beneficial to current psychotherapeutic practice. Despite their proven efficacy, the adoption of these technologies among therapists is still relatively low. A prominent reason for this is the perception that mediated communication does not allow for satisfying empathic interactions. However, new technological developments offer opportunities that could help overcome this barrier and possibly even enhance the empathic interaction. The current paper explores these novel technologies in a systematic way by mapping them to the three components of empathy (cognition, affect, behavior). By identifying these opportunities, we hope to encourage a new way of thinking about technology, emphasizing its potential added value to the quality of psychological treatment, and eventually aiming to broaden the array of available treatment possibilities for mental healthcare professionals.
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1. Introduction

Therapeutic rapport is considered a fundamental part of the therapeutic interaction process, and highly related to successful therapeutic outcomes [1-2]. Rapport can be defined as “the spontaneous, conscious feeling of harmonious responsiveness that promotes the development of a constructive therapeutic alliance” [3]. An integral part of therapeutic rapport is empathy [4], that is, the ability to understand and share the feelings of another person. Meta-analytic reviews have consistently shown that the level of therapists’ empathy perceived by their clients is a key element of therapeutic change, accounting for about 9% of the variance in therapy outcome, even more than the specific intervention used [5]. Current understanding of empathy suggests that it consists of three components: a cognitive, an affective and a behavioral one [4, 6-7]. Cognitive empathy is the process of understanding another’s feelings by reasoning about their internal states [8].
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The second, affective component, is concerned with emotions. Mirror neurons are thought to play an important role in this process, causing the emotions of interacting individuals to converge because they adjust to each other’s affective states [6]. Last, the behavioral component consists of one’s behavioral response as a result of empathizing with the other’s emotion. There are many different ways to express feelings of empathy, either verbally through for example empathic reflections and questions [5], or non-verbally by making meaningful eye contact [10] or through comforting touches [11].

With respect to empathy in psychotherapeutic interactions, a prominent model is the Empathic Cycle formulated by Barrett-Lennard [12]. According to this model, client and therapist are cycling together through four steps during their interaction. First, clients express their experience. Therapists then try to empathically resonate with their clients’ experience, actively trying to ‘tune in’ and enter the clients’ world. Third, the therapist expresses her empathic feelings. As a final step the client receives this, followed by a new cycle. The Empathic Cycle underlines the different but interrelated roles played by therapist and client [13], which is not a symmetric relationship, as one would expect in a friendship or spousal relationship. Clients unconsciously observe their therapists’ responses in order to monitor their appraisal. This allows them to receive their therapist’s empathy. Therapists, on the other hand, are actively trying to resonate empathically with their clients, a process which is referred to as empathic attunement. In this process, therapists form internal representations of the clients’ emotions, intentions, cognitions and physical states based on the client’s expression in order to respond in a way that supports the client in giving a more accurate expression during the next cycle. Every response of the client, either verbal or non-verbal, is a cue conveying information to the therapist that facilitates this attunement and allows her to respond more empathically.

Over recent decades, communication technologies have found their way into psychotherapeutic practice. Multiple benefits are associated with the use of these technologies, such as increased access to psychological treatment, convenience, as well as enhanced self-reflection and increased emotional disinhibition of the client [14-17]. Several studies have been conducted to investigate whether technological mediation affects the therapeutic relationship. From a client perspective, results are primarily positive, with the majority of studies indicating that it is possible to establish good therapeutic rapport in mediated settings [18]. However, from a therapists’ perspective, the results appear to be more mixed (e.g., [19-20]). Many practitioners have doubts whether mediated interactions sufficiently support the expression and reception of affective cues, and the consequent development and maintenance of therapeutic rapport [21]. They often report that ‘something’ is missing; a feeling that seems to originate in having access to fewer social cues in mediated interaction [18, 22]). Importantly, therapists critically rely on these cues for empathic attunement [14, 18]. Thus, it is essential to investigate how interaction technologies should be developed or optimized in a way that satisfies therapists’ needs and helps to overcome the limitations of communication technologies in supporting the empathic relationship.

With respect to the incorporation of social interaction technologies in mental healthcare, two different approaches can be distinguished. The traditional approach is to support or simulate face-to-face interactions as closely as possible, thereby attempting to overcome limitations imposed by the medium (e.g., supporting eye contact or gesturing). Developing and applying technologies to meet a basic level of empathic interaction is in line with this approach. However, a second, complementary
approach is to use unique affordances of the medium to transform the interaction into something that could add value above and beyond what would be possible even in an unmediated encounter. This type of approach was already argued for by Hollan and Stornetta in 1992 [23]. Research on empathic accuracy has shown that empathy in humans is a teachable skill that can be improved when appropriately supported [24-25]. Following this second line of thinking, one could imagine the potential of technology to not just support a basic level of empathy in technology-mediated settings, but to augment empathic interactions, both in mediated as well as media-assisted co-located settings.

When applying this second approach, a variety of opportunities arise as a consequence of the development and application of new sensors and actuators for measuring and representing social and affective cues. In addition, the mediated nature of the interaction allows for the transformation of the communicated social and affective cues. The aim of the current paper is to explore the ways in which novel communication technologies can be used to support and enhance empathic attunement in therapeutic interactions. To structure this exploration, the three components of empathy will serve as a framework to which the various technologies are mapped. By identifying these opportunities, we hope to encourage another way of thinking about the use of technology in psychological treatment, that is, not merely as a digital copy of traditional face-to-face therapy, but as an opportunity to use some of the unique affordances of technology to add value to the treatment ways that were not possible before. Thus, we hope to broaden the range of possible treatment options for psychotherapists and so contribute to the quality of mental health care

2. Opportunities to augment empathic interactions

2.1 Cognitive component

Technology can add relevant information during therapy that would normally be unavailable, even in a face-to-face setting. This information can improve therapists’ understanding of their clients’ internal states, i.e., the cognitive component of empathy. A major part of the relevant studies in the field of affective computing has been focused on emotion recognition [25]. An extensive body of research shows that current technologies can do this relatively accurately (for example, see [26]). Emotion recognition is usually based on facial expressions, speech parameters, and/or physiological measures (for a review, see [27]). So far, a lot of attention has been given to the application of these measures in assessing stress, but other uses are increasingly being explored [28]. For example, research shows positive results for applying affective technologies in assisting persons with autism in understanding the context during social interactions, i.e., supporting the cognitive component of empathy [29]. A challenging factor that needs to be taken into account is the way in which the feedback on physiological measures is presented, as research shows that different representations result in different interpretation of the same information [30].

2.2 Affective component

Emotional convergence, the process related to the affective component of empathy, is assumed to result from a human tendency to mimic and synchronize with the other’s non-verbal behavior (e.g. facial expressions, speech, body movements and posture [6]).
Feedback on physiological states cannot only be used to increase understanding of the client’s state (i.e., the cognitive component), but also to enhance the affective component. By *exchanging* this information, implicit socio-emotional information can be made explicit, which facilitates therapists to ‘feel with’ their clients. Indeed, first exploratory studies have shown that using physiological feedback as a communication cue, i.e., social biofeedback, significantly enhances interpersonal intimacy [31], as does information on non-verbal interactional behavior [32-33]. Most of the studies on social biofeedback have either used graphical or auditory representations to show the information [e.g. 30-33]. However, research shows that touch is the primary modality for conveying intimate emotions [34]. Hence, transferring physiological information through a haptic pathway could serve as a powerful affective cue that increases emotional convergence and subsequently enhances the empathic interaction.

In addition, social perspective taking [35] is known to enhance emotional convergence. A technology that quite literally allows you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes is Virtual Reality (VR). A key feature of VR is its ability to experience someone else’s world from a first-person perspective [36]. That, in combination with a strong sense of embodiment, allows you to become an actor in the environment instead of merely a spectator [37]. In this way, VR can heighten feelings of empathy in a unique way. Indeed, studies show that experiencing someone else’s viewpoint in VR led to more positive feelings about the relationship [36] and increased feelings of concern and helping behavior [38]. In addition, studies have been conducted with virtual simulations of mental illnesses such as schizophrenia [39] and dementia [40], showing that participants held more positive attitudes towards people suffering from these disorders and after being exposed to the simulations. They reported that it enabled them to truly experience what it feels like to live with such disorders, which resulted in increased feelings of empathy during subsequent interactions.

### 2.3 Behavioral component

The possibilities of VR can also be used to support the behavioral component of empathy, that is, facilitating therapists in expressing appropriate levels of empathy towards their clients. The increased feelings of closeness in shared VEs may increase self-disclosure from the client [41], which in turn is expected to further increase feelings of interpersonal closeness and empathy between therapists and their clients [12]. Moreover, it is also argued that some clients feel more secure in the controlled surroundings of a virtual environment [17, 41-42], which also facilitates self-disclosure.

An important behavioral aspect of empathy is interpersonal touch, which can help to convey interpersonal understanding and alleviate stress and anxiety in a patient [34]. Touch implies direct physical interaction and co-location and therefore inherently evokes feelings of social presence. However, current social interaction technologies mostly rely exclusively on vision and audio. Not allowing the expression of emotions through touch compromises the experience of being together and will likely decrease perceived empathy. Recently, multiple systems have been developed that incorporate some kind of social touch [43-44]. Even though most systems are still research prototypes and not broadly available, the ability of empathic touch to provide support suggests that it is worthwhile to explore the potential of appropriate mediated social touch in remote interactions between therapists and their clients. It has to be noted that psychotherapeutic approaches and cultures differ in their opinions about consoling touches between therapist and client, being more usual and considered appropriate in
some therapeutic approaches (i.e., schema-therapy) than in others (i.e. psychoanalysis). Having said that, mediated social touch has a number of unique affordances that would offer an interesting alternative to physical touch in therapeutic settings. As there is no direct skin-to-skin contact, it is assumed to be less intimate than real touch. Moreover, in mediated social touch, being touched or not is under the control of the client. They can turn the ‘touch option’ on or off, much like turning video on or off during a Skype session. Mediated touch may even offer ways to practice human touch for people that have difficulties with that in their social life. Investigating whether remote social touch can serve these purposes offers an important direction for future research.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have identified several opportunities for novel technologies to support empathic attunement between therapists and their clients. We have structured this exploration by mapping these technologies to the three key components of empathy: cognition, affect and behavior.

With respect to the implementation in psychotherapeutic practice, there are still significant steps to take. First, whereas some technologies are already more mature, many of the suggested applications are research prototypes that are still under development, and therefore not yet sufficiently robust, versatile, user-friendly, and cost-effective to be deployed in current practice. Second, despite the clear potential of several types of technologies to enhance the empathic relationship and thus benefit mental health care practice, much research is still needed to empirically establish this and also to gain more insights into which technologies are most suitable for which clients and mental disorders. It is only after convincing and well-controlled demonstrations of clinical efficacy that we can expect larger-scale acceptance and uptake of such innovations by mental health care professionals. Nevertheless, with this exploration we hope to have underlined the importance of empathy for an effective psychotherapeutic relationship, and the positive roles that communication technology may play, both in supporting as well as potentially augmenting empathy.
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SECTION III

EVALUATION STUDIES

To date, some cybertherapy applications have improved the quality of health care, and later they will probably lead to substantial cost savings.

However, cybertherapy is not simply a technology but a complex technological and relational process.

In this sense, clinicians and health care providers that want to successfully exploit cybertherapy need a significant attention to clinical issues, technology, ergonomics, human factors and organizational changes in the structure of the relevant health service.

Wiederhold & Riva, 2004
Online and Offline Life: the Functional Use of the Internet During the Life Cycle
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Abstract. This research aims to clarify when, how and under which conditions the Internet usage is functional for people during the life cycle in 574 adolescents, 671 younger emerging adults, 163 older emerging adults, 722 adults. Starting from Leontev studies, it is possible to consider the Internet as a functional organ. The goal is to verify which factors (Gender, Hours per day spent Online, Online Social Support, Number of Online Contacts (NOCs), Life Satisfaction, Job Satisfaction) lead people to a Functional Internet Use (FIU). Significant results were found in all factors considered, including gender differences.
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1. Introduction

The Internet is an important part of our daily lives and it represents a basic tool for finding information, social interactions, and the consequent construction of knowledge [5-18]. The previous Web and the current Web 2.0 and its ubiquity due to new devices (e.g. smartphone and tablet) have changed people’s behavior; never before have we had such easy and rapid access to information and communication. However, there is a downside. Web 2.0 requires a lot of our attention during use and it often distracts us from tasks we are involved in during our daily activities such as studying, working or cultivating offline relationships. The integration between being online and offline is an important part of the psychology of human beings [24]. In some cases, it is possible to find a balance between these two aspects of human life. The Web can be functional for work, studying and for carrying out daily activities. Considering these aspects, the theoretical perspective of this research assumes that the Internet could be a functional tool depending on how it is used and the reasons behind such use [15-16]. In this regard, Leontev [10-12] proposed the construct of functional organ to describe how a tool (e.g. the Internet) allows people to achieve better and more powerful performances which would not be attainable individually without that tool (e.g. sharing photos or documents with several people in different parts of the world at the same time). Therefore, the goal of this research is to explain which processes and conditions make it possible for a massive and pervasive use of the Web to become a source of
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empowerment (functional organ) throughout a person’s lifecycle, specifically in the phases of adolescence, emerging adulthood (early and late) and adulthood.

2. When the Internet is a Functional Tool

An important point in studying Functional Internet Use (FIU), is the analysis of the processes which lead us to consider the Internet (and its applications) as a culturally mediated artifact/tool. To understand this role, it is fundamental to consider the processes deriving from Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT). The core of CHAT is characterized by three fundamental aspects: the social origin of mind, the centrality of culture and the artifact mediation [13,14]. In this regard, Leontev [12,13] emphasized the dual nature of the fundamental aspects of human activity. The subject and object of an activity are in a mutual relationship. The object is modified by the action of the subject and by the tool that it is used. However, at the same time, the tool itself modifies the way of acting and the way of thinking of the person who uses it. Leontev defines these tools that act as mediators in human activities as functional artifacts (and according to Kaptelinin [9] Information and Communication Technologies should be renamed as functional organ), which are artifacts representing the physical and/or mental extensions of the body and human abilities [18]. For instance, scissors allow a human to do something (cut) that he/she would not be able to do with his/her physical abilities, while his/her eyeglasses allow him/her to restore an inadequate human ability (sight) to an optimal state. In this regard, it is possible to think of the Internet (and the applications that characterize it) as a functional organ [9] capable of exalting human ability so intuitively as to become a natural component that supports humans in their daily activities.

4. Factors Related to Functional Internet Use

Factors related to FIU are: Online Social-Support, Number of Online Contacts, Life Satisfacation and Job Satisfaction. Online social-support is considered the whole set of information which comes to a person through social interactions [3] in an online environment. Recent research has shown how the use of Social Networking Sites (SNSs) could lead to a greater level of well-being in people [22], and consequently lead them to FIU [20,21]. People preferred online social-support (e.g. chatting, vocal messaging) to offline social-support (face-to-face interactions), because online social-support is characterized by anonymity and more expressive and uninterrupted communication. Regarding this point, during the transition from school to university or from school/university to work, it is central to consider a person’s number of online contacts (NOCs) [2]. New connections are very important for receiving and sharing relevant information (e.g. how to rent a room). From this point of view, the Internet, and consequently NOCs, could be mediation tools in constructing a bridge between schools and university or schools and working environments [1,2,5,17,23].

Finally, the concept of life satisfaction is strictly related to Internet use in maintaining and creating social connections (both in free time and at work) and in increasing and integrating job satisfaction [19]. According to the workplace Internet leisure browsing model (WILB) [4], using the Internet in the workplace increases employees’ productivity, improves their performance and balances their working and
living. In this regard, since job satisfaction is one of the most important predictors of life satisfaction and self-esteem, in a functional use of the Internet perspective, it is reasonable to think that high levels of job satisfaction predict high levels of FIU.

a. Research Hypothesis

Hypotheses directly concerning FIU will be described in order to analyze when and under which conditions is the Internet functional for people. Three hypotheses were tested.

H1. The hours per day spent online (X) affect FIU (Y), through the moderation of gender (M) and Age (W) (see fig. 1).

![Figure 1: Graphical representation of H1 concerning the conceptual diagram of multiple moderation hypothesis [7]](image)

Considering the previously described literature concerning FIU [2,15], it is expected that: decreasing connection hours increases FIU, both for males and females in all age groups.

H2. Online-social-support (X) affect FIU (Y) through the mediation of NOCs (Mi) (see fig. 2).

![Figure 2: Graphical representation of H2 concerning the conceptual diagram of mediation hypothesis [7]](image)

It is expected that high levels of online-social-support (predictor) could lead to high levels of FIU (outcome) only when there is a high number of NOCs (mediator). Specifically, following on from previous literature [1,2,15,17,23], younger and older emerging adults are the groups with more transitions than the others (adolescent and adults), and it is therefore plausible to assume that they have high scores of online social-support, high NOCs and consequently high levels of FIU. Literature shows an imbalance towards the problematic side of Internet use, compared to the functional one [6,25]. Thus, following the research’s goal it is reasonable to assume that high levels of job satisfaction affect FIU. This direct relationship is affected by life satisfaction (mediator). Different studies have shown how high levels of job satisfaction could have an influence on life satisfaction [8,11]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that those who are satisfied with their job tend to be satisfied with their lives, and this can lead to greater FIU. Finally, the last hypothesis is the following:

H3. Job satisfaction (X) affects FIU (Y) through the mediation of life satisfaction (Mi) and the moderation of age (W) and gender (Z) (see fig. 3).
Figure 3: Graphical representation of H6 concerning the conceptual diagram of mediated moderated hypothesis [7]

b. Method

The research involved 2,130 participants, divided in: 574 adolescents, 671 younger emerging adults, 163 older emerging adults, 722 adults. A cross-sectional study based on the compilation of an online self-report questionnaire was proposed. The questionnaire’s distribution took place at three different times. Campaigns were broadcast on SNSs (Facebook, YouTube, Google+), based on the penetration of SNSs monthly use in Italy and targeted to gender and age considering the selected sample age groups. The questionnaire’s measures include validated scales for the factors involved in FIU. The scale that measure FIU was made on purpose for this research and is not validated yet.

c. Results

All the hypotheses were tested with PROCESS MACRO using Hayes models [7]. The results show that for the H1, total model is significant ($b=8.5; t=.27; p < .001$), but the total amount of hours per day spent online is not a significant direct predictor of FIU. The age is the total significant mediator in this relationship ($b=.09; t=.10; p < .001$), including conditional relationships (age * hours per day spent online: $b=.01; t=2.7; p > .001$). Moreover, gender as a single mediator is significant ($b=1.6; t=3.5; p < .001$), though not when it is associated with age.

The H2 results for the adolescents show how online social support positively affects NOCs ($b=377; t= 3.03; p < .001$). Furthermore, in this relationship the covariate which influences NOCs is offline acquaintances ($b=236; t=2.4; p > .001$). Moreover, online social-support positively predicts FIU with the covariation of offline friends ($b=.69; t=3.5; p < .001$). The mediation effect of NOCs in this case is not significant. Unlike the case of adolescents, the direct relationship online social-support/NOCs is not significant for the younger emerging adults, although the covariate of offline acquaintances is significant for NOCs ($b=172; t=2.7; p > .001$). Furthermore, online social-support positively directly predicts FIU ($b=.53; t=2.4; p > .001$); high levels of online social-support correspond to high levels of FIU, with the covariation of offline acquaintances ($b=.48; t=2.8; p > .001$). For older emerging adults there are no significant relationships in this model. Finally, for the adults the results show that there is not a significant direct relationship between online social-support and NOCs. On the other hand, offline friends seem to play an important role in NOCs ($b=154; t=2.8; p > .001$). Moreover, offline social-support does not predict FIU. The only significant relationship is that concerning the covariate of the offline acquaintances which is a significant positive indicator of FIU ($b=.48; t= 2.7; p > .001$). As previously observed, NOCs are not a significant mediator in this age group.
The results of H3 model show that job satisfaction is a direct positive predictor of life satisfaction ($b=.26; t=4.7; p <.001$), but that it is a direct negatively predictor of FIU ($b=-.92; t=-.2.9; p <.001$). When associated with age, job satisfaction positively predicts FIU ($b=.02; t= 3.5; p <.001$). Moreover, life satisfaction positively predicts FIU ($b=.02; t= 3.5; p <.001$). Furthermore, life satisfaction negatively affects FIU when associated with age ($b=.02; t= 3.5; p <.001$). Finally, gender is a significant moderator in this model and it predicts FIU, but only when associated with age ($b=.44; t=2.8; p >.001$).

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Considering the H1 model of FIU, the more age increases, the hours per day spent online decrease and, consequently, the more FIU increases. Adults have the highest scores in FIU followed by older emerging adults, adolescents and, lastly, younger emerging adults. Moreover, gender affects the relationship between the number of hours per day spent online and FIU. Males of all ages have the highest levels of Internet use (considering the number of hours per day) and higher FIU scores than females (of all ages).

The H2 model shows that: for adolescents’ high levels of online social-support increase NOCs which are mainly made up of offline acquaintances. Moreover, according to the results, when adolescents present high levels of online social-support, they tend to have FIU. In summary, adolescents’ NOCs are mainly composed of offline acquaintances, though they do reach FIU if their online social-support is made up of the network of friends they have in their offline lives like the younger emerging adults. These findings show that offline acquaintances play an important role. For instance, for the emerging adults, if one of a person’s offline acquaintances (who are also part of their online networks) has already gone to university he or she may be able to provide information to that person about how to find an apartment, or simply which website could help them find a roommate. Regarding adults, they use the Internet in a functional way when they are in contact with their offline acquaintances. In this regard, it could be relevant to focus our attention on the fact that adults use e-mail more than other age groups. Online contacts that adults use the most are those which coincide with their online acquaintances, those acquaintances are very likely to be their colleagues who are part of their online social support.

The final hypothesis, H3, shows that high levels of job satisfaction correspond to high levels of life satisfaction, and the lower a person’s job satisfaction, the higher his/her FIU. Thus, adults have the highest levels of job satisfaction. A relevant finding is that people with low levels of job satisfaction (in this sample younger and older emerging adults) show high levels of FIU. However, this could be connected to the transitional phases they are facing which push them to search around for new work positions, also by using the Internet. In this regard, younger and older emerging adults use the Internet as a functional organ as they search for possible job positions online, thus leading them towards FIU. Finally, concerning gender differences, for males, FIU increases as age increases: adult males present higher levels of FIU compared to females of all age groups.

In summary, two aspects are particularly relevant. The first concerns online social-support and self-esteem, which are the factors to which it is necessary to pay more attention, especially for adolescents, who are going through the most important phase
of physical and psychological change, in order to avoid a possible misuse of the Internet or any risky behavior that may compromise their reputation (e.g. spreading nude photos). The second concerns younger emerging adults. The most relevant result is the use of online contacts in a functional way during transitions and in order to look for work.
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Acceptability study of a novel immersive cognitive care platform for remediation of cognitive deficits
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Abstract. We introduce bWell, a clinician-centric immersive research platform for the assessment and remediation of cognitive deficits using virtual (VR) and augmented reality (AR). Virtual cognitive rehabilitation has been gaining clinical acceptance, with fully immersive VR experiences hypothesized to generate high levels of user engagement and potentially better transfer to real life outcomes. However, discomfort due to cybersickness remains a concern for clinicians. In the current experiment, the acceptability of the bWell platform was evaluated using a cohort of twenty-six healthy adults. The goal was to measure user engagement and to evaluate the risk of cybersickness as a prerequisite to testing the system on cognitively-impaired clinical populations. Results show that immersive VR cybersickness symptoms were minor and engagement was high. As well, user engagement was significantly higher in the immersive vs non-immersive version of one of the exercises, with statistically significant differences in components of engrossment, enjoyment and personal gratification. This demonstrates that the bWell platform has high user acceptability, both in terms of engagement and comfort in a healthy population.
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1. Introduction

Immersive virtual reality (VR) has been widely used for assessment of cognitive deficiencies [1-3]. In parallel, several research projects have studied cognitive remediation using PC-based virtual environments [4-6]. While full immersion (head mounted displays (HMDs) and cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE)) has been shown to add benefits to physical rehabilitation [7] and psychological therapy [8,9], few studies have used fully immersive VR for remediation in the cognitive domain. Three studies used HMDs for fully immersive remediation of cognitive deficiencies, respectively for attention training in teenagers [10], memory training in memory-impaired elderly adults [11] and improvement of activities of daily living in stroke patients [12]. A study using CAVE immersion [13] reported perceptual-
cognitive improvement in healthy older adults. The findings from all studies support the hypothesis that the use of immersive virtual reality can be applied towards cognitive remediation. Nonetheless, the risk of cybersickness remains a significant concern for medical professionals [14], and especially since cognitively-impaired patients might be more vulnerable [15, 16].

The bWell project is an initiative of the National Research Council Canada (NRC), and is designed as a general non-commercial research platform for the assessment and remediation of cognitive deficits using immersive virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR). The goal of the current study was to measure user engagement in immersive versus non-immersive tasks as well as cybersickness in fully immersive environments on healthy adults prior to testing on target populations.

2. Background

2.1. bWell

Instead of focusing on a single pathology, bWell targets general aspects of cognition which are common to several disorders: working memory, divided and sustained attention, impulse control, sensory processing, emotional regulation and executive functions. It comprises seven exercises targeting one or several of these cognitive functions and designed from the ground up to be immersive and gamified.

The platform uses industry-standard game development techniques. It is built in Unity® (Unity Technologies) - a widely used game engine with native VR support. It is unique in that it is hardware-agnostic, seamlessly supporting multiple AR/VR systems ranging from low-end mobile devices to high-end consumer devices (HTC Vive™, Oculus Rift, Microsoft Hololens) in order to facilitate its adoption in a clinical or home setting.

2.2. Managing Cybersickness and Promoting Engagement

According to the leading theory [17], cybersickness would be due to a mismatch between the vestibular and visual systems. In order to minimize this phenomenon in bWell, the exercises are designed to avoid scene movements which are not synchronized with real world displacements, such as using teleport locomotion technique [18]. Diegetic user interfaces and tactile feedback [14] are also used to reduce symptoms.

One important aspect of the study was to measure if engagement was superior in an immersive VR platform versus a non-immersive mobile version of the same exercise. Several research projects observed higher engagement in VR versus non-VR versions of cognitively-challenging exercises [10,19]. To facilitate engagement, a minimal form of avatar (user hands) was used to help with presence. Also, some properties of interaction and physics were used to improve the suspension of disbelief. For instance, textiles move realistically when touched, objects can be grabbed, handles vibrate and particles fall out of bottles when they are tipped.
3. Method

3.1. The cognitive exercises

Three exercises in bWell (Figure 1) were selected. The LAB exercise requires users to complete two parallel “recipes” following a specific timed sequence, challenging divided attention and executive functions. The user is presented with color-coded bottles and tablets displaying the recipes. The MOLE exercise is a visual processing and impulse control task. The user hits targets with two virtual hammers, one in each hand. The color of the target must match the color of the hammer; the color of the hammers changes over time. A top-down non-immersive one-handed tablet version of the MOLE exercise was also created as a comparative. The TENT exercise is designed as a relaxation and sensory exploration scene. There is no specific goal; the user can explore the environment and change the scenery using a virtual book. A pulsing sphere is presented to guide the user towards a relaxing breathing pace. Also, the handles vibrate when the sphere is touched, enhancing the sense of presence and providing sensory stimulation.

![Figure 1. LAB, MOLE and TENT exercises.](image)

3.2. Method

The configuration tested was using an HTC Vive™ HMD installed on a Dell Aurora R5 computer. The headset was fitted with an aftermarket replacement face pad to facilitate cleaning. The dedicated physical play area was 3 m by 3 m. A cohort of 26 healthy adult volunteers from the NRC site in Boucherville participated in the study (f/m = 40%/60%; age: [20-60], \( \bar{x} = 43 \); VR experience: [0 (none) - 4 (good)], \( \bar{x} = 0.9 \)). Exclusion criteria were epilepsy, cardiac problems, psychotic disorders and unresolved or recent (<2 years) concussions. Each participant was made aware of the risk of cybersickness and signed a consent approved by the NRC Review Ethics Board. Subjects were randomly divided in two groups. One group (n=11) was to compare a single VR exercise (MOLE) with its non-immersive version to evaluate engagement. For the non-immersive version, the same software is deployed to an Android tablet and users click the moles with their finger. Users were randomized to test either the immersive (n=4) or non-immersive (n=7) version first. The other group (n=15) was to try two different VR exercises for cybersickness assessment: the MOLE exercise and either the LAB (n=8) or TENT (n=7) exercise. All test sessions were limited to three minutes but subjects could interrupt the session at any time in case of discomfort or boredom. Two standard questionnaires were used for cybersickness and engagement assessment: the French-Canadian version of the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [20] and the Game User Experience Satisfaction Scale (GUESS) [21]. The forms
were filled by the subjects immediately after each exercise. The entire test session lasted 20 minutes per subject.

4. Results

4.1. Cybersickness

Raw results from the SSQ questionnaire, pooled from both groups and all immersive exercises, are summarized in Table 1. They depict the number of times a symptom within the list was reported and its level of intensity. For each participant, a combined score was calculated by adding the individual scores obtained per symptom (none=0; slight=1; moderate=2; severe=3). Furthermore, data from Table 1 was regrouped into indicators of nausea and oculomotor problems as proposed by Bouchard [20]. Figure 2 depicts the occurrence frequency of those symptoms as a function of their combined score. When summing the responses for each symptom and participant, mean values of 1.0 (out of 27) and 1.1 (out of 21) were obtained for nausea and oculomotor factors respectively. The maximum combined scores reported by a single user were 5 for nausea and 6 for oculomotor. However, the same user also reported very strong engagement and desire to play again, and cybersickness symptoms did not appear to hinder acceptability.

Table 1. Cybersickness reported symptoms for all VR sessions combined. Nausea symptoms are marked with *; oculomotor symptoms with †. (total of 41 represents n = 11 in the first group + 2×n = 15 in the second group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms (# of times reported)</th>
<th>General Discomfort*</th>
<th>Fatigue†</th>
<th>Headache†</th>
<th>Eye strain†</th>
<th>Difficulty focusing†</th>
<th>Salivation increasing*</th>
<th>Sweating*</th>
<th>Nausea*</th>
<th>Difficulty concentrating†</th>
<th>Fullness of the head†</th>
<th>Blurred vision†</th>
<th>Dizziness eyes open*</th>
<th>Dizziness eyes closed†</th>
<th>Vertigo*</th>
<th>Stomach awareness*</th>
<th>Burping*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slight</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is important to note that the headset prevents wearing large prescription eyeglasses; five users self-reported that their vision issues were related to this constraint. In fact, all moderate and severe reports of these three symptoms were reported by the same user who was not wearing his glasses (nausea: 0, oculomotor: 7). Ten users also reported sweating due to the material type and closed nature of the headset itself. The after-market face mask might have played a role in the comfort of the headset and the compatibility with glasses. Although these issues are not directly related to cybersickness, they may play a non-negligible role in the system acceptability. Finally, none of the sessions had to be interrupted due to discomfort. However, we do need to keep in mind that the sessions were fairly short due to time constraints.

4.2. Engagement

The GUESS questionnaire participant answers were regrouped and analyzed considering four sub-scales (usability, enjoyment, engrossment, personal gratification) out of the nine available as the others did not apply to the exercises. A combined score was calculated per participant for each of the subscale. Self-reported user engagement was significantly higher in the immersive versus non-immersive version of the MOLE exercise. Statistically significant differences (paired t-test, two-tailed distribution) were obtained for three components of engagement: engrossment (P = 0.0015), enjoyment (P = 0.002) and personal gratification (P = 0.01). Usability was comparable for both versions of the game (Figure 3). Comparable satisfaction scores were also observed for the other two VR exercises.
5. Conclusion

Results obtained on healthy adults demonstrate that the bWell cognitive care platform manages to efficiently mitigate cybersickness risks as no severe nausea symptoms were reported. The oculomotor symptoms reported indicate that, in the context of clinical use, careful consideration should be given to individuals wearing glasses, individuals with visual impairments as well as potentially the duration of exposure. Furthermore, results show strong user engagement for all the immersive VR exercises and higher engagement for immersive VR than for the tablet exercise. The study presented here demonstrates that the bWell platform has high user acceptability on healthy subjects, in terms of engagement and comfort, and encourages future trials on cognitively-impaired clinical populations.
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Abstract. Individuals with social and cognitive challenges, including autism spectrum disorder (ASD), are at elevated risk of poor outcomes when interacting with police. This paper describes safety and feasibility testing for an immersive virtual reality (VR) application designed to teach essential skills for interacting with law enforcement (Floreo Police Safety Module; PSM). First, we present evidence that using immersive VR in verbally able adolescents and adults with ASD is feasible. Of 28 participants, 100% were able to complete one session of Floreo PSM. Second, we show that Floreo PSM is safe; no severe adverse events occurred during or after study participation. Third, we report that Floreo PSM is highly usable. An industry-standard measure of usability – the System Usability Scale (SUS) – was carefully modified to meet the particular needs of our clinical sample, resulting in an improved SUS-ASD. The SUS-ASD demonstrates good internal reliability and broad range, with scores that are statistically independent of age, IQ, and autism symptomology. In Phase II of this government-funded research project, we will test the efficacy of Floreo PSM to improve targeted behaviors during a live police interaction, and will conduct a community-based randomized controlled trial that lays the groundwork for deploying Floreo PSM to schools, homes, clinics, prisons, and halfway houses. The long-term goals of this project are to improve safety outcomes for vulnerable civilians while reducing stress on law enforcement personnel.
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1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by social communication deficits and repetitive behaviors/restricted interests that significantly impair everyday functioning [1]. Despite many overarching commonalities in ASD, heterogeneity is the rule. While ASD is clearly recognizable in some individuals, particularly those who are minimally verbal (approximately 30% of children with ASD never acquire fluent speech [2]) or produce visible motor stereotypes such as hand flapping, others have less recognizable symptoms, and may initially appear unaffected to the naïve observer. This apparent “normalcy” could be problematic when individuals with ASD are required to interact with strangers during low-likelihood, high-impact and/or high-risk events like crimes, fires, or natural disasters.

Most autism research focuses on children, but ASD is a lifelong condition that persists into adulthood. As children with ASD mature into their late teens and 20s, and begin to engage with the public sphere, it is increasingly likely that they will interact with public servants, including police officers. Given adequate preparation, many individuals with ASD are capable of handling a wide variety of situations (e.g., maintain a job, go to the store, take public transportation, etc). Much of this preparation is accomplished through supported practice, wherein role-playing and repetition help solidify adaptive behavior patterns [3]. However, supported role-playing and repetition are more difficult for certain scenarios that have a very low likelihood of occurring, but carry high risk when they go poorly. Novel approaches are necessary for teaching appropriate skill sets for these types of interactions. In this paper, we focus on police encounters.

Civilian fatalities at the hands of police are more common in the United States than any other developed country [4]. Furthermore, these fatalities disproportionately affect people with disabilities [5]. In recent years, police departments have aimed to heighten their own autism awareness and safety protocols via training videos, in-person seminars, and informational pamphlets. However, given that 1 in 5 young adults with ASD will be stopped and questioned by police before age 21 [6], it is critical to prepare individuals with ASD themselves for police interactions. Existing text-based curricula and educational videos available for individuals with ASD rarely involve active participation, reducing potential generalizability to actual encounters with police. Training that involves direct practice (role-playing) in a simulated real-world environment has significant potential to improve police interaction skills more effectively than traditional approaches.

The Floreo Police Safety Module (PSM) uses next-generation mobile immersive virtual reality (VR) to help adolescents and adults with ASD acquire critical safety skills when interacting with law enforcement (e.g., keeping hands in sight, looking at officers when they speak). The Floreo system is unique; its paired design includes an iPhone in an inexpensive VR headset, and an iPad that is wirelessly linked to the iPhone in real time. Thus, while participants wear the headset and participate in an immersive virtual environment, the monitor (e.g., teacher, parent, therapist) is able to see what the participant sees, and can provide live feedback. Furthermore, monitors are able to control certain aspects of the virtual environment from the Floreo iPad platform, further personalizing the Floreo PSM experience.

Here, we report results from Cycle A of a Phase I safety, feasibility, and usability trial designed to determine whether Floreo PSM is appropriate for use with verbally
able adolescents and adults with ASD. This project lays the groundwork for future efficacy testing to assess whether Floreo PSM improves real-world police interaction skills (Phase IIa). Finally, a community-based randomized controlled clinical trial will test the community-based efficacy of Floreo PSM for improving police interaction skills, as compared with video-based instruction (Phase IIb).

2. Methods

This on-going safety and feasibility trial is being conducted at the Center for Autism Research (CAR) at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). All aspects of the research protocol were approved by the CHOP Institutional Review Board. Adult participants provided written informed consent to participate in the present study, while the parents of adolescent participants and some legal guardians of adult participants provided written informed consent on the participants’ behalf. All participants, regardless of age, were informed that they could cease participation at any time, for any reason, without consequence, and that participation was entirely voluntary.

Participants. Twenty-eight individuals with ASD have participated in Cycle A to date. Demographic information, family/medical history, and clinical characterization questionnaires were completed online in advance, with IQ estimates derived at the study visit (Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI-II); [7]; Table 1). Participants were included if they were 12 years of age or older, had a documented diagnosis of ASD, and had full-scale IQ estimates in the average range (>75; 2 missing). Participants were excluded if they had a known genetic syndrome, blindness or deafness, strabismus or eye muscle problems, had previously undergone eye surgery, had been hospitalized for a concussion or other brain-related problem, had medical conditions like Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, brain injury, stroke, or brain tumor that could affect cognitive, sensory, or motor functioning, or reported a personal or family history of seizures, migraines, or vertigo. A technology experience questionnaire revealed that 29% of participants had never used VR before, 54% had used VR ‘rarely’ or ‘occasionally’, and 23% of participants had used VR ‘frequently’ or ‘very frequently’.

| Participant characteristics. AQ = Autism quotient, self-report (1 missing) [8]; SCQ = Social Communication Questionnaire, parent/guardian report (2 missing) [9]; higher scores = greater impairment; SD = Standard deviation. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Age (years)     | Full-scale IQ   | AQ score        | SCQ score       |
| Mean (SD)       | 16.36 (5.99)    | 100 (11.31)     | 25.37 (8.82)    | 18.27 (6.84)    |
| Min-Max         | 12-37           | 76-120          | 12-40           | 7-30            |

Materials. Equipment for this study included an iPhone, iPad, lightweight head mounted display (HMD), and the Floreo PSM software application. Floreo PSM is a mobile immersive virtual environment that includes interactive police officers (1 or 2, male/female, diverse appearances) and background distractors (e.g., cars driving by, dogs barking in the background). The PSM includes multiple scenarios, including an officer walking by without interacting, officers approaching the participant and asking about current or recent activity, and officers asking for personal information (i.e., “What’s your name?”). There are also daytime and nighttime scenes. Officer speech is pre-recorded, but can be controlled to some extent by the monitor. For example, if the
participant does not reply to a question, the monitor can press a button that prompts the officer to say, “Did you hear me?”

Figure 1. Example screen shot of the Floreo PSM virtual environment and police officers.

Procedure. Participants engaged in one session of Floreo PSM in a quiet room at the Center for Autism Research, with trained study staff. This session included approximately 8 total minutes of VR, with breaks approximately every 2 minutes. After the session, participants completed a questionnaire about system usability and reported any side effects in a qualitative interview. Statistical approach. Three primary outcome variables were assessed: Feasibility, safety, and system usability. Feasibility was gauged by measuring the percentage of participants who successfully completed an entire session of Floreo PSM. Safety was assessed via a self-report questionnaire item about side effects, a post-VR qualitative interview, and through clinical observation of behaviors that might indicate side effects (e.g., eye rubbing). Safety included recording whether Serious Adverse Events (adverse events requiring a visit to a hospital Emergency Department) or mild Adverse Effects (e.g., persistent headache, nausea, dizziness) occurred during or immediately after Floreo PSM. System usability was measured using the industry-standard System Usability Scale [10], modified for participants with ASD. In this study, we set satisfactory usability criteria as group mean SUS scores > 70, and measured internal reliability via Cronbach’s alpha. Spearman’s Rho assessed relationships between system usability scores and age, IQ, and autism symptoms.
3. Results

Feasibility. All 28 participants who began Floreo PSM completed the entire session (100%), suggesting that immersive VR utilizing a lightweight HMD is highly feasible in verbal adolescents and adults with ASD. Evidence of feasibility was found for individuals with milder autism symptoms as well as for participants with greater symptomology and worked equally well for participants with lower IQ estimates and higher IQ estimates within our participant IQ range.

Safety. No serious adverse events occurred, defined as events requiring hospitalization. Two brief headaches were reported, which resolved upon follow-up the next day. Twenty-seven out of 28 participants (96%) responded “no” when asked whether negative side effects (like serious nausea or disorientation, or fear and anxiety) were bad enough that they wouldn’t use the app again.

System Usability. The System Usability Scale (SUS) is a widely used measure of usability that is designed to be modified to fit the parameters of individual systems [10]. It consists of 10 questions that alternate wording in opposite directions, to control for positive response biases and to reduce the likelihood of automatic responding without reading (e.g., circling all 5s without reading each question). The SUS is coded on a 1-5 Likert scale. In the course of running the first 12 participants through Floreo PSM, it became clear that a significant percentage of participants were not picking up on reverse-worded questions, and were responding in ways that contradicted their earlier answers. For example, two items asked exactly the same question with reversed wording: (3) “The app was easy to use”; and (8) “The app was too hard to use”. Of 12 participants, 4 (33%) gave these two questions contradictory or inconclusive ratings. Importantly, we found that this pattern covaried with participant clinical phenotype. SCQ scores were nearly twice as high in participants that rated these two questions inconsistently or inconclusively (Mean=23.00) vs. participants who rated them consistently (Mean=12.66), suggesting that autism symptom severity was related to difficulty switching back and forth from positively to negatively worded questions. Given significant prior research showing attention switching challenges in children, adolescents, and adults with ASD [11] our study team assembled a panel of expert autism researchers and clinicians to determine whether the original format of the SUS was appropriate for this clinical population, and to advise on possible changes. The result of this effort was the SUS-ASD, which has been administered to 16 participants.

The SUS-ASD is collected on paper and presents statements about “this VR” rather than “the app”. Standardized instructions are read to participants beforehand to ensure that they understand the purpose of the SUS and understand the way the questions are rated (1 = lowest, 5 = highest). A visual aid was added at the top of the page; a sad face emoticon was placed on the left side of the scale (indicating disagreement with each statement) and a happy face emoticon on the right side (indicating agreement with each statement). Due to the elimination of negatively worded questions, the SUS-ASD has a simplified scoring system (item scores are reduced by 1 to render the scale 0-4, summed, and multiplied by 2.5 for interpretability; final range is 0-100). Potential concerns with the new format include the “audience effect,” wherein typically developing participants change their behavior to please or impress observers, resulting in artificially high ratings. However, research suggests that individuals with ASD are less susceptible to performance changes in the presence of an audience [12], thus reducing this concern in our sample. Second, it is possible that participants will generate homogeneous positive responses (e.g., straight 4s or 5s).
because they do not read each question individually. To check this possibility, we examined intra-question range. We found that participants were still willing to give low ratings on the SUS-ASD (40% of questions received at least one score of 1 or 2, 80% of questions received at least one 3, and only 20% of questions received only 4s and 5s). Finally, there is the possibility that changing the wording of questions in the SUS-ASD could reduce internal reliability relative to the original SUS. However, we found that Cronbach’s alpha is in the “good” range for the SUS-ASD (Mean = .81; 95% CI: .68-.95).

Results from 16 participants tested thus far reveal that average participant score on the recoded SUS-ASD is 85.00 (N=16), with a standard deviation of 12.42 and a median score of 88.75. Scores range from 52.5 to 100, demonstrating good range. Seventy-five percent of participants rated average usability at 80% or higher, which corresponds to a rating of 4 on a 1-5 scale. Chronological age, full-scale IQ, AQ scores, and SCQ scores did not significantly correlate with SUS-ASD scores (all ps > .05). These preliminary results indicate that Floreo PSM has good system usability, and that usability ratings are independent of clinical phenotype in our sample of verbal adolescents and adults with ASD.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The preliminary results of this on-going Phase I trial suggest that Floreo PSM is safe and feasible for use with verbal adolescents and adults with ASD, laying the initial groundwork for deploying Floreo PSM to homes, outpatient clinics, schools, prisons, and halfway houses. The newly developed SUS-ASD demonstrates good internal reliability, and participant ratings thus far strongly suggest that Floreo PSM is a usable system. Of note, the new SUS-ASD was developed and administered with advice from a panel of expert clinical psychologists and researchers and will be valuable for other groups interested in collecting technology usability ratings from verbally able adolescents and adults with ASD. Future iterations of this innovative mobile VR technology will include adaptations for individuals with neurodevelopmental and psychiatric conditions other than ASD. Floreo, Inc.’s unique approach holds promise as an inexpensive, flexible, scalable platform for future social and community skills interventions targeting a variety of social and behavioral needs across multiple populations, and serves the critical long-term goal of improving safety outcomes for vulnerable civilians while reducing stress on law enforcement personnel.
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Can Twitter act as a tool of psychological resistance? The use of #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen among Saudi Arabian women
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Abstract. This study analyses the psychological dynamics of interactive, politically engaged Twitter usage amongst Saudi Arabian women, focusing on the feminist hashtag #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen. The social media analytic tool Keyhole was used to track tweets in both Arabic and English for the hashtag #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen, over a period of one month, from 29 March 2017 to 28 April 2017. Following the application of exclusion criteria, the total number of tweets was 7,219. Tweets were then coded and analyzed using the thematic analysis (TA) approach. Final theme categories were shared common experience of subordination/shared identity, illegitimacy, cognitive alternatives, leadership, third-party support, and oppositional disruption. Results suggested that Twitter offers a means of social psychological resistance, but that this resistance is performed in ways partially determined by the affordances of the medium in question, and by the wider context of Saudi Arabian society.
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1. Introduction

This study analyses the psychological dynamics of interactive, politically-engaged Twitter usage amongst Saudi Arabian women, focusing on the feminist hashtag #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen. It is proposed that while the West has arguably spun a narrative of decline around social media usage [1], online social networks can potentially offer individuals in highly restrictive contexts, such as Saudi Arabia, the ability to speak relatively freely. Such networks can thus be perceived as offering an ‘everyday utopia’ [2], a place of temporary norm suspension. In line with this, much recent research explores social media as both a powerful online source of self-affirmation and identity politicization [3] and a potentially revolutionary instrument, influential in recent political upheavals in Moldova, Iran and Egypt [4]. Might such potential be hindered by Saudi Arabia’s ultra-conservatism, if tweeting against the dominant conservative hegemony can lead to harsh repercussions from the government,
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the religious establishment, or other members of society [4]? This is the question that prompted this paper, thus designed to explore how such politically-engaged Twitter usage will reflect characteristics of the larger organizational structure of Saudi Arabia, creating a distinct protest ‘ecology’ [5] and subsequently, a unique protest psychology. For example, such a high risk context means online protest is often conducted anonymously, and even so, users can potentially still be traced via their IP addresses [6]. Within such restricted online spaces, can opportunities for psychological resistance – opportunities for the disadvantaged to “assert their own view of themselves and the world despite dominant pressures to accept societal messages to the contrary” [7] – still occur? Will the traditionally-accepted functions of social media alter within such environments, where the potential for self affirmation, identity politicization and collective offline political action is severely restricted?

This is the main concern of this research; several insights that prompted this line of inquiry can be found in recent social psychology literature. For example, Leach and Livingstone’s [7] rich argument for psychological resistance as a valid alternative to direct, confrontational action, Foster’s [8] exploration of the beneficial effects of tweeting about sexism for US females; the confirmation offered by Bergman et al. [9] of the reduced efficiency of direct confrontation in specifically gender-driven contexts: each validates the exploration of mediums of psychological resistance as opposed to an overly narrow focus upon direct collective action. In addition, Ayanian & Tausch [10] point out that collective action in high-risk contexts is an under-explored area within social psychology, while Segerberg & Bennett [5] criticize existing social media research as being overly focused on communication, ignoring the other functions platforms such as Twitter might provide in contexts where communication is restricted.

1.1 The social identity model of resistance dynamics

The understanding of collective resistance advanced in this paper is informed by Haslam and Reicher’s [11] social identity model of resistance dynamics, which in turn is based in the social identity approach, established by Tajfel and Turner’s [12] social identity theory and Turner’s [13] self-categorization theory. The social identity model is based on the assumption that the groups to which people belong contribute to their members’ identity, and act as a source of self-esteem. Group identity does not emerge in a vacuum, but is defined by contrast with the outgroup [14, 15]. Self-categorization theory expands upon these premises by seeking to identify the conditions in which people will identify themselves as belonging to a group, and the consequences of this process of self-categorization.

Although much of the evidence on which Haslam and Reicher base their model is taken from prison studies, both real and artificial, their findings still have relevance for other contexts. The situation under consideration here is that of women in Saudi Arabia. Despite recent changes to Saudi Arabian law that allow women to drive, vote and serve in the military, there still exists significant inequality between the sexes. For example, women still require the permission of a male guardian to travel abroad, while the testimony of a male witness in a court of law is held equivalent to that of two female witnesses. In the Global Gender Gap Report [16], from a total of 144 countries, Saudi Arabia ranked 142nd for economic participation and opportunity, 130th for health and survival, 124th for political empowerment, and 138th overall.
It was within this context that the online protest movement #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen was established. The hashtag first achieved popularity in 2016 against a backdrop of increasing disaffection among Saudi women with the many perceived injustices they faced; in particular, the guardianship law [17].

2. Method

The social media analytic tool Keyhole was used to track tweets in both Arabic and English for the hashtag #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen, over a period of one month, between 29 March 2017 and 28 April 2017 inclusive. A total of 25,942 tweets were collated, comprising 24,758 tweets in English and 1,184 in Arabic. Prior to the process of coding, the data were scrutinized for exclusion criteria. Excluded tweets were retweets, tweets that featured only the hashtag and no other text, links to other sources, and pictures/videos. These were identified and excluded using the qualitative data analysis software NVivo. Following this, the total number of tweets was 7,219.

Tweets were then coded and analyzed using the thematic analysis (TA) approach. Some advantages of this approach are laid out by Braun and Clarke [18], who emphasize the flexibility of TA – whereas many qualitative methods stem from a particular epistemological position, thematic analysis is compatible with both realist and constructionist approaches to knowledge. The coded data set was then given to a second coder to analyze, to indicate whether the coding schema was plausible.

2.1. Limitations and future directions

Limitations of this study include the absence of demographic information on Twitter profiles, thus making it impossible to know exactly who is composing the tweets. Moreover, Twitter users are not representative of the offline population, or even of Internet users in general. The data that Twitter produces may also not be representative of Twitter users, as a relatively small number of active users account for a substantial proportion of tweets [19]. These considerations should be held in mind when drawing conclusions based on the data discussed in the current paper.

3. Results

The first theme, Shared common experience of subordination, can be understood as ‘a sense of common fate and a strong sense of “us” versus “them”’ [11, p.168]. Saudi women, as a group, vary according to age, wealth, social status, education and ethnic background. For the purposes of those wishing to reduce gender inequality, however, it is important to emphasize the commonalities between Saudi women – and the salient factor which unites all Saudi women is their perceived status as second-class citizens. The ‘Saudi woman’, therefore, is constructed in tweets that make reference to an absence rather than a presence – i.e. the activities withheld from them (‘Women in Saudi can’t drive, travel, work, or leave the house without the permission of a man’). In some instances, in-group differences are dismissed as inconsequential in comparison to the pressing need to change the status quo (‘Saudi women of all classes, conservative or open-minded/educated or ignorant, want to overthrow the guardianship’).

As Haslam and Reicher [11, p.169] point out, shared experience of subordination is a necessary condition for resistance to occur, but it is not sufficient.
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An additional condition that needs to be present for the establishment of opposition is a shared belief that the existing situation lacks legitimacy. The theme of Illegitimacy, therefore, refers to tweets that express the belief that inequality between men and women, as expressed in law, customs and behavior, is unfair and should be redressed. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the prominence of religion in Saudi Arabian culture, it frequently takes center stage in the online debate over the perceived illegitimacy of women’s subordinate status (‘In the Quran it is said that males should protect their females. But not by ‘guarding’ them by stripping their rights!’). Thus, the illegitimacy of the status quo is highlighted by drawing a contrast with the teachings of Islam as delineated in the Quran. Others appeal to humanist concepts of equality and human rights (‘We need our rights as humans’) or use personal testimony (‘I’m a surgeon yet I get sexually harassed with no valid law to protect me!’).

A further condition that is necessary for resistance to develop is a belief in the possibility that the current situation can be changed, and that group members possess the capability to effect that change – this is referred to as cognitive alternatives [12]. Perhaps because the status of women in Saudi Arabia has changed so little over recent decades, or possibly because the hashtag was in its infancy while data for this study were being collected, the data gathering process unearthed relatively few tweets expressing the possibility of cognitive alternatives. One tweeter points to the expected benefits for Saudi society as a whole, not just women (‘The resulting happiness of granting women their rights will be positively reflected on society and completes the cycle of happiness among its members’). Others retain a focus on the present, and make reference to changes they have witnessed (‘Today the Koran memorization professor asked for the student’s consent from her guardian, to which the student replied “I can be independent without guardianship”… Campaign succeeded’).

According to Turner [20], the most valuable resource which an oppressed group possesses is not material in nature, but resides rather in the ability of the group to organize its actions. Leadership is seen by scholars of group resistance as vital for the organizational process. Among the tweets analyzed in the current study, leadership was demonstrated in two spheres: firstly, in shaping the message itself (‘Saudi women are not objects nor slaves. We can make our own decisions. We can have control over ourselves and lives.’) and secondly, in establishing how best to spread this message (‘Tweet using the English hashtag, not the Arabic, so that everyone can read it’). The latter tweet leads us to the next theme, which recognizes that a feature of many successful resistance movements is that they look beyond the immediate context in order to glean support (material, ideological, or both) from outsiders.

Haslam and Reicher [11] remark that the struggle between oppressor and oppressed is, in nearly all cases, situated within a wider social context. A key strategy for members of a resistance movement is to enlist Third-party support from those outside of the groups immediately involved in the struggle. As mentioned above, tweets in English are more likely to reach a wider audience, and are therefore be more effective in spreading the message of Saudi women’s liberation. Moreover, tweets which actively sought to enlist third-party support tended to be less confrontational in tone than tweets coded in other categories. Some publicized instances of men supporting their aims (‘This man is supporting women’s and human rights in general and criticizing some institutions [link to other Twitter account]’ existed. Others sought to draw a distinction between ‘good’ or ‘righteous’ men, and ‘bad’ men – i.e. those who wish to suppress the rights of women. This tweeter invoked the support of the
monarch in order to add legitimacy to her position (‘Please please god bless you King Salman, help protect us from those men who control our lives’).

The final category in the current analysis focuses not on tweets that support the Saudi women’s rights movement, but on those that oppose it (Oppositional disruption). The current paper goes further than Haslam and Reicher in its analysis of resistance dynamics by considering the opposition’s response to protest. In this study, Oppositional disruption tended to take the form of delegitimization: denying the lower status of women in Saudi Arabia (‘Don’t be fooled by Western voices, women in Saudi are treated like queens’), or comparing the situation favorably with that of other countries (‘While Saudi women protest, the British girl is working to pay off university loans’). The implication is that Saudi women should be grateful for their apparent advantages and should therefore refrain from protesting about what they do not have.

4. Discussion

The use of the Twitter hashtag #StopEnslavingSaudiWomen can be seen as the application of soft power[21], i.e. the means to attract support for cause through means other than coercion. The use of soft power is necessary because of the hard power possessed by the Saudi Arabian establishment, and because those protesting are mainly female, while those resisting the protest are mainly male. As open conflict between the sexes is undesirable and unlikely to attract many supporters, a softer touch is necessary; one that seeks to persuade others to join the protest, even if they are not members of the oppressed group themselves. Hence the sentiment repeated throughout the tweets analyzed in the current study, that the dispute is not between women and men, but between women and the establishment. It may also be a reflection of the inherent difficulty of challenging the status quo within a collectivistic society. Expressions of individuality were vastly outweighed by conciliatory or inclusive messages, such as one would expect within a traditionalist context.

There is some evidence that the mechanisms described in this paper do not always need to be present, or that they can be expressed in different ways. For example, the concept of cognitive alternatives states that, for change to occur, group members must believe in their own ability to bring about this change. However, in the case of Jewish resistance during the Holocaust, resistance often took place only to the extent that Jewish populations believed that they would inevitably be killed[11]. Furthermore, the traditional notion of leadership has been challenged in the era of the Internet, where the strength of a protest movement is frequently distributed across a population, as opposed to concentrated within a prominent but vulnerable leadership cadre (e.g. Black Lives Matter, which consciously avoids anointing leaders). These considerations notwithstanding, Haslam and Reicher provide a useful framework for understanding online resistance and its commonalities with resistance in the offline world.

5. Conclusion

The current study has shown that Twitter offers a means of social psychological resistance and demonstrated the relevance of Haslam and Reicher’s social identity model of resistance dynamics to online protests. A caveat may be added, in that users of social media, on the whole, interact with people in the same country who share their own opinions[22]. Despite the efforts of tweeters to enlist third-party support, they may in many cases be ‘preaching to the choir’. Nevertheless, this study
has provided an insight into how social media and its tools (in this case, the hashtag) are used to effect societal change. Saudi Arabia has already witnessed progress in recent times, with women being granted the right to drive and securing limited voting rights. Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman, who assumed office in June 2017, has expressed a wish to modernize the country, including the reduction of disparity between the sexes. If women’s rights are to maintain a central role in this modernization, it is likely that social media will continue to play a role in publicizing the struggle.
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Health care is one of the areas that could be most dramatically reshaped by these new technologies.

Distributed communication media could become a significant enabler of consumer health initiatives. In fact they provide an increasingly accessible communications channel for a growing segment of the population.

Moreover, in comparison to traditional communication technologies, shared media offer greater interactivity and better tailoring of information to individual needs.

Wiederhold & Riva, 2004
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Abstract. When the boundaries between the Self and the others dissolve, people are prone to enter a self-transcendent experience (STE). A recent model (Yaden, Haidt, Vago, & Newberg, 2017) posited that STEs can be placed on a continuum ranging from a low to a higher intensity. Both the optimal psychological state of flow and the complex emotion of awe have been considered as STEs and placed on this continuum. Despite this promising theoretical underpinning their relationship has not been empirically tested yet. Here, we involved 38 participants (20 females) to investigate the relationship between flow and awe as self-transcendent experiences, in response to three virtual environments (VREs) previously validated to elicit awe (i.e., Forest of tall trees, Mountains and the vision of the Earth from outside its atmosphere). We assumed that since flow is a lower intensity STE than awe, it would be elicited at some extent also when people experienced awe, and that the two experiences would be correlated within each VRE. We assessed flow levels (Flow State Scale) and sense of presence (ITC-SOPI) after the navigation of each environment in a within-subjects design. Our results showed that all environments induced high levels of flow and presence. After Bonferroni correction, we found that only Mountains elicited higher significant levels of Global flow compared to Earth view. Earth view was the lowest-flow conductive scenario. Paired sample T-Test Bayes Factor (BF) showed that Mountain and Forest induced statistically similar levels of Global flow. Then, awe and flow were significantly correlated, in line with the STE reference model. Overall, dimensions related to self-transcendence showed significantly high correlations in awe and flow. This study provided the first empirical evidence of the relationship between two phenomena, which are so fleeting but so relevant for individuals’ wellbeing, health, and mutual connectedness.

Keywords: self-transcendence; flow experience; awe; virtual reality; emotion-induction; emotions.

1. Introduction

Awe is an emotion arising from both perceptually and conceptually vast stimuli, which requires the need to change our current mental frames [1]. Awe has several beneficial effects on individuals’ lives [for a review, see 2]. For instance, awe can promote a sense of mutual connections among people, and between individuals and the surrounding world [3, 4]. This, in turn, would induce a sense of diminished self-entitlement, well-known as the “small-self” [5] at the base of prosocial attitudes towards others [3, 4]. This sense of “connectedness” as well as the “small-self” are two key features of self-transcendent states [6]. Indeed, recently, awe was explicitly included among self-transcendent states. Specifically, a recent model on Self-
transcendent experiences (STE) posited that STEs can be placed on a continuum ranging from a low to a higher intensity. At one point of this continuum dwells awe, a rare, intense and transformative emotion characterized by a sense of self-diminishment in front of something perceived as much larger than life. Immediately before, it has been placed the experience of flow, i.e., the psychological state of full involvement in a perceived engaging task. Flow is usually defined as the psychological state of full involvement in a perceived engaging task. This state is composed of nine dimensions: Challenge-skills balance; Action-awareness merging; Clear Goals; Unambiguous Feedback; Concentration on the task at hand; Sense of control; Loss of self-consciousness; Transformation of time; Autotelic experience [7-9]. Flow is usually defined as the psychological state of full involvement in a perceived engaging task. Specifically, it would include an autotelic dimension, an altered perception of time, a sense of total absorption into the task, and a loss of self-consciousness resulting in a self-transcendent experience [6]. Despite this promising theoretical underpinning of the relationship between these two STEs, their link has not been tested yet. In this study we aimed to explore the relationship between flow and awe as self-transcendent states. However, inducing higher intensity instances of awe in the lab, which are closer to the equivalent real ones, has always been referenced as a key challenge for researchers [10]. Recently, Virtual Reality (VR) has emerged as a new experiential methodology able to elicit an intense version of awe, even in lab settings [11-14], through the manipulation of the sense of presence (i.e., the feeling of being ‘there’; [15-20]). Therefore, we exposed participants to three validated VR awe-inspiring environments [14], assessing their levels of flow, awe and sense of presence after each induction. We assumed that since flow is a lower intensity STE than awe, it should be elicited at some extent also when people live awe, and that the two experiences should be correlated within each VRE, especially concerning their ST components. Specifically, we hypothesize that:

(i) Awe and Flow are significantly correlated. However, since the aim of this study is explorative, we cannot predict exactly which dimensions would be the highest correlated.
(ii) Flow elicited by each VRE is specular to awe elicited by each VRE. Specifically, Mountain and Tall Trees would elicit significantly higher levels of flow compared to Earth view environments.
Due to limited space, we focused our analyses of flow and awe at the Global level for comparison across conditions, while we carried out correlations between each single dimension.

2. Methodology
2.1. Sample and procedure

The study sample comprised 38 adults (20 females – mean age = 23.01; S.D. = .307; 18 males -mean age = 23.67; S.D. = .404) volunteers living in the Piedmont and Lombardy regions of Italy. We chose a within-design in which each participant navigated each VRE once using a head-mounted device. The order of video presentation was counterbalanced for each subject. Participants stood up in an isolated room wearing Oculus Rift DK2. Each video session was followed by a rest phase, in which participants were invited to fill out a questionnaire concerning several different emotions they could have experienced during video exposure and their flow level.

2.2. Measures and instruments

Self-reports. Participants were required to report the extent to which they lived Flow [21], awe [14], and their sense of presence [22].

VREs. We used three ad hoc awe-inducing environments that were previously created using Unity software (version 5.5.1.) and validated according to guidelines provided by literature [14]: (i) Forest; (ii) Mountains; (iii) Earth view [14].

3. Data Analysis

An inspection of skewness and kurtosis to test of normality showed that all measures drew near a normal distribution. Consequently, a repeated measures ANOVA was carried out to test for significant differences among conditions regarding each Sense of presence dimension, and Global flow, which was computed by summing all scores from other flow dimensions. We used the Bonferroni correction for multi-comparison in paired groups, to correct p-value (i.e., p-value should be less than 0.016 = [N(N-1)/2] to indicate a statistically significant difference). Moreover, we carried out Paired Samples T-test with Bonferroni correction, in order to indicate which environment was the most flow-conductive one, and we computed Paired Samples T-Test Bayes Factor (BF) searching for significant similarities. Finally, internal Pearson Correlation were carried out between flow and awe for each condition.

4. Results
Since sphericity assumption was violated, we utilized the Greenhouse correction. There was a main significant effect of condition \([F(3,1.561) = 7.321; \ p < .01; \ \eta^2 = 0.165]\). Paired samples T-tests with Bonferroni correction showed that Forest (mean = 131.626; S.D. = 20.291) elicited less Global flow than Mountain, though not significantly. Only Mountain (mean = 134.474; S.D. = 23.604) elicited a significantly higher level of flow \([t(37) = 3.469; \ p < .01; \ \eta^2 = .245]\) compared to Earth view (mean =124.026; S.D. = 23.901), which resulted as the least flow-conductive environment.

We computed Paired Samples T-Test Bayes Factor (BF) to test for significant similarities between Forest and Mountain VRE in terms of flow, using JASP. BF is a ratio between the likelihood of the data given null-hypothesis and the one given the alternative one [23-25]. Results evidenced a moderate effect for the condition (BF01 = 1.951; IC: -.555, 0.079). In other words, Mountains elicited levels of flow significantly similar to the Forest condition. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was carried out for each dimension of presence (i.e., physical presence, engagement, ecological validity and negative effect). Results showed a main effect of condition on physical presence dimension \([F(1.781) = 45.183; \ p <.001; \ \eta^2 = .550]\), with Mountain (mean = 3.427; S.D. = .136) eliciting significantly higher levels of physical presence, than Earth view (mean = 2.613; S.D. = .148). Regarding the sense of engagement, a significant main effect of condition emerged \([F(1.856) = 11.001; \ p < .001; \ \eta^2 = .229]\), again with Mountain (mean = 3.794; S.D. = .142) eliciting significantly higher levels of sense of physical presence than Earth view (mean = 3.279; S.D. = .164). A significant main effect of condition \([F(1.927) = 17.502; \ p < .001; \ \eta^2 = .333]\) revealed that Mountain was the most realistic VRE (mean = 3.994; S.D. = .152) compared to Earth view (mean = 3.172; S.D. = .197). Finally, although a significant main effect for condition emerged for negative effects dimension \([F(1.977) = 5.092; \ p < .01; \ \eta^2 = .121]\), the three VREs did not significantly differ regarding negative effects dimension of presence.

We carried out Pearson correlations that showed a recurrent pattern between awe and flow across different environments. Specifically, in the Forest VRE awe resulted positively and significantly correlated with one of the main dimension of flow, that is “Challenge and skills balance” \((r = .374; \ p = .021)\), “Distortion of the sense of time” \((r = .385; \ p = .017)\), one of the main features of STEs, the “Autotelic” dimension of flow \((r = .642; \ p < .0001)\), sense of Control \((r = .323; \ p = .048)\), and “Global Flow” (i.e., calculated as the sum of scores from other dimensions) \((r = .409; \ p = .011)\). In the Mountains VRE, again, awe correlated with “Challenge and skills balance” \((r = .508; \ p = .001)\), “Distortion of the sense of time” \((r = .605; \ p < .001)\), “Autotelic” dimension of flow \((r = .772; \ p < .001)\) “Global Flow” \((r = .633; \ p < .001)\). More, in this condition, awe was positively and significantly correlated with “Loss of Self-consciousness” \((r = .359; \ p = .027)\), a key dimension of STEs, “Concentration” on the task \((r = .569 \ p < .001)\), and “Clear goals” \((r = .441; \ p = .006)\), and Unambiguous feedback \((r = .328; \ p = .025)\). Finally, also in the Earth view condition there were significantly positive correlations between awe and “Distortion of the sense of time” \((r = .729; \ p < .001)\), “Autotelic” dimension of flow \((r = .814; \ p < .001)\) “Global Flow” \((r = .477; \ p = .002)\) and “Concentration” \((r = .419; \ p = .009)\).

5. Discussions and conclusion
In this work, we explored the relationship between the two self-transcendent states (STEs) of awe and flow. Awe is usually considered as a complex, rare emotion arising from a blend of fear, wonder, surprise and amazement. Flow is an optimal psychological state occurring when people execute a task perceived as challenging but manageable. A recent model on STEs by Yaden et al. [6] posited a link between these two states, since they would be placed on a continuum ranging from less intense and usual states to most rare and intense ones. Awe and flow should be placed quite near on this continuum. However, their relationship has never been tested yet, maybe due to the difficulty to reproduce intense version of awe in the lab. Here, we adopted a VR as a new experiential methodology able to elicit complex and intense instances of awe in a controlled setting, to explore link between flow and awe in three ad hoc validated VR awe-inspiring environments [14]. We found that each VRE could elicit flow as well as a sense of awe and sense of presence at high levels. Specifically, as hypothesized, flow elicitation followed the same patterns of awe elicitation: Mountains and Tall Trees environments elicited the highest levels of flow compared to Earth view condition, as reported for awe.

Moreover, awe and flow showed high positive correlations regarding the main self-transcendent dimensions of flow, such as the merging between action and awareness, the perception of losing the sense of time, the loss of self-consciousness, and the feeling of living an autotelic dimension of experience. STE model’s predictions proved reliable and an interesting starting point for future research interested in deepening the phenomenological characteristics of these two states, as well as their relationship with sense of presence elicited by VR. However, we showed an overlap between the two phenomena that concerns also dimensions not included in the theorization of Yaden [6] on the continuum of self-transcendence, which should be deepened by future studies. Although preliminary, this study offered evidence for a close connection between this emotion and the experience of flow, thus hinting at a more complex nature of awe as more than a simple emotional state and as closer to an experience. Finally, VR resulted as an effective and reliable methodology to elicit even complex instances of STEs in the lab. VR paves the way for a new approach to study fleeting and composited phenomena, which are hard to reproduce within the boundaries of a lab. This is another step towards the scientific study of STEs, drawing from William James’ original lesson [26].
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Gender differences in attentional bias after owning a virtual avatar with increased weight.
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Introduction: Eating Disorder (ED) patients selectively attend to appearance cues in preference to other information, in a phenomenon known as Attentional Bias (AB). The latest VR Head Mounted Displays (HMD) offer the chance to include Eye-Tracking (ET) devices, and thus provide more objective measures of body-related attention. This study aims to combine VR and ET technologies and use a VR-based embodiment technique while measuring real-time attention patterns. Specifically, we assess gender differences in eye-gaze behaviors towards specific weight-related or non-weight-related body parts when participants own a virtual avatar with different body sizes. Method: Thirty-five college students (25 women and 10 men) were exposed to an immersive virtual environment in which they were embodied in three avatars with different body sizes: first, one with the same body size as the participant; second, one larger than

1 Corresponding author: Bruno Porras-Garcia, Universitat de Barcelona, brporras@ub.edu
the participant; and finally, repetition of the avatar with the same body size as the participant. To analyze the gaze data Weight-related Areas of Interest (W-AOIs) and Non-Weight-related Areas of Interest (NW-AOIs) were defined. Fixation points and complete fixation time on each AOI were recorded at the three different assessment times. Raw data from the Pupil Labs eye tracking add-on for the HTC-Vive headset were subsequently transformed into percentages for further analysis. Results: Mixed between (Gender)-within (Time) analyses of variance showed non-statistically significant interaction between gender and time (p>.05) and a non-statistically significant difference in fixation points and complete fixation times (p>.05), over the three assessment times. However, a statistically significant gender difference was found in fixation points (F (1.33) =10.030, p=.003, η² = 0.233) and complete fixation time (F (1.33) =13.017, p=.001, η² = 0.28. Overall, women reported significantly higher levels of fixation points and complete fixation times in W-AOIs than men. Women showed an increasing gaze pattern towards W-AOIs at the three different assessment times, while men showed an opposite gaze pattern towards NW-AOIs at the three different times. Interestingly, the greatest differences between men and women were found at the third assessment, when they once again owned an avatar with the same body size as themselves. Conclusion: This study provides useful information about gender differences in gaze pattern behaviors while participants owned a virtual avatar with different body sizes. To our knowledge, this is the first study to compare gaze pattern behaviors between women and men using VR-based embodiment techniques and ET attentional bias assessment. The use of these two technologies opens a promising new area in the assessment or treatment of Eating Disorders and body image disturbances.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive models of Eating Disorder (ED) have suggested the presence of a dysfunctional body-related attention. According to these models, ED patients show a preference for attending to disorder-relevant information, such as body-related stimuli, over other sorts of information, in a phenomenon known as Attentional Bias (AB) [1]. According to DSM 5, all ED patients tend to over-evaluate their shape and weight [2]: some of them by repeatedly checking and scrutinizing their weight-related body parts, for example by looking at themselves in the mirror (body checking), and others by actively avoiding any such inspection (body avoidance). The use of eye-tracking (ET) techniques has provided a direct and continuous measure of AB [3] which may represent a useful way to assess both attentional strategies. In clinical studies, some authors suggest that female ED patients tend to attend more to self-defined unattractive body areas, while healthy participants tend to show a more general scanning behavior, covering either the whole body or the most attractive body parts [4]. However, a recent ET study showed that female adolescents with different types of ED and healthy participants pay more attention to self-attributed unattractive body parts [5].

To date, most studies have assessed visual attention bias only in females, while little research has focused on the study of gender differences in body-related attention. The suggestion is that women and men differ in their body image concerns and present different ways of evaluating their appearance: while women tend to check body areas related with weight (e.g., the thighs), men tend to check body areas related with muscularity (e.g., the arms) [6]. Two previous studies have assessed AB for different body shapes in women and men, and its relationship with body dissatisfaction. The results show that both genders attend more to idealized bodies (i.e., muscular male
bodies or thin female bodies) over other types of bodies, and that body dissatisfaction seems to be strongly related with an AB toward idealized bodies in both genders [7,8].

However, eye-movement research also presents some important limitations, such as the lack of external validity. The use of VR technology may help to overcome these drawbacks by adding eye-tracking devices into the Head-mounted display (HMD). The combination of the two technologies can capitalize on the possibilities of VR scenarios by measuring real-time attention patterns objectively and accurately [9]. In addition, the use of embodiment VR-based techniques provides participants with the chance to see their own virtual bodies in a first-person perspective or by looking at themselves in a mirror [10] and creating real-size 3D virtual avatars to assess and change their mental representations of their body image [11].

This study aims to assess gender differences in eye-gaze behaviors towards specific weight-related or non-weight-related body parts in a situation in which participants own a virtual avatar with different body sizes. It is expected that female participants will spend a greater proportion of time and frequency of fixations looking at weight-related body parts, while males will show an opposite gaze behavior pattern, looking more at the non-weight-related body parts.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Thirty-five college students from the University of Barcelona, 25 women and 10 men (Mage = 22.30, SD = 2.76, MBMI = 21.78, SD = 2.47) participated in the study. They were recruited through campus flyers and advertisements in social network groups. The exclusion criteria were diagnosis of a current ED, a BMI less than 17 (moderate thinness) or more than 30 (obesity) and a current Severe Mental Disorder Diagnosis.

2.2 Instruments

The HMD HTC-VIVE with a Pupil Labs Eye-Tracking device add on was used in this experiment, connected to a computer with sufficient graphic and processor power to move VR environments. Two programs were used to develop the virtual simulations: Blender 2.78 v. to create the virtual avatars (male and female) and Unity 3D 5.5.v to integrate all the elements within a virtual environment. The virtual environment was a simple room without any furniture, and with a large mirror on the front wall. This mirror, placed 1.5 meters in front of the subject, was not visible at the beginning of the experiment (first-person perspective) and was activated only during the third-person perspective condition. Two different avatars were created, one male and one female. Both male and female avatars wore a standard black t-shirt with black jeans and black trainers. Both avatars wore a swimming cap so as to reduce the idiosyncratic influence of hairstyle on each participant.

Visual selective attention measures. In accordance with the Weight Scale body items of the Physical Appearance State and Trait Anxiety Scale questionnaire [12], the same areas of interest (AOIs) were individually drawn in a 2D frontal view picture of the female or male avatar and were labelled as weight related body-parts (W-AOIs): e.g., thighs, buttocks, hips, stomach (abdomen), legs, waist. Muscle tone was not included, due to the impossibility of reproducing it. The remaining body areas were
labelled as non-weight related body parts (NW-AOIs): e.g., head, shoulders, arms, décolletage, neck and chest. The participant’s visual fixation, defined as the visual act of sustaining the gaze on a single location over a minimum duration (typically 100–200 ms) [13], was estimated by the following variables:

- **Proportion of fixations in AOIs**: Proportion of available fixations on the specified area of interest group (weight-related body-parts or non-weight body parts) divided by the total number of fixations available across all areas of interest.

- **Complete fixation time in AOIs**: Proportion of the fixation time on the specified area of interest group (weight-related body-parts or non-weight body parts) divided by the complete fixation time available across all areas of interest.

### 2.3 Procedure

This study was approved by the ethical committee of the University of Barcelona. Before entering the study, participants signed an informed consent form and were then weighed and measured to calculate their BMI. Afterwards, a photo of the whole body of each participant was taken by the experimenters, using a camera. The photo was adapted to the different virtual avatar measures (e.g. arms, legs, hip, waist, chest, breast, shoulders…).

**Visuo-tactile stimulation procedure**: To enhance the illusion of owning an avatar with different body sizes, a visuo-tactile stimulation procedure was applied, consisting of a series of continuous touches to some specific body parts (the arms, the abdomen, and the legs) by the experimenter with one of the HTC-VIVE controllers, while the participants looked at themselves (first-person perspective) and at the avatar reflected in a mirror in front of them (third-person perspective).

**Eye-tracking assessment task**: The device used to record the eye movements was Pupil Labs HTC Vive Eye-Tracking, a 120 Hz contact free binocular eye-tracking add-on for the VR HMD (HTC VIVE) with a spatial accuracy of one degree. The accuracy of the eye-tracking recordings was measured by a nine-point calibration procedure. After the calibration and validation procedure, participants were instructed to gaze at the avatar reflected in the mirror for 30s while spontaneous eye movements were recorded. Throughout this process they were advised to avoid abrupt head-movements.

Following the two procedures, each participant was exposed to three virtual bodies (assessment time condition): the first with the same body size as the participant (Real-size VB-1); the second 40% larger than the participant (Larger-size VB); and finally, a repetition of the first avatar with the same body size as the participant (Real-size VB-2).

### 2.4 Statistical analysis

The analysis software Ogama (Open Gaze Mouse Analyzer) was used to transform the eye-tracking raw data into suitable quantitative data. An additional data transformation was conducted by subtracting the difference between weight-related and non-weight-related AOIs (e.g., in Fixation Points (W AOIs: 10 - NW AOIs: 8 = 2) Therefore, a positive outcome would mean that the participant had been looking more at the W-related body parts than at the NW-related body parts, while a negative outcome would mean the opposite. Finally, the previous data were subsequently transformed into percentages for further analysis. The outcome of the intervention, including the AOIs data, was analyzed by the statistical software IBM SPSS Statistics v.23.
3. Results

Mixed between (gender)-within (assessment time) analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted. All the assumptions were met; there was homogeneity of variances, sphericity, and normal distribution of the data in both variables. There were no statistically significant interactions between gender and assessment time \((p > .05)\) in ET Fixation points or in ET Fixation Time. There was neither a main effect of the assessment time condition in any of the ET variables \((p > .05)\). On the other hand, there was a significant main effect of gender in ET Fixation points \(F(1.33) = 10.030, p = .003 \eta^2 = .233\) and in ET Fixation Time \(F(1.33) = 13.017, p = .001 \eta^2 = .283\). Thus, women and men displayed a completely different gaze behavior toward the W-related and NW-related AOIs, regardless of the sort of avatar that they owned.

Additional independent-samples t-tests were run to assess gender differences specifically in each assessment time condition (see figures 1 and 2). The largest significant differences between men and women were found at the second assessment time (larger-size virtual body) in Fixation Points \((MD = 0.31, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.04, 0.58], p = .026)\) and Fixation Time \((MD = 0.34, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.0, 0.66], p = .034)\), and especially at the third assessment time when they again owned the real-size virtual body, in both AB gaze variables: Fixation Points \((MD = 0.39, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.12, 0.69], p = .005)\) and Fixation Time \((MD = 0.49, 95\% \text{ CI } [0.20, 0.78], p = .002)\).

Figures 1 and 2. Gender differences in means of AB data in each assessment time condition. Error bar represents standard errors.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Our results suggest that women and men differ significantly in the use of gaze patterns toward specific body parts, and that these patterns result in different body checking behaviors. Women attended significantly more to weight-related body parts than men in all body size conditions, with greater fixation frequencies and greater proportion of fixation times, while men attended more to non-weight related body parts in all body size conditions. Interestingly, these gender differences were significantly greater in the larger-size virtual body, and especially when they owned the real-size virtual body for the second time.
The tendency among women to attend more to weight-related body parts supports previous studies that female ED patients and healthy participants tend to gaze more at self-attributed unattractive body parts [5], in contrast to other studies reporting a more general visual scanning behavior covering the whole body in healthy females [4]. As for men, they present the opposite gaze behavior, looking at non-weight-related body parts such as arms, shoulders or chest; this may imply an AB toward body parts that are more related with muscularity. The gender differences in our study may be related with different “ideals of body image” between the genders; while women show a preference for thinner bodies, men tend to desire a more muscular and lean body [14], resulting in different body image concerns and the use of different body checking strategies [6]. Our results support this idea; at all three assessment points, both men and women showed significantly increased body checking behavior toward their respective body areas of higher concern. Furthermore, in a previous study it was found that exposure to a larger-size VB elicited high body anxiety levels in healthy participants [15]. Therefore, this body checking behavior may also be enhanced by the discomfort elicited after owning the larger-size VB, especially when participants owned the real-size virtual body for the second time.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess gender differences in visual selective attention toward specific weight- or non-weight-related body parts while participants own a virtual avatar with different body sizes. However, some important limitations should be considered, such as the small sample size, the unequal gender distribution in the sample, and the lack of control of important variables such as BMI and body dissatisfaction. These findings constitute a step forward in the study of gender differences in body image assessment and body checking behaviors. The use of VR-HMD with eye-tracking devices add on may significantly improve future ED assessment and treatment by providing an objective, accurate measure of visual selective attention while taking advantage of the innumerable possibilities of VR.
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Abstract. Educational robotics is an innovative learning tool that offers students the opportunities to develop higher-order thinking skills. This research aims to verify the effectiveness of educational robotics on the mental processes of planning and problem solving. Robotics education involved in a curricular laboratory (10 meetings, two hours each, once a week) with 15 children, attending their fifth year at primary school. The proposed methodology was divided into three phases: Pre-test, Practice and Post-Test. The main finding was a significant improvement in visuo-spatial attention and a significant effect on robot programming skills. These data provide scientific support to the hypothesis that robotics activities are suitable in progressively improving abilities in planning and controlling complex tasks in children, fostering executive functions development.
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1. Introduction

This work presents and discusses a specific didactic approach to support the development of visual spatial attention, planning and problem solving skills in activities of educational robotics. Educational robotics (ER) are being introduced in many schools as an innovative learning environment that offers students the opportunities to develop higher order thinking skills and abilities, and solve complex problems [1]. It is a powerful and flexible teaching and learning tool which engages students in activities of robot construction and control using specific programming.
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tools [2]. In a typical ER activity, students work in groups to address complex problems. Through iterative design and testing, students get immediate feedback on their actions and learn how to deal with challenging situations in a real-world context.

Recent studies suggest the ER as an innovative model of empowerment of the transversal skills such as reasoning, problem solving [3-4], metacognition [5-8], programming [9-10] and collaboration [11]. Programming the actions of a robot to make it achieve an objective, requires the ability to anticipate the action mentally, select the appropriate procedure, and update it continuously. The programming of small mobile autonomous robots into the physical environment requires planning, precision in the use of language, the generation and testing of hypotheses, the ability to identify action sequences and a variety of other skills that seem to reflect what thinking is all about. Furthermore, working with programmable robots allows children to test the robots’ actions in the real environment with all its variables, such as the indeterminacies and the typical uncertainties of the environment (different from the simulation in virtual contexts where everything is still predefined) and their own reasoning strategies. The feedbacks (positive and negative) provided by the robot/environment interaction require a continuous revision of the programming algorithms [12].

In order to create a successful program, children must use procedural thinking and understand the logic of instructions. When creating a program, children are thinking in terms of next, before, and until, which are all components of sequencing—in particular, temporal sequencing [9]. Given these characteristics, the robotics activities can enhance mental processes that belong to the cognitive domain of the Executive Functions: problem solving, planning, working memory, inhibition, mental flexibility, initiation and monitoring of actions. Executive functions refer to a family of adaptive, goal-directed, top-down mental processes needed when you have to focus and pay attention and when an automatic response would be insufficient [13-14]. Executive functions make “mentally playing with ideas, taking the time to think before acting, meeting novel, unanticipated challenges, resisting temptations, and staying focused” possible [15].

This research aims to verify the effectiveness of educational robotics on the executive functions and in particular on the mental process of visuo-motor planning, attention skills, and planning and problem solving.

For this purpose, we implemented a sample of students attending their fifth year at primary school involved in a robotics laboratory.

2. Methods

2.2. Participants

The sample consisted of thirty healthy children, attending their fifth year at primary school of Palermo (Italy). Participants were randomly assigned to the control and the experimental group, each composed of fifteen subjects (9 males and 6 females; 10 years).

Children of the experimental group followed the LEGO robotics laboratory described below. Children of the control group followed the regular school activities.
Table 1: Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (Mean ± SD)</td>
<td>10 ± .000</td>
<td>10 ± .000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (M, F)</td>
<td>9, 6</td>
<td>9, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Instruments and procedure

The children of the experimental group were divided into small groups (three or four children per group) and each was provided with a robotic kit that involved a curricular laboratory based on robotics activities (10 meetings; two hours each, once a week). The participants had to build a robot body and subsequently plan and program different behavioral repertoire.

For the intervention, we used LEGO Mindstorms EV3 and assembled the robot as a small vehicle, equipped with motor, ultrasonic sensors at the front, one pointed straight ahead, and an LED color light mounted on top. LEGO Mindstorms is a programmable robotic kit released by Lego. This robot is low cost, modular, has a user-friendly interface, and also the robot configuration can gradually evolve. First, children familiarized themselves with robotics artifacts and the hardware and software elements of the kit. During these sessions, the robotics kits were introduced to the children, explaining programming characteristics and main commands. Successively, they built a small-mobile robot, following the instruction provided by the LEGO manual. After building their robot, children were trained with LEGO programming interface. Then, all the students were given programming tasks having an increasing level of difficulty measured by the number of commands necessary for programming the robot. Incrementally, more difficult activities were proposed allowing the children to gradually achieve a greater competence, with an approach based on the “error-less learning” method. Each of the tasks provided opportunities for subject to program and observe the robotic toy and to reflect on the toy’s movement. One of the most important tasks of the robot is the ability of collecting data about the environment in which it is located through different sensors. Interacting with the environment the robots can be in a position to simultaneously detect and process information coming from different sources, such as a light sensor and a contact sensor. Then, working with programmable robots allows children to test the robots’ actions in the physical environment with all its variables, such as the indeterminacies and the typical uncertainties of the environment (different from the simulation in virtual contexts where everything is still predefined) and to test their own reasoning strategies. The feedbacks (positive and negative) provided by the robot/environment interaction require a continuous revision of the programming algorithms.

The dynamic actions of the toy created a “shared moment” which was highly visual and in turn provided opportunities for shared attention and group work. Programming robot actions requires, for each step, mental anticipation of the action, selection of the appropriate robot command and continuous updating of the programming in order to obtain the goal. The emphasis during the problem-solving exercises is the analysis of the problem, not the generation of code.
2.4. Assessing cognitive abilities

The proposed methodology was divided in three phases: Pre-test, Practice and Post-Test.

During the pre/post-test phases the cognitive and executive functions were measured using the following tests: Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB), reduced version that includes only three subtests [16], to investigate mental flexibility, motor planning and executive control. Motor planning and executive action control were explored by means of Luria’s motor tasks. In the “contrast” task, exploring the ability to prevent interference effects, subjects had to perform an action opposite to that performed by the examiner, refraining from the tendency to imitate the examiner’s action. Inhibition of control was evaluated by a “Go/No-Go” task. Scores ranged from 0 (no correct responses) to 3 (all correct responses) for each subtest. The overall score was the sum of the three subtest scores (range: 0-9).

The Trail Making Test (TMT, Forms A, B and B-A), version for children under 15 [17], assessed attentional skills, visuo-motor planning, sustained attention and working memory. This version has the same characteristics as that of adults, and only differs in the number of stimuli presented. The 25 numbers in part A are reduced to 15, and the 13 numbers and 12 letters in part B are replaced by 8 and 7 elements respectively.

Tower of London (ToL) [18] for the capacity of planning and problem solving. The Tower of London test is widely used for measuring planning and aspects of problem solving in neuro-psychological patients and normal populations. Participants are asked to preplan mentally a sequence of moves to match a start set of discs to a goal, and then to execute the moves one by one. The mental preplanning stage has been identified as critical to efficient performance.

All the test were administered to participants by a team of trained psychologists in a classroom setting.

2.5. Educational robot activities

In line with a consolidated methodology [6-7], each group performed different programming task having an increasing level of difficulty.

First, they were invited to create a narrative scenario for the robot behavior and to build a physical environment (i.e. the arena or city map) using pasteboard, colors and other materials. After, robot programming was proposed, asking the child to move the robot to reach a specific goal.

The steps of programming and the length of path were progressively incremented, requiring the child to display a more complex ability to plan and to visuo-spatial update.

Specifically, the subjects were requested to perform the following tasks:
- Build and program a robot able to move along a linear route;
- Program the robot able to move and describe a geometric figure as a square;
- Program the motors and the color detection sensor- Create and program a robot able to move and change trajectory if there is a red line along its route;
- Program the motors, the color detection sensor and the ultrasonic sensor- Create and program a robot able to move and shoot balls if there an object along its route.
3. Results

All participants of experimental group maintained a high level of motivation during laboratory activities period.

The effectiveness of treatment was analyzed through repeated measures ANOVA, with two levels of the between-subject factor (experimental group and control group) and two levels of the within-subject Time factor (pre-test and post-test).

For the univariate test, the Time factor was statistically significant on all the variables considered. Furthermore, the univariate tests showed that the effect of Time x Group interaction was statistically significant on the scores of TMT A (F(1, 28)= 9.375, p < .01, η² = .251), TMT B (F(1, 28)= 4.004, p = .055, η² = .125); ToL (F(1, 28)= 9.618, p < .01, η² = .256) and on the reduction of attempts to the Tower of London test (F(1, 28)= 51.746; p< .01, η² = .649).

As reported in Table 2, after robotics activities, the experimental group showed a significant reduction of execution time for TMT-A (F(1, 28)=12.997, p = .001, η² = .317), while it was not significant for TMT-B (F(1, 28)=6.270; p = n.s.), suggesting an improved performance in the following attentional skills: visuo-motor planning and sustained attention.

At the FAB, the performance of experimental group increased from pre-test to post-test because of treatment (F(1, 28)=7.646, p=.010, η² = .214):

Regarding the Tower of London, the difference between experimental group and control group was statistically significant (F(1, 28)=5.531, p=.026, η² = .165): the subjects of the experimental group increased their score and showed improvement on the capacity of planning and problem solving.

Furthermore, the experimental group showed a reduction of attempts to complete the Tower of London test (F(1, 28)=15.392, p=.001, η² = .355).

The estimated marginal means showed a significant difference between the two groups over all measurement time (figure 1).
4. Conclusions

The results of the present research confirm the importance of using educational systems based on robotics to encourage the use of specific cognitive and attentive abilities.

This study supports the hypothesis that activities of Educational Robotics have repercussions on executive functions because they can be a vehicle for the development of higher-level control components, such as forecasting, planning, and problem solving skills. Indeed, this research provides quantitative data for evaluating the effects of a robotics laboratory on transversal high-level cognitive functions in children.

In general, the results showed that the involvement and the improvement of the logical reasoning ability allows subjects to anticipate and to plan the sequence of the actions needed to solve a particular behavioral task.
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**Abstract.** The present study investigates the possibility to provide relaxation using virtual reality (VR) technology and natural virtual environments (VE) during acute stress situations (e.g. medical treatments). To explore the relaxing and mood enhancing effect of immersion, 62 participants were exposed to a realistic underwater VE either in VR or on a desktop screen after stress induction using a VR-Trier Social Stress Test (TSST). Systematic changes in physiological (heart rate variability, cortisol) and psychological (anxiety, affect) measures were observed: The VR group experienced significantly lower stress and higher positive affect than the desktop group and a control group. Our findings demonstrate the mood enhancing effect of immersion in virtual nature and thus the benefit of VR in situations of acute emotional strain.
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1. Introduction

Findings from environmental psychology highlight the numerous advantages of certain natural environments in their relaxing and calming effects. In particular, research on attention restoration theory [2] brought evidence on the recreational effect of natural environments on humans [1]. Nature visits provide relief from everyday stress but are especially valuable for those suffering from acute stress and emotional strain. However, circumstances limiting access to such restorative environments [3] are manifold. For instance, certain working environments [4], immobility or health-related isolation, or certain medical treatments [5] may preclude from pursuing uplifting
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outdoor activities. In these cases, virtual reality (VR) technology can be beneficial since it is assumed that immersion in natural virtual environments (VE) has comparable positive effects as exposure to nature [6]. This is due to the innate capability of VR to create an illusion of being in another place, that is to elicit the experience of presence in the virtual world. Thus, immersion can be utilized to distract people from situations causing acute emotional distress [17]. It has been shown that confronting users with positive images of bright colors and high saturation using VR technology positively affects mood, motivation, and self-efficacy [7]. VR can also be used to elicit specific emotions by the design of the respective VE (i.e. joy, sadness, anger, anxiety) [8,9]. Moreover, a reciprocal interaction between presence and affect is assumed: While affective design elements in VEs increase the perceived level of presence, higher levels of presence again influence affect [9,10]. However, what is perceived as relaxing is a matter of individual preferences [4]. Thus, investigating the relaxing and mood enhancing effects of certain VEs as well as identifying facilitating factors enables researchers and designers to build effective VR applications for a wide range of target groups even in distress situations.

2. Method

2.1 Stimulus Material

The Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) [11] is a widely applied protocol for experimental induction of social stress. Despite its efficacy, the TSST suffers from limited replicability and comparability as well as a demand for considerable amount of resources [12]. Addressing these drawbacks, we developed a VR version of the original protocol (VR-TSST). To ascertain efficacy and validity, we conducted a pilot study (N = 47) comparing the VR-TSST with the real world TSST. We observed an increased salivary cortisol concentration after exposition to the VR-TSST (from $M = 12.7$ nmol/l, $SD = 7.32$ nmol/l to $M = 17.1$ nmol/l, $SD = 11.9$ nmol/l) comparable to the original TSST (from $M = 13.1$ nmol/l, $SD = 10.9$ nmol/l to $M = 20.2$ nmol/l, $SD = 15.5$ nmol/l). Other physiological (HRV) and psychological (self-reported anxiety and affect) measures resembled these findings. Thus, we consider the VR-TSST as a reliable and efficient stress induction method comparable to the original TSST.

The restorative effect of green environments (e.g. parks, forests) has widely been researched. Complementing this research, we used a realistic audiovisual VR underwater simulation (“theBlu”, Wevr, 2016) to induce relaxation. To investigate whether the level of immersion influences the effect of the VE, we prepared a screen recording as a less immersive version of the original VR application and presented on a 17-inch desktop screen. All VR content was displayed on an Oculus Rift CV1. Sounds of the VR-TSST and the underwater simulation were played on either the built-in headphones of the HMD or on additional desktop speaker.

2.2 Objective and Subjective Measures

Heart rate variability (HRV) was calculated with the standard deviation of successive differences (SDSD) method from five-minute intervals. Therefore, heart rate was recorded using a commercial heart rate monitor and chest belt. A low HRV is associated with stress and emotional strain, a high HRV indicates relaxation and well-
being respectively. Besides HRV, an increased salivary cortisol concentration is another indicator of physiological stress and emotional strain. Hence, saliva samples were collected using cotton swabs and sent to an endocrinological laboratory for analysis. The subjective experience of emotional strain was assessed with the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [13]. Additionally, the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule [14] was used to identify current mood. Sense of presence was measured using the Igroup Presence Questionnaire [15]. Moreover, immersion was determined with the corresponding dimension of the Game Experience Questionnaire [16]. The original phrasing of the items was slightly adapted to fit the stimulus material (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .70$).

2.3 Participants and Procedure

62 healthy subjects (58% female) aged 18 to 48 ($M = 22.6, \ SD = 5.36$) participated. Subjects were mostly students at the University of Duisburg-Essen. To avoid demand characteristics, it was proclaimed that the study investigates the influence of VR on concentration. Prior to the experiment, all participants were informed about the possibility to experience emotional strain and gave written consent before filling out a screening questionnaire to ensure physical and mental health. The experiment started with a baseline phase (1), that is the collection of a first saliva sample and the fitting of heart rate monitor and chest belt. At this point, HRV measurement started. Thereafter, the participants filled out the questionnaires. In the subsequent induction phase (2), all subjects underwent the VR-TSST procedure (20 min), with the instruction to fulfill all presented tasks. This phase ended with the announcement of a second part of this treatment to keep stress at a consistent level, thus the subjects anticipated more unpleasant tasks. In the post-induction phase (3), subjective measures were again recorded with the questionnaires. Since cortisol responses to mental stress are delayed, a second saliva sample was collected 15 minutes after stress induction. In the subsequent manipulation phase (4), the subjects were randomly assigned either to the VR ($N = 22$), the desktop ($N = 17$) or the control condition ($N = 23$). The control group was left waiting without any distraction. In the control group, the experimenter asked the subjects to wait a few minutes before the experiment continued. In each condition, this phase took seven minutes. Subjects in VR and desktop group were asked to just watch the simulation. In the final post-manipulation phase (5), questionnaires were filled out and a third saliva sample was collected.

3 Results.

3.1 Heart Rate Variability and Salivary Cortisol

Data of four subjects was excluded from analysis due to measurement errors. Requirements for parametric testing were checked (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene’s test) for all following analyses reported in this paper.

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference between the mean HRV values in the three phases baseline, induction, and manipulation (Figure 1), $F(2.51, 138.1) = 3.35, p = .028, \eta^2_p = 0.06$, a significant interaction, $F(5.02, 138.1) = 3.62, p = .004, \eta^2_p = 0.12$, but no significant group difference, $F(2, 55) = 0.72, p = .493$. To analyze the influence of the three conditions, we conducted a univariate ANOVA on
the HRV values in the manipulation phase, \( F(2, 55) = 5.46, p = .007, \eta^2_p = 0.17 \). The post hoc analysis indicated significant differences between VR and desktop group (\( p = .019 \)) as well as between VR and control group (\( p = .020 \)). Desktop and control group did not differ significantly (\( p > .999 \)). We calculated the difference \( \Delta \) of the HRV levels from induction to manipulation phase and compared the differences between the three groups (Table 1). After manipulation, the VR group exhibited the lowest stress level as indicated by HRV compared to desktop and control group.

We observed cortisol concentrations high above the usual average of 10.0 - 14.6 nmol/l for some participants. Thus, we excluded data of 10 participants with cortisol levels higher than one standard deviation above the sample’s average (> 32.5 nmol/l). A repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant difference between the measurements, \( F(1.21, 59.4) = 10.8, p = .001, \eta^2_p = 0.18 \), no significant interaction, \( F(2.43, 59.4) = 0.29, p = .789 \), and no group difference, \( F(2, 49) = 0.11, p = .900 \). Post hoc comparison indicated a significant difference between the measurements baseline and induction (\( p < .001 \)) as well as between induction and manipulation (\( p < .001 \)). No difference was found between baseline and manipulation (\( p > .999 \)). Mean cortisol levels were higher than the baseline (\( M = 12.8 \text{ nmol/l}, SD = 6.9 \text{ nmol/l} \)) after stress induction (\( M = 21.3 \text{ nmol/l}, SD = 18.5 \text{ nmol/l} \)) and lower again after the manipulation (\( M = 14.2 \text{ nmol/l}, SD = 11.1 \text{ nmol/l} \)), as shown in Figure 2. As for HRV, we calculated the difference \( \Delta \) of the cortisol levels from induction to manipulation (Table 1). We found a medium effect size of \( \eta^2_p = 0.7 \) and descriptive statistics indicated a stronger decrease in the VR and desktop group as compared to the control group. A univariate ANOVA did not show significant difference between the three groups, \( F(2, 49) = 1.72, p = .190 \).

3.2 Anxiety and Affect

A repeated measures ANOVA indicated a significant difference in the anxiety levels between the measurements, \( F(2.59) = 58.82, p < .001, \eta^2_p = 0.50 \), a significant interaction, \( F(2.59) = 6.19, p < .001, \eta^2_p = 0.17 \), but no group difference, \( F(2.59) = 2.12, p = .129 \). The post hoc tests showed a significant difference between baseline (\( M = 42.52, SD = 8.13 \)) and post-induction (\( M = 49.81, SD = 10.79, p < .001 \)), as well as between post-induction and post-manipulation (\( M = 39.15, SD = 9.98, p = .004 \)). Moreover, we found a significant difference between baseline and post-manipulation (\( p < .001 \)), indicating that the manipulation reduced anxiety to a level lower than the baseline. Comparable results were obtained for positive affect, \( F(2.59) = 9.51, p < .001, \eta^2_p = 0.14 \) and negative affect \( F(2.59) = 27.68, p < .001, \eta^2_p = 0.32 \). For closer investigation of the decrease in anxiety and negative affect after the manipulation and
the increase of positive affect, we conducted a univariate ANOVA. We calculated the difference $\Delta$ in anxiety, negative and positive affect between post-manipulation and post-induction (Table 1). The $\Delta$ scores of anxiety differ significantly between the groups, $F(2.59) = 9.46, p < .001, \eta^2_p = 0.24$. Post hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between VR and desktop group ($p = .012$).

### Table 1. Descriptive statistics $M (SD)$ of objective and subjective data for each condition. $\Delta$ scores denote the difference between (post-)induction and (post-)manipulation measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Virtual Reality</th>
<th>Desktop</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ HRV (ms)</td>
<td>17.02 (11.82)</td>
<td>-9.45 (-2.34)</td>
<td>-2.61 (-3.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ Cortisol (nmol/l)</td>
<td>-8.11 (11.71)</td>
<td>-8.18 (9.67)</td>
<td>-5.24 (7.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ State Anxiety</td>
<td>-16.40 (9.27)</td>
<td>-8.76 (7.96)</td>
<td>-6.57 (6.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ Positive Affect</td>
<td>3.41 (4.79)</td>
<td>-2.35 (7.09)</td>
<td>-3.04 (5.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ Negative Affect</td>
<td>-5.90 (6.12)</td>
<td>-5.06 (3.40)</td>
<td>-3.35 (4.69)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We did not find significant results for the $\Delta$ values of negative affect. However, the descriptive statistics indicate that the VR group experienced the highest decrease of negative affect, followed by desktop, and control group. The $\Delta$ scores for positive affect, however, differ significantly, $F(2.59) = 8.56, p = .001, \eta^2_p = 0.23$. Post hoc tests indicated a significant difference between the VR and both the control ($p = .001$) and the desktop group ($p = .007$). Differences between control and desktop group were non-significant ($p > .999$). Hence, the VR group exhibited a higher increase of positive affect after the manipulation than the two other groups.

### 3.3 Immersion and Presence

A $t$-test for independent samples revealed a significant difference in perceived immersion, $t(37) = 4.93, p < .001, d = -1.56$ between VR group and the desktop group (Table 1). Furthermore, a significant difference in the general feeling of being present, $t(37) = 7.62, p < .001, d = -2.37$, indicates that the VR group perceived higher levels of presence than the desktop group (Table 1). We observed significant correlations in the post-manipulation measurement between immersion and anxiety, Pearson’s $r(39) = -.53, p = .001$, as well as immersion and positive affect, Pearson’s $r(39) = .49, p = .002$. A linear regression analysis indicated immersion as a significant predictor of anxiety, $R^2 = .276, \beta = -.53, t(38) = -3.75, p = .001$. Hence, high immersion results in less anxiety.

### 4 Discussion and Conclusion

Our results prove that the presentation of simulated natural environments is an effective method to provide relaxation and positive mood in acute stress situations. The reception of a computer-generated underwater scenario in VR reduces physiological stress, anxiety, and negative feelings effectively. Significantly higher HRV levels (i.e. less stress) during the exposition to the VE were measured in the VR group than in the desktop and control group. Additionally, we observed a medium-sized effect of immersion in the VE on the cortisol concentration. Since cortisol concentration is
determined by a multitude of factors (e.g. sex, age, daytime, chronic stress), we registered a high variability in our measurements, but did not find statistically relevant connections to our results.

With respect to the psychological data, the VR group exhibited lower anxiety levels than the desktop and the control group as well as less negative affect than the control group. Moreover, perceived immersion impacts anxiety directly. This finding indicates that VR can distract the user from acute distressing situations more effectively than less immersive media. The slight decline of HRV and positive affect in the non-VR groups supports this assumption. Hence, we follow the argumentation that immersion ties up cognitive resources, which then are not available for negative mental processes [17].

While the majority enjoyed the underwater scenario, a small number of subjects felt uncomfortable because of the “open water”. Others expected getting shocked or were afraid of certain animals (e.g. jellyfish). However, we did not find relations between the experience of unpleasantness of the VE and the observed measures. Moreover, one could argue that the mere novelty of VR causes fascination which masks the actual effect of the VE. Hence, we asked the participants whether they have used any VR technology before: 37 participants reported to have used VR before, 25 had no prior experience. With prior experience as a group variable, we did not find significant differences between any of the measures. Thus, the novelty effect as a confounding variable can be omitted.

Our findings highlight the role of immersion and presence as facilitators of relaxing and mood inducing effects of computer-generated natural VEs. VR technology can provide relief from emotional strain in acute stress situations and is a viable solution to enhance well-being of people who cannot benefit from the restorative effects of nature.
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Abstract. Prospective Memory (PM) corresponds to the management of a set of cognitive functions responsible of our ability to remember to carry out an intended action at a specific time in the future. Some researchers have shown that elderly participants, particularly those with Alzheimer's disease (AD), have lower performance in PM tasks compared to control subjects. Therefore, PM is sensitive to aging and generally impaired in individuals with AD. Since many everyday life activities require good PM abilities, it is important to measure them in an ecological manner. For this, the virtual reality (VR) technology seems to reproduce adequately day-to-day living in a realistic way.

Objective: The main aim of this study is to show the preliminary psychometric data obtained from the Virtual Multitasking Test (VMT) with sample healthy adults.

Method: In this study, 63 participants were recruited on a voluntary basis. After having administered them a set of neuropsychological tests designed to assess PM in a traditional way, participants were immersed in the virtual environment to realize a set of ongoing and PM tasks.

Results: The VMT appears to be a valid measure of PM. The PM tasks implanted in the VMT are interesting due to the presence of complex tasks that evaluate both PM and participants' adaptation during unexpected events. Unfortunately, the scale composed of three types of recall have to be developed again to be more consistent.

Conclusions: In our previous work, we found that healthy elderly people, compared to younger, were slower, presented more cybersickness and did not navigate as well in the VE, especially when they wear a head-mounted display. Therefore, it will be essential to identify variables that are age specific and variables that are specific to the use of technology to have a really good ecological assessment of PM using a virtual environment.

Keywords. Virtual Reality, psychometrics, prospective memory, cognitive assessment

1.Introduction

Prospective memory (PM) is defined as the capacity to remember to perform an intended action in the future [1, 2]. To design a valid PM task in an ecological perspective, several theoretical considerations are required. First, it is very important that the individual be fully committed in another activity [3], named the ongoing task. In fact, the participant must have the possibility to forget or to put away the intention (PM component) to be concentrated on another activity, ideally an instrumental activity of daily living (iADL). If not, the intention is conserved into the working memory and

1 Corresponding Author: frederic_banville@uqar.ca
then, it is impossible to assess PM. The ongoing task: a) should be adequately demanding, in terms of attentional resources, to influence the cognitive load, b) must be interrupted to realize the intention and c) resumed after that to continue the goal-oriented behaviour and finish the task. Concerning the PM task imbedded into the ongoing task, three types of recall have been previously described in the literature[4]: 1) the Event-based PM task assume that remembering an intention is based on a cue (event) present at the right time in the environment, for example, remembering to deliver a specific message the next time you see a friend; 2) the Time-based PM task is seen as more difficult because it consists of self-monitors the passage of time such as to remember to recall a friend at 4:30 PM exactly; 3) finally, Activity-based PM task, a less studied form of PM recall, is based on an activity and consists of recalling the intention while doing another task such as turning off the cooker after meal preparation.

PM is an important cognitive function in the neuropsychological field because it could be a good predictor of everyday abilities. It could also be useful to detect subtle cognitive change with aging [5]. Because of the importance of PM in the realization of iADL and because PM contributes to the security and the socialization of the person [6, 7, 8], it becomes very important to develop an ecological manner to assess PM with a verisimilar ecological approach. This is a way to be complementary to the traditional approaches of neuropsychological assessment. To reach this goal, virtual reality (VR) seems to be a very appropriate tool. Because VR can reproduce the everyday life in a laboratory condition (assuming standardization, constancy in data collection, etc.), some researchers begin to exploit new technologies for neuropsychological assessment.

The main goal of this study is to design and validate an ecological assessment tool for PM using a virtual apartment. The PM tasks were designed on a verisimilar approach (i.e. to reproduce instrumental activities of everyday life).

2. Method

2.1 Participants

Sixty-three participants were recruited from the University of Montreal and from the University of Angers. Participants were excluded: a) if they were less than 18-year-old; b) if they were depressive or anxious; c) if they had neurological impairment such as a traumatic brain injury, epileptic disease, mild cognitive impairment, etc. For this experiment, 35 women (55.6% of the sample) and 28 men (44.4% of the sample) participated in the experimental protocol. Participants were aged in means of 38 years old (±21.97) and had, on average, 15.22 years of education (± 3.12).

2.2 Instruments

To assess PM and episodic memory (EM), 2 neuropsychological tests have been used. The Cambridge Prospective Memory Test (CAMPROMPT) was designed to assess PM and gave 3 types of scores: Time-based, Event-based and Total Score. The Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test (RBMT), third edition, was used to assess general memory. RBMT have been designed to screen PM and Episodic memory (EM) deficits on an everyday life perspective. The RBMT gave two types of scores: Episodic memory and Event-based PM score.

After being exposed to VR, three questionnaires were administered to control for the existence of cybersickness (temporary side effects associated with VR and occurring during or after immersion) [simulator sickness questionnaire], for the sense
of presence (impression to be really there in the VE) [iPQ presence questionnaire] and for a possible rise of cognitive load when interacting with VE [NASA Task Load Index].

2.3 Apparatus

The virtual environment (VE) used in this research is the third version of the Virtual Multitasking Test (VMT) [9]. The VMT is a tool where different scenarios are implemented into a 6 ½ room virtual apartment, each room includes at least one task except the bathroom. At the beginning of the test, participants are told that they are visiting their best friend. During the day, he is at work and they must live in his apartment. In the evening, they will go to a show with their best friend. However, during the day, they must perform several tasks alone based on daily life.

The necessary equipment for the study was a computer with an nVidia graphic card, a flat screen, a keyboard for movement and mouse for gripping objects and to control head movement.

2.4 Experimental protocol

At the beginning, the experimenter put the participant in context: He/she was visiting a good friend that planned to attend a show in the evening. During the day, 3 ongoing tasks must be performed (make the dinner, a roasted chicken; set the table for 2 persons; storing groceries). Before starting the task, the participant was trained to interact in the VE and he/she was invited to learn the environment and to manipulate some objects in the apartment. After 5-10 minutes of training, the participant learned the ingredients list for the recipe (n=9) and step for its realization (n=4). After that, participant started the task for about 30 minutes.

During the realization of the 3 ongoing tasks, 6 PM tasks must be performed. The Time-based PM tasks consisted to fax a document (3 times each 5 minutes) and let the marinade rest for 5 minutes. The Event-based PM tasks consisted of remembering to put off quoted ingredients for the marinade during the activity “storing groceries” and to take the shirt out of the dryer when it rings. The Activity-based PM tasks were to preheat the oven before beginning the marinade and programming the oven for 1h30 before putting the chicken in. These 2 last tasks were 2 steps of the recipe’s preparation. Table 1 presents the scoring system the 3 PM type of recall. Finally, during ongoing and PM tasks realization, it had 3 interruptions planned during the experimentation: 2 different phone calls, one asking to feed a fish and the other asking to look for the tickets put on a table and a storm requiring the closure of some windows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Scoring system for Time-based, Activity-based and Event-based PM tasks in the VMT-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time-Based</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The moment where the fax was done: 4:50 (before) to 5:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:40 to 4:49 or 5:11 to 5:20 = 3 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 to 4:39 or 5:21 to 5:30 = 2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 to 4:29 or 5:31 to 6:00 = 1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results

All analyses were performed with SPSS software. The variances were homogeneous, and the data were normally distributed. We used Pearson’s correlation with a 0.5 significance level to measure the test validity and reliability.

3.1 Reliability exploration: Is the scale working?

Table 2 shows the correlations between PM score after completing the VMT tasks. The alpha coefficient of internal consistency is very weak (α=0.50) probably because the number of items is too low. The preliminary analysis of the correlation matrix revealed that all items from the PM score seem to contribute to the total score (Time-based + Event-based + Activity-based). We can think each score contribute to the total score, but Event-based PM task seem to be more weekly linked maybe because the way to compute performance is different compared to the other. Another interesting thing is that the correlation coefficients for each pair of comparison are very low (≥0.30). We can interpret this as a lack of homogeneity between the measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AB_PMT</th>
<th>TB_PMT</th>
<th>EB_PMT</th>
<th>PM_tot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB_PMT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
<td>0.73***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB_PMT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
<td>0.81***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB_PMT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.56***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Criterion validity analysis

When we analyze the correlations existing between PM tasks from the VMT and traditional assessment, we can see some interesting data. The first thing observed is the absence of correlation between Activity-based PM tasks and all variables that come from the standard neuropsychological assessment. The second observation is a correct validity coefficient concerning Time-based PM tasks from the VMT compared to the CAMPROMT Time-based sub score (r(63)=0.26; p≤0.05). The third observation is the correct correlation between Event-based PM tasks from the VMT and three Event-based indices from the RBMT-3 (Appointment [r(63)=0.29; p≤0.01]; Message immediate recall [r(63)=0.26; p≤0.05]; Total PM score [r(63)=0.30; p≤0.01]). To finish, the total PM score from the VMT is correlated to the appointment item from the RBMT-3 [r(63)=0.27; p≤0.05] and the total score – immediate recall for EM tasks from RBMT-3 [r(63)=0.25; p≤0.05].

4. Discussion

The main goal of this study was to explore the psychometric properties of a new scoring system to assess PM using the Virtual Multitasking Test-3.

Table 2 showed the correlations between the PM scores from the VMT. Even if all items seem to contribute to the total score, the coefficient of correlation is below 0.7 for
Event-based PM task indicating that this item distinguishes itself from the others. We think that this could be because the scoring system is different (see Table 1) compared to the other way of scoring. On the other hand, the low correlations between PM items could be explained by the fact that Time-based, Event-based and Activity-based are very different types of recall difficult to be compared to each other. As we said in the introduction, Event-based and Time-based PM tasks seem to be very different: Time-based retrieval could be more difficult to realize because the recall is self-generate and the action is self-initiated. We could then suppose a greater implication of executive functions. Event-based PM tasks, on the other hand seem to request more attentional and memory processes to monitor if the targeted cue is not in the environment. Only when the cue is present, can the participant perform the intended action. Another explanation, in a psychometric point of view, could be that we don’t have enough items that assess PM for each subscale.

This study sustained the validity of both Time-based and Event-based PM tasks realized in the VMT. Indeed, these 2 tasks assess the capacity to remember to perform an action in the future based on time cues and event cues present in the environment. Activity-based PM tasks do not seem to be a valid measure at first look. So, two alternative explanations can be given: 1) from a methodological point of view, neither RBMT nor CAMPROM T include Activity-based score in their scale; with this observation, it becomes difficult to judge what Activity-based score really measures. 2) The second explanation, more theoretical, is that some authors didn’t consider Activity-based PM Tasks as a PM component because the cue for the recall is too “Striking” [4]. The face validity, the scoring system and the manner with which participant interpret the task, should be reviewed.

To try to understand our results concerning the psychometric data presented above, we lead another analysis at posteriori. The central questions to perform these analyses were: 1) What is the main difference between traditional and VR assessment? 2) Could we suppose that some unconsidered variables can explain the results?

To answer the first question, our analysis of the previous version of the VMT showed that VR generates a rise of cognitive load particularly when using Human-Machine Interfaces [9]. The main differences between traditional testing and VR-based testing could be synthesized using some interaction techniques, navigation protocols in the VE and by making the nature of the task itself closer to the activity of daily living than the tasks implemented using traditional assessment, such as the CAMPROMPT or the RBMT. For the second question, maybe the cognitive load generated by the VR tasks are a way of explaining the results obtained in our criterion validity process. To explore this question, we have performed a correlational analysis by exploring the relation between PM tasks from the VMT, the cognitive load assessed by the NASA Task load index (NASA-TLX) and the cybersickness that could be experienced in the VE. Table 3 shows the results obtained.

**Table 3. Correlation between the PM task from the VMT and assessment of cognitive load and cybersickness.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLX task</th>
<th>TLX physical</th>
<th>TLX temps</th>
<th>TLX effort</th>
<th>TLX Performance</th>
<th>TLX frustratio n</th>
<th>TLX TOT</th>
<th>Cybersic kness nausea</th>
<th>Cybersic kness Occludo-motor</th>
<th>Cybersic kness tot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.41**</td>
<td>-0.40**</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.35**</td>
<td>-0.28*</td>
<td>-0.46**</td>
<td>-0.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB</td>
<td>-0.26*</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.29*</td>
<td>-0.33**</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.36**</td>
<td>-0.38**</td>
<td>-0.30*</td>
<td>-0.40**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>-0.33**</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.39**</td>
<td>-0.39**</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.42**</td>
<td>-0.32**</td>
<td>-0.46**</td>
<td>-0.44**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AB = Activity-based; TB = Time-based; EB = Event-based; tot = total. *p≤0.05; **p≤0.01; ***p≤0.001
Table 3 suggests that Time-based and Event-based PM tasks are more effortful than the Activity-based PM task supporting the idea that these types of tasks are very easy to realize [4]. On the other hand, the Time-based PM task is demanding in terms of mental or sensory efforts (thinking, calculating, remembering, deciding, looking, and searching); at the end of the experimentation, participants expressed the sensation that performance was important in the task realization. It seems that the realization of the Time-based PM Task in the VE influenced the total workload. The way to realize the task (move, navigation, manipulation) seems to be linked to cybersickness (higher cybersickness leads to lower performance). For the Event-based PM task, the cognitive load seems to be linked to physical demand (refer to the manipulation of the object, for example using the ingredients to realize the recipe). Same as for the Time-based PM Task, effort, performance and total workload are rising when the participant realizes the Event-based PM task in the VMT; a similar profile seems also to exist for the cybersickness: the performance in the VMT (for EB and TB tasks) is significantly and negatively correlated to the cybersickness.

In conclusion, to develop an ecological PM assessment tool which adopts a verisimilar approach using VR is not so simple. Interaction and navigation techniques in the VE could affect the performance. But at the same time, the score could be more representative of the real-life performance. For instance, we can affirm, regarding previous studies, that the PM task from the VMT presents a good face value. Nevertheless, the concurrent validity can be improved by integrating measurement that is adapted to the VR technology. In fact, one thing still missing in the analysis is the concurrent ecological validity of the VMT. Indeed, we can hypothesize that VR technology is probably better than existing assessment procedures because this is more verisimilar than traditional protocols. But, on the other hand, to demonstrate that fact requires reproduction of the same complex setting in a real situation to compare it with VR testing.

Some studies conducted in our lab show some difficulties in assessing older people using VR. We observed that the accumulation of tasks to perform in the VE is a greater challenge for the elderly in terms of requested cognitive resources. It was visible that the level of stress increased during the immersion, in most cases due to navigational and manipulation difficulties in the VE. With those results, it's easy to know that the assessment of pathological aging is impossible for now. The results suggest the need to fine-tune the scoring system to obtain a more sensitive and valid measure for PM, perhaps by including several aspects unique to the VR technologies.
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Abstract. Working memory (WM), which allows us to retain information in memory during a complex task, is a cognitive function that is crucial to daily life. It can be affected by several neurological conditions, such as traumatic brain injury or stroke. Numerous studies suggest that it is possible to resolve WM deficits using targeted rehabilitation programs. Virtual reality (VR) is an innovative technology that has proven to be valuable in the evaluation and rehabilitation of cognitive functions. It potentially optimizes cognitive stimulation in a safe environment and can help improve functional activities of daily living by replicating real-life scenarios. With that in mind, this article introduces the first VR-based WM rehabilitation program. The WM training program (Virtual Reality Working-Memory-Training program, VR-WORK-M) recreates a restaurant environment where participants must complete a WM task consisting in repeating a series of items heard via a headset. The goal is to train WM by simulating a business proposal presentation. The program contains several levels of difficulty resulting from the combination of four complexity factors: (1) the type of business concerned by the proposal (e.g., opening a bakery vs. opening a flower shop); (2) the number of items to repeat (4 vs. 5 vs. 6); (3) the number of subtasks to complete before the WM task (e.g., introducing oneself vs order a drink); and (4) the modality of distractors (e.g., an auditory distractor vs. a visual distractor). VR-WORK-M includes 54 levels of difficulty to be administered in a training program over a period of four weeks, with four or five sessions per week.

Keywords. Working memory, attentional control, training, virtual reality

1. Introduction

Virtual reality (VR) is an innovative technology that has proven to be a valuable tool in the evaluation and rehabilitation of cognitive functions, such as visual attention and short-term visuospatial memory [1]. Immersed in familiar environments that closely resemble real life, users are able to experience various sensory settings and perform different activities securely and measurably. VR has been used both to diagnose and treat cognitive impairment. VR technology is proposed as a new rehabilitation tool with possible added value over traditional cognitive approaches [2, 3, 4]. Advantages of VR use include the provision a safe and more ecological
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allow the creation of personalized, enriched environments that can stimulate neuroplasticity [6]. It potentially optimizes cognitive stimulation in a safe place and can help improve functional activities of daily living by replicating real-life scenarios [7, 8]. The use of VR in cognitive rehabilitation has been increasing, and several virtual environments reproducing situations of daily life have been developed for neuropsychological use (e.g., virtual apartments [9], supermarkets [10; 11; 12], or classrooms [13]) to stimulate cognitive function and improve certain cognitive disorders. Nonetheless, to our knowledge, there is currently no program specifically designed to investigate the use of VR-based rehabilitation targeting working memory (WM), that is, the capacity to temporarily hold information in memory while performing another activity. After reviewing the few studies that have dealt with WM training in a VR context, this article describes a new tool to improve WM: the virtual reality working-memory-training program.

2. Cognitive revalidation and working memory training

The concept of WM assumes that a dedicated system maintains and stores information in the short term, and that this system underlies human thought processes. Current views of WM involve a central executive that mediates the flow of information to and from its two slave storage systems: the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad [14; 15; 16]. The model also includes an episodic buffer that interfaces between the short-term memory and long-term memory subsystems. Traditionally, WM capacity had been viewed as an immutable attribute until recent studies showed that improvement could be achieved through flexible training delivered over an extended period of time. To measure changes that have taken place as a result of cognitive training, the degree to which performance on trained tasks transfers to external non-trained tasks is evaluated.

Several paradigms have been developed to assess WM abilities. The complex span paradigm is a well-established one. In this paradigm, the participant is asked to briefly remember a list of stimuli after a secondary task has been added. The paradigm combines short-term storage and processing, which is what defines WM [17]. This type of protocol allows one to train and improve not only WM but also inhibition, reading comprehension, and reasoning [18]. Such training has been found to result in changes to brain activity in the frontal and parietal cortices and the basal ganglia, as well as in dopamine receptor density [12,17]. When the effects of training are subsequently transferred to non-trained WM tasks, it can be said that training-induced plasticity has been induced in a common WM neural network. The positive effects that have been observed point to WM training as a potential rehabilitative intervention for people whose performance in daily life is negatively impacted by low WM capacity [19]. It seems that different training techniques will generate improvements in a wide range of cognitive abilities since they focus on domain-general WM mechanisms. The results of individual studies suggest a favorable outlook for WM training as a valuable tool in overall cognitive enhancement [20].
However, these protocols are not very ecological and do not really allow for the replication of challenging daily life situations faced by patients. For example, patients often complain of difficulty concentrating while driving, forgetting what is on the grocery list, difficulty concentrating at work, etc. To deal with the limited ecological validity of experimental protocols, VR technology is proposed as a rehabilitation tool with possible added value over traditional cognitive approaches [21, 22, 23]. It can potentially optimize cognitive stimulation in a safe environment and help improve functional activities of daily living by replicating real-life scenarios [24, 25, 26, 27].

3. The virtual reality working-memory-training program (VR-WORK-M): a new personalized intervention program

The concept underlying VR intervention as a training method for cognitive dysfunctions such as impaired WM is to improve the brain’s neuroplasticity by engaging participants in multisensory training. VR is increasingly used in the field of clinical neuroscience. After being applied to evaluate attention, executive function, and memory, VR has begun to be used in the rehabilitation of these cognitive functions.

We propose a new tool to improve working memory performance, the virtual reality working-memory-training program (VR-WORK-M). This program recreates a restaurant environment where participants complete a WM task, which consists in the repetition of a series of items heard through headphones (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Virtual environment in VR-WORK-M](image)

The scenario proposes that the participant is making a business pitch to another person in the restaurant. Although such a task may not apply to all ages and career profiles, it represents a practical and simple generic situation where the user has to share ideas with another person. The WM task in VR-WORK-M is based on the Brown-Peterson [28] and complex span paradigms, which involve both storing and processing information, unlike the free recall paradigm, which deals with storage only and is measured by simple span [29]. Specifically, the Brown-Peterson technique was designed to measure the effects of both interference and delay on short-term memory performance. Typically, participants are instructed to recall a few items after variable delays during which an interference task must be performed (e.g., mental addition, repetition of numbers, counting backward). The complex span paradigm involves introducing a delay before and/or after the presentation of each item to be recalled. During this delay, a processing task must be executed. VR-WORK-M is based on the stimulation and training of the phonological loop, which comprises a phonological
store that can retain mnemonic traces for a couple of seconds, and an articulatory rehearsal process that can preserve the traces longer. This cognitive subsystem’s capacity is limited because the articulatory process takes place in real time; thus, when the number of items to rehearse increases, the first item is forgotten before there is time to rehearse it. The information contained in this subsystem is both speech-based and acoustic. VR-WORK-M includes 18 training sessions over four weeks. During each session of immersive WM training, the participant must complete three levels of the program (see the schedule in Table 1). To advance in the program and proceed to the next level, the participant must complete between 75% and 85% of the WM task items.

### Table 1. Training schedule of VR-WORK-M program. Saturday and Sunday are rest days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Session 1 (Levels 1, 2, 3)</td>
<td>Training Session 2 (Levels 4, 5, 6)</td>
<td>Training Session 3 (Levels 7, 8, 9)</td>
<td>Training Session 4 (Levels 10, 11, 12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>Training Session 5 (Levels 13, 14, 15)</td>
<td>Training Session 6 (Levels 16, 17, 18)</td>
<td>Training Session 7 (Levels 19, 20, 21)</td>
<td>Training Session 8 (Levels 22, 23, 24)</td>
<td>Training Session 9 (Levels 25, 26, 27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>Training Session 10 (Levels 28, 29, 30)</td>
<td>Training Session 11 (Levels 31, 32, 33)</td>
<td>Training Session 12 (Levels 34, 35, 36)</td>
<td>Training Session 13 (Levels 37, 38, 39)</td>
<td>Training Session 14 (Levels 40, 41, 42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>Training Session 15 (Levels 43, 44, 45)</td>
<td>Training Session 16 (Levels 46, 47, 48)</td>
<td>Training Session 17 (Levels 49, 50, 51)</td>
<td>Training Session 18 (Levels 52, 53, 54)</td>
<td>Neuropsychological Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 The program’s complexity factors (CF)

Four complexity factors were combined to create 54 levels for the WM task (see Table 2 for examples of the first six levels of the program).

(CF-1) **The type of item in the WM task**: Items may be frequent in the restaurant context (e.g., pie) or rare (e.g., petunia) or conceptual (e.g., time management). Word frequency was verified using the Lexique database [30]. Manipulating the difficulty of the items in the task allows WM to be stimulated and trained. Since the items become more complex, maintaining them in WM simultaneously challenges several components of WM (i.e., buffer, central executive and phonological loop; see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Modulation of the components of WM by the complexity factors of VR-WORK-M.](image)
(CF-2) The number of items in the WM task: Participants may hear 4 items (e.g., (1) We want to open a bakery. (2) We want to offer the following items: (3) croissants and (4) chocolate croissants.) or 5 items (e.g., (1) We want to open a bakery. (2) We want to offer the following items: (3) croissants, (4) chocolate croissants and (5) cookies.) or 6 items (e.g., (1) We want to open a bakery. (2) We want to offer the following items: (3) croissants, (4) chocolate croissants, (5) cookies and (6) pies.). Increasing the number of items to repeat increases the cognitive load and challenges the phonological loop and central executive of WM.

(CF-3) The number of subtasks before the business presentation is repeated: In addition to the business proposal items to be repeated, participants may perform 2 subtasks (introduce oneself + thank the colleague) or 3 subtasks (introduce oneself + order a drink and a meal + thank the colleague). Increasing the number of subtasks between the time when participants hear the items to repeat and the point when they must repeat them allows WM to be trained by increasing the demand for attentional resources, challenging the phonological loop and central executive.

(CF-4) The number of distractors before the business presentation is repeated: The distractors are added to interfere with the maintenance of the items in WM. There are both auditory and visual distractors. Auditory distractors are a falling platter, a breaking glass, a closing door, a car accident and a nearby server singing Happy Birthday. The visual distractor is someone tripping and falling as he walks by the table. Increasing the number of distractions between the time when participants hear the items to repeat and the time when they must repeat them allows WM to be stimulated and trained by adding distractions that can interfere with the WM task. This will interfere with the participant’s attention, which is important in WM. The central executive needs to distribute these resources and will therefore be stimulated.

Table 2. Examples of the first six levels of the program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Participant hears instructions (black screen)</td>
<td>• Participant hears instructions (black screen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restaurant environment fades in</td>
<td>• Restaurant environment fades in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Phone rings/ participant hears business presentation/ caller hangs up</td>
<td>• Phone rings/ participant hears business presentation/ caller hangs up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colleague invites participant to start presentation</td>
<td>• Colleague invites participant to start presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participant repeats business presentation</td>
<td>• Auditory distractor (door opens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Screen fades to black</td>
<td>• Participant repeats business presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Screen fades to black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Participant hears instructions (black screen)</td>
<td>• Participant hears instructions (black screen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restaurant environment fades in</td>
<td>• Restaurant environment fades in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Variables that can be measured with the VR-WORK-M

Several measures are collected and three indexes can be calculated to test the impact of the complexity of the factor across the program. The participant success rate (PSR) can be calculated for the six levels that are the most representative of the program (levels 1, 11, 27, 34, 38 and 54). The PSR is the number of items correctly repeated converted into a percentage

\[
\text{PSR} = \frac{I_c}{I_t} \times 100;
\]

where \(I_c\) is the number of correctly repeated items and \(I_t\) is the total number of items.

This will allow for the comparison of these levels. We expect PSR to decrease as the levels advance (PSRlevel 1 > PSRlevel 11 > PSRlevel 27 > PSRlevel 34 > PSRlevel 38 > PSRlevel 54). The level success index (LSI) measures the number of participants who succeed at each level. LSI is expected to decrease as the type of item in the WM task becomes more complex, as the number of items in the task increases, and as the numbers of subtasks and distractors increase.

The index of difficulty (ID) measures the proportion of participants who succeed at each level. ID is expected to decrease across the 54 levels.
4. Conclusion and perspectives

This article describes a VR-based WM revalidation program. This program, which recreates a restaurant environment in which participants must complete a WM task by repeating the details of a business project, is designed to help individuals with WM disorders to return to work. Monitoring the impact of VR therapy using the VR-WORK-M with neuroimaging is the next promising step [31] that is underway in our lab, in addition to a formal validation of the tool. A practical approach to studying experience-dependent neuroplasticity in humans is to investigate longitudinal changes in brain structure or function following exposure to training. When combined with neuroimaging, VR training becomes a highly customizable experience that can be tailored to match its users’ deficits or newly developed strengths. Sophisticated imaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) not only permit precise mapping of activated brain regions but also allow for a detailed analysis of how activation levels change over the course of a VR training program. Whether VR is used to adapt the difficulty level in real time or to modulate training over a longer period, when it is combined with neuroimaging, a neurorehabilitation program can be individually optimized to reflect the naturally unique pattern in which each patient with a brain lesion is affected by the trauma.
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Cybertherapy is a field that is growing rapidly due to today’s technology and information boom.

Virtual reality and advanced technologies have been used successfully to in a variety of healthcare issues, including treatment of anxiety disorders and phobias, treatment of eating and body dysmorphic disorders, neuropsychological assessment and rehabilitation and distraction during painful or un-pleasant medical procedures.

The novel applications of these technologies yield many advantages over traditional treatment modalities, and the disadvantages that accompanied the first trials of virtual reality are quickly being addressed and eliminated.

Virtual reality peripherals such as data gloves, physiological monitoring and Internet worlds are swiftly demonstrating their usefulness in cybertherapy applications.

Wiederhold & Wiederhold, 2004
Embodiment in different size virtual bodies produces changes in women’s body image distortion and dissatisfaction
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Introduction: Body image disturbance is considered a pervasive issue among women and is a core feature of eating disorders. Previous research provides evidence of the ability of body ownership illusions in virtual reality to produce changes in one's own body representation, especially in body size estimation. However, less information is available about changes in subjective body attitudes. This study assesses whether owning a female virtual avatar with different body sizes produces changes in body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction in women. Method: Forty female college students were exposed to an immersive virtual environment, in which they were sequentially embodied in three avatars using synchronous visuo-tactile stimulation. The first and third avatar had the same body size as the participant, but the second one had a larger body size. In the larger avatar condition, the group was divided into two: 20 participants owned a virtual body 20% larger and the other twenty a virtual body 40% larger. Body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction were assessed before and after embodiment in each of the three avatars using a silhouette test. Results: Mixed between-within analyses of variance showed a statistically significant effect of the variable Time (four assessment points) on body image distortion (F (3, 38) = 2.825, p = .042, η² = 0.069) and body image dissatisfaction (F (3, 38) = 6.933, p < .001, η² = 0.154). The effect of the variable Group (20% increase versus 40% increase in the larger body size avatar) and the interaction between time and group were not statistically significant. Overall, participants reported a reduction in the body image overestimation after owning the same-size avatar for the second time (M = 8.88, SD = 12.48) than at the other assessment points (at pre-test: M = 13.00, SD = 17.09; after owning the first same-size virtual body: M = 13.75, SD = 11.14; and the larger size avatar: M = 14.50, SD = 15.18). In regards to body image dissatisfaction, the highest levels were recorded at pre-test (M = 16.38, SD = 18.54) and after owning the larger size avatar (M = 15.50, SD = 19.57) and lowest levels...
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after owning the same-size avatar for the second time \((M=6.88, SD=13.85)\). More interestingly, the reduction in body dissatisfaction after owning the same-size avatar for the second time compared with pre-test was statistically significant \((F (1, 38) =18.098, p<.001, \eta^2 = 0.323)\). **Conclusion:** This study extends the evidence available about the ability of full virtual body ownership illusions to modify the mental representation of one’s own body. Owning a virtual body with different body sizes produces changes not only in size overestimation but also in body dissatisfaction; and, most importantly, inducing the ownership illusion of a larger-size virtual body reduces body dissatisfaction when subjects return to the same-size avatar, probably due to a comparison effect.

**Keywords:** virtual reality, body ownership illusion, visuo-tactile synchronization, body image distortion, body image dissatisfaction

1. **Introduction**

Body image disturbance (BID), including both body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction, is considered a pervasive issue among women [1, 2] and is a core feature of eating disorders [3] (ED). Therefore, addressing BID is considered a critical aspect for the prevention and treatment of ED [4]. Previous research suggests that the mental representation of body image can be updated, based on incoming multisensory information [5, 6]. Indeed, several studies have used body ownership illusions of a virtual body to manipulate the perception of one’s own body image [7-9]. Full body ownership illusion is defined as the subjective experience in which individuals feel an artificial body to be their own body [10] and is produced when different types of information (visual, proprioceptive, haptic, etc.) are combined into a multisensory representation [11].

Several studies have shown that full body ownership illusion-based interventions produce changes in the perception of one’s own body size and shape [8, 9, 11, 12]. Preston and Ehrsson [8], for instance, induced full body ownership illusion of a mannequin in a group of individuals. This mannequin could be slimmer or larger than the individual’s body size. They found a significant reduction in perceived body size and an increase in body satisfaction after owning the slimmer mannequin body. Similarly, Serino et al. [11] found a decrease in participants’ perceived body size after they were embodied in a skinny belly avatar. Similar results have been found in clinical samples. Keizer and colleagues [13] found that owning a healthy-size virtual body significantly decreased perceived body size in patients with anorexia nervosa (AN) as well as in non-clinical participants, and that this perceived body size reduction persisted two hours later.

The main objective of this study was to assess the ability of the virtual body ownership illusion to produce changes in both perceptual and attitudinal aspects of body image in a non-clinical sample of women. Participants were expected to show higher levels of body image distortion and dissatisfaction after owning a virtual body that was larger than their own body than after owning a virtual body with the same body size. The distortion and dissatisfaction were also expected to be greater with larger virtual body sizes.
2. Methods
2.1 Participants

Forty female college students with an age range from 18 to 42 ($M=22.55$, $SD=4.02$) and a body image index (BMI) range from 16.6 to 28.49 ($M=21.65$, $SD=0.40$) participated in the study. According to the World Health Organization [14], 33 participants (82.5%) had healthy weight ($18.5 \leq \text{BMI} \leq 25$), three (7.5%) were underweight and four (10%) were overweight. Self-reported current ED diagnosis was considered an exclusion criterion.

2.2 Procedure

The current study was approved by the research Ethics Committee of the University of Barcelona. After signing the informed consent document, participants provided demographic data and completed the Figure Drawing Scales for Body Image Assessment (BIAS-BD) [2]. The BIAS-BD is a silhouette test that assesses body image dissatisfaction (BIAS-O) and body image distortion (BIAS-X). BIAS-O is assessed by comparing the discrepancy between the perceived body size and the desired body size, and BIAS-X by the discrepancy between the perceived body size and the real body size. Participants were also measured and weighed to calculate their BMI. After completing the test battery, a whole body photograph of the participant was taken and then used to create an avatar with a silhouette similar to that of the participant. Then, participants were sequentially embodied in three avatars using synchronous visuo-tactile stimulation. The stimulation consisted in a series of touches to the participants’ arms (during 15 seconds each one), abdomen (during 30 seconds), and legs (during 15 seconds each one) by the experimenter using one of the HTC-VIVE controllers, while the participants looked at themselves (i.e., first-person perspective) in the virtual environment being touched by a 3D virtual HTC-VIVE controller (during 90 seconds) and, then, to the avatar reflected in a mirror in front of them (i.e., third-person perspective) during 90 seconds.

The first and third avatar had the same body size as the participant, but the second avatar had a larger body size. In the larger avatar condition, the group was divided into two: 20 participants owned a virtual body 20% larger than themselves, and the other twenty a virtual body 40% larger. Virtual body ownership illusion was assessed, using a visual analogue scale from 0 to 100, after owning the real-size virtual body for the first time ($M=56.98$, $SD=22.62$), after owning the larger-size virtual body ($M=53.50$, $SD=21.28$) and after owning the real-size virtual body for the second time ($M=50.75$, $SD=23.47$). No significant differences were found between the three measures ($F_{1,76}=2.003$, $p=.149$, $\eta^2=.049$). Body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction were also assessed after embodiment in each of the three avatars using the BIAS-BD.

2.3 Virtual setting

The virtual environment was a room without any furniture but with a large mirror on the front wall, where the participants could see their virtual body. The environment was displayed using a head mounted HTC-VIVE display connected to a computer with enough graphic power to move virtual environments. The avatars were developed using Blender 2.78v, and Unity 3D 5.5.v was used to integrate all the elements within the virtual environment.
### 2.4 Statistical Analyses

Mixed between-within analyses of variance were conducted, introducing the within participants’ variable Time (four assessment points: at pre-test, after owning the real-size virtual body, after owning the larger-size virtual body, and after owning the real-size virtual body again) and the between participants’ variable Group (20% larger-size virtual body versus 40% larger-size virtual body). Post hoc tests comparing the four assessment points were also conducted. Normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s test $p>.05$), sphericity (Mauchly’s test $p>.05$) and homogeneity (Levene’s test $p>.05$) assumptions were checked.

### 3. Results

Mixed between-within analyses of variance showed a statistically significant main effect of the variable Time (four assessment points) on body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction (Table 1), with low and medium effect sizes respectively. In contrast, the main effect of the variable Group (20% increase versus 40% increase in the larger-size virtual body) and the interaction between Time and Group were not statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Main effects and interaction between the variables Time and Group in body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIAS-X</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$ (1,38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time x Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: BIAS-X (Body image distortion), BIAS-O (Body image dissatisfaction).*

As table 2 shows, participants as a whole reported a reduction in body image overestimation after owning the real-size virtual body for the second time as compared with the other assessment points (at pre-test, after owning the real-size virtual body for the first time, and after owning the larger-size avatar). On the other hand, although overestimation after owning the larger-size virtual body was slightly greater in 40% size increase group than in the 20% size increase group (Table 2), the differences did not reach statistical significance ($t_{38}$=-1.369, $p>.05$). As regards body image dissatisfaction, the highest levels were recorded at pre-test and after owning the larger-size virtual body, while the lowest were reported after owning the same-size virtual body for the second time. Again, differences between groups after owning the larger-size virtual body did not reach significance ($t_{38}$=-1.135, $p>.05$).

| Table 2. Mean body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction at pre-test and through embodiment to the real-size virtual body for the first time, the larger-size virtual body (20% or 40% larger) and the real-size virtual body for the second time in group 1 ($n=20$, participants who embodied the 20% larger-size virtual body), group 2 ($n=20$, participants who embodied the 40% larger-size virtual body), and the whole sample ($N=40$). |
Post hoc within-subject contrast tests for the variable time (Table 3) showed significantly lower levels of body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction after owning the real-size virtual body for the second time than after owning the larger-size virtual body and after owning the real-size virtual body for the first time. Most importantly, the reduction in body dissatisfaction after owning the same-size avatar for the second time compared with pre-test levels was also statistically significant, with a large effect size (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>BIAS-X</th>
<th>BIAS-O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F$ (1,38)</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test vs real-size avatar 1</td>
<td>.117</td>
<td>.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test vs larger-size avatar</td>
<td>.612</td>
<td>.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test vs real-size avatar 2</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-size avatar 1 vs larger-size avatar</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-size avatar 1 vs real-size avatar 2</td>
<td>8.057</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger-size avatar vs real-size avatar 2</td>
<td>5.636</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BIAS-X (Body image distortion), BIAS-O (Body image dissatisfaction).

4. Discussion and conclusions

The main aim of this study was to assess whether embodiment in different size virtual bodies produced changes in the level of body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction in a non-clinical sample of women. As expected, participants showed higher levels of body image distortion and body image dissatisfaction after owning the larger-size virtual body than after owning the real-size one for the second time. These results are in line with previous research showing that the mental representation of body image is malleable [8,9,13] and may change according to emotional and situational contexts [15].

On the other hand, no significant differences were found between groups with regard to owning the real-size avatar for the first time and owning the larger-size one. Two related factors may help to explain these results. First, most participants (90%) had a healthy weight or were underweight. Consequently, it may be that even an increase of 40% did not lead to a substantially overweight figure. Second, as participants were from a non-clinical sample, a weight increase of 20 or 40% probably did not induce such an intense response as expected.

However, the most interesting finding in this study is the notable reduction in body image distortion and dissatisfaction after owning the real-size avatar for the second
time compared with the results after owning the real-size avatar for the first time and, in the case of body dissatisfaction, at pre-test. According to Keizer and colleagues [13], the mental representation of the body depends on input from multiple sensory modalities and, therefore, full body ownership illusions could be useful for reducing the misestimation of body size in ED patients. These authors found that body image distortion fell in both anorexia patients and healthy controls after owning a healthy-size virtual body [13]. The fact that, in our study, the reduction was higher after owning the second real-size avatar than after owning the first one is probably due to a comparison effect, since prior to owning the second real-size avatar they had owned the larger-size avatar. This study has several limitations that should be also considered. First, the sample was recruited among female college students and, consequently, results cannot be generalized to other populations. Second, no structured interview or screening test was administered to assess the presence of an ED. Finally, body mass index was not considered in this study. Future research should take into account possible differences between overweight, normal-weight and underweight participants, as well as gender differences. Despite these limitations, however, the study adds to the currently available evidence on the ability of full virtual body ownership illusions to modify the mental representation of one’s own body, and provides added support for its use in body image disturbance treatment in eating and weight-related disorders.
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Assessing presence in videoconference telepsychotherapies: A complementary qualitative study on breaks in telepresence and intersubjectivity co-construction processes
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Abstract. Assessing the efficacy of online psychotherapies is an important issue in eHealth. In the present research, we used an innovative approach to focus on the characteristics of breaks in interactions that impact the acceptance of the psychotherapy setting of a telepsychotherapy delivered in videoconference. We also tried to build a method to assess if the level of telepresence in online interactions would be influenced by the acceptance of the psychotherapy setting. Sessions of psychotherapy delivered in videoconference to two adults receiving CBT and two others receiving psychodynamic psychotherapy were analyzed to test the method. In this paper, we describe the methodology and illustrate preliminary results. An interactional grid was used to analyze verbal and non-verbal interactions, physical and social presence, and breaks in acceptance of the telepsychotherapy setting. This led to observe the interactional process of construction of enonciative co-presence, fundamental to allow people to experience intersubjectivity. This study is the first step towards a better understanding of the level of acceptance of the technological setting by patients and its influence on the interactions between them and psychologists.

Keywords. Intersubjectivity, videoconference telepsychotherapy, telepresence, acceptance of psychotherapy setting.

1. Introduction

Assessing the efficacy of online psychotherapies is an important issue in telepsychology. Addressing treatment mechanisms and interactional dynamics of patient-psychotherapist relationship also deserve attention. Previous researches show that telepresence predicts the strength of the therapeutic relationship [1] and suggest that telepresence should predict intersubjectivity [2]. Our approach in this matter rests on three assumptions: (a) a double re-definition of the concept of intersubjectivity was needed: on a general level (intersubjectivity as “the ability to create an interaction with
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another one and to recognize him as a subject. Consequently, the person is able to feel what the other one is feeling, in particular the other one’s suffering” [3]) and on an operational level (intersubjectivity as a “unique combination of the interlocutors’ subjectivities created in a specific context at a given time and the process of creating a shared world for the subjects to act in”) [4]; (b) the necessity of an exploration of the processes of co-construction of intersubjectivity in telepsychotherapy, conceived as a complex reality resulting from a number of different interactional and reciprocal processes occurring among patient and therapist in a given setting; (c) the definition of a specific approach on the methodological plan should be accompanied by a profound reflection on its epistemological implications.

As far as the epistemological dimension is concerned, our study could be defined as pluri-disciplinary and complementary. Pluri-disciplinary is defined by the use of concepts, methods and techniques coming from different disciplines, but also by a common goal within a unique macro-disciplinary field [5]. We set for a pluri-disciplinary approach of interactional dynamics in video telepsychotherapy because of the needs and interests of approaching concepts, methods and techniques coming from different disciplines (clinical psychology, cyberpsychology, social psychology of cyberplaces, and interlocutory logic). Effort is oriented towards a common goal within a unique macro-disciplinary field, the field of cyber-interaction in telepsychotherapy. The approach is complementary (in the sense of Devereux [6]) regarding the methodology because the disciplinary perspectives mentioned above are applied to our object at different moments.

The current project stems from a desire to explore the efficacy of psychotherapies delivered in videoconference using two different theoretical frameworks: cognitive-behavioral therapy [7], and psychodynamic [8]. In the first phase of our endeavor, we started researching interactional dynamics of patient-psychotherapist relationship in telepsychology, trying to describe the process of “the integration of interlocutors’ contributions to the interactional accomplishment of what could (have) be(en) defined as ‘the therapeutic project’” [9]. Our principal aims were to: (a) compare the two above mentioned theoretical frameworks; and (b) focus on telepresence as an indicator of intersubjectivity co-constructed online [9]. On the basis of a deep analysis of previous results, the goal of the current study is to assess acceptance of the technological setting by patients and its influence on the interactions between patients and psychologists. We assume that a low level of acceptance of the technological setting by patients would be related to a low level of telepresence. The methodology chosen for this purpose has been therefore conceived to explore if breaks in acceptance of the telepsychotherapy setting could produce a low level of telepresence and intersubjectivity, potentially leading to the interruption of the treatment, and if there are “communicational regularities” underlying these breaks.

On the basis of these premises, the long term goal of this study is to explore two research questions: (a) what are the characteristics of breaks in interactions that impact the acceptance of the setting of a telepsychotherapy in videoconference (RQ1), on the relational level (observation, discourse analysis) (RQ1.1) and on the interlocutory level (interlocutory logic) (RQ1.2); and (b) can we consider that the level of telepresence in online interactions would influence the acceptance of the setting of telepsychotherapies in videoconference (RQ2)? The analysis is still in process and the current paper focuses only on describing the method, with an example of its application and the presentation of an original case selected from a sample of two adults receiving CBT and two others
receiving psychodynamic telepsychotherapies, and on which the current method has been tested for feasibility and sensitivity.

The problem is approached from the phenomenology of breaks in acceptance of the therapeutic setting (i.e., psychotherapy delivered by videoconference), which are easier to identify than overall acceptance of psychotherapy. Acceptance involves factors that can vary based on various reasons (psychotherapeutic method, mental state of the patient, etc.), whereas breaks or ruptures in acceptance of the therapeutic setting can be measured in session and are most likely to be caused by events occurring during the session.

2. Methods
The sample consists of four adults receiving telepsychotherapy, who were not suffering of a psychotic disorder and displayed breaks in acceptance of the setting in videoconference telepsychotherapy, with two participants receiving CBT and the other two receiving psychodynamic telepsychotherapies. All therapy sessions were video recorded and coded.

To individuate—describe and assess the phenomenology of breaks in acceptance of the setting and intersubjectivity co-construction processes—the procedure follows an observational stance (see Figure 1 with the general structure of the method, with levels of interaction, corpus, technique, and outputs of the analysis).

![Figure 1. Schematic display of the grid used to analyze the verbal and non-verbal interactions in telepsychotherapy.](image)

As shown in Figure 1, the analysis of the video recorded session is articulated in two phases ([A] ‘Basic’ interaction and [B] ‘Acceptance of setting’ interaction), each of one composed of two sub-phases performed by an external and independent coder, ([A1] Structural-interactions, and [A2] Functional-interactions; [B1] Structural-social presence and [B2] Functional-intersubjectivity). The goal of phase [A] is to individuate some critical subsequences featured by interactional cues and describe their dynamics to detect communicational regularities – independent of the psychotherapeutic approach – featuring breaks in acceptance of the setting [9]. Analyzing the
subsequences individuated in phase [A], phase [B] aims to individuate by structural cues of social presence perception to formulate a hypothesis on the influence of social presence perception on the acceptance of the therapy setting. The information is then analyzed in the context of the quantitative information collected with five items from the Telepresence Questionnaire [10], with scores on the items regrouped under four categories of telepresence: insignificant (scores from 0 to 25%), low (from 25 to 50%); medium (from 50 to 75%) or strong (from 75 to 100%). In the next step [B2], functional cues of social presence's consequences are searched for, with the objective to formulate a hypothesis on how traces of acceptance of the setting could be individuated in the process of constructing intersubjectivity [4]. The methodology is then to be applied to all therapy sessions and all participants to analyze emerging trends. In addition to the above phenomenological descriptions, understanding the processes associated with breaks in acceptance of the therapy setting requires a pragmatic analysis. The last step of the procedure is the analysis of relevant conversational sequences to grasp and describe the intersubjective processes resulting from activities exploiting the properties of the verbal interaction, which are intrinsically linked to any form of communication. Specific objects of this kind of analysis will be the formalization of interlocutory models describing the pragmatic functioning of the individuated breaks in acceptance of the setting [11].

3 Results: Example of the analysis of an original case

C. is a 28 years old woman, mother of two children looking for a job and seeking CBT for generalized anxiety disorder. The treatment was interrupted after 4 sessions. The first 3 sessions were used for the analysis because there was sufficient material to assess breaks in telepresence and intersubjectivity co-construction processes. The following numbers in the analysis correlate with those of categories appearing in Figure 1.

3.1 A-1 (N=3)

1. In the first sessions, it seems that C. was looking for eye-contact with the psychologist and focusing on her words and guidelines.
2. In the following sessions, C. stopped looking for eye-to-eye contacts.
3. It has been noticed by the independent coder during the analysis that the psychologist used an informal form of verbal exchanges while the patient was using a formal form. Another important point was the irregularity of the verbal tuning, as the psychologist cut the patient off many times. This seemed to influence the patient’s discourse, who took more time to start speaking during the following interviews.
4. C. wasn’t smiling very much, and her face was a slightly frozen/rigid, whereas the psychologist was smiling.
5. Many silences were noticed in C.’s discourse, especially when both psychologist and patient were taking notes during the session. It has also been noticed in the analysis that C. forgot to bring her notes to a following session, even if the psychologist’s guideline was to bring them.
3.2 A-2 (X=6)

1. C. turned the volume higher, using a remote control, to hear the psychologist. The psychologist got closer to the camera to address C. after a disagreement about an issue discussed in the session.
2. Breaks in emotional tuning were also expressed by verbal comments about issues emerging during the session (sound volume) or observed by the independent coder (rhythm of the discourse).
3. The rhythm of the discourse is irregular, as the psychologist cut off the patient many times, despite agreed guidelines to raise hand before talking when the other is talking.
4. No relevant element was found.
5. No relevant element was found.

3.3 B-1 (Y=5)

Quantitative analyze of the subsequences was made in hetero evaluation of the scores from the Telepresence Questionnaire, with low results for Physical presence [Q#1- low (30 %), Q#2- low (30 %), Q#3- low (30 %)] and for Social presence as well [Q#4- low (40%), Q#5 – insignificant (25%)].

3.4 B-2 (Z=3)

1. Both patient and psychologist seemed to recognize each other’s role in the first telepsychotherapy session. However, mutual recognition of subjectivities didn’t seem to occur during the following interviews.
2. Conversational breakdowns were noticed, for example in the fact that following the cuts off, the patient seemed to talk less than before (cf. A1-3,4,5 ; A2-3).
3. The psychologist presented herself as a CBT and anxiety disorders specialist. C. presented a demand based on her symptoms. However, it seemed that beyond this general object’s definition, the intersubjective encounter didn’t occur.
4. General rules of discourse appeared in the psychotherapeutic framework but intersubjective dynamic wasn’t established. For example, C. forgot to bring her notes (cf. A1-5).

As illustrated in the analysis of sessions, conversational breakdowns happened during first telepsychotherapy sessions (A1-2, 3, 4, 5; A2-1, 3). This may have influenced breaks in telepresence and intersubjectivity co-construction processes in the following two sessions (B1; B2-1, 2, 3, 4). Further analysis of all relevant conversational sequences over all three sessions need to be performed in order to grasp and describe the intersubjective processes, and then compared among all participants.

4 Conclusion

Examining the sense of presence in online interactions and the acceptance of the setting of telepsychotherapies in videoconference can be useful to enhance quality of
interactions with the media and the setting itself. The proposed methodology can help to understand the different levels of interactions between users (therapists and patients) and their links with telepresence. The preliminary results presented in this paper illustrate how the processes of co-construction of intersubjectivity in telepsychotherapy depend on a complex reality resulting from different interactional and reciprocal processes between therapist, patient and setting. The social interactions presented provide an example of the potential impact of breaks in acceptance of the therapy setting and telepresence in online interactions. The presentation of the coding method is the first step towards a better assessment of the level of acceptance of the technological setting by patients and its influence on the interactions between patients and psychologists. The complete analysis of all information will help guide projects on the co-creation of shared subjectivity in telepsychotherapy. The results might also be helpful to improve the quality of videoconference telepsychotherapies, for example in the creation of guidelines and quality standards.

We hope in the long term these results will be useful to individuate the ‘general’ rules (that is almost universal, i.e. independent from the theoretical framework of psychotherapies) underlying processes to videoconference telepsychotherapies efficacy. This could help to define some (general) guidelines in telepsychotherapy and establish the differences between videoconference telepsychotherapy and classical face to face psychotherapy, in terms of relationship. These future results could be useful to prepare training programs for psychotherapists, to enable them to spot signals useful to manage telepsychotherapies and to reduce the drop-out rate.
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Abstract. As a significant number of abstinent smokers tend to relapse over time, new challenges lie in preventing relapse with immersive technologies such as virtual reality. The effectiveness of virtual reality cue exposure (VRCE) with cognitive behavioural therapy is analysed through a comparative trial involving the first 61 participants. All the required Virtual Environments (VE) were created with an inexpensive Game Level Editor. Outcome measures supported the immersive and craving eliciting effect of the VEs. Results demonstrated that VRCE is at least as efficacious as traditional cognitive behavioural therapy in terms of maintenance of tobacco abstinence, craving reduction and decrease in nicotine dependence. Improvement in technologies and methodology for future research and applications are delineated.
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1. Introduction

While intense debates focusing on drug legalization are frequent nowadays, and the use of psilocybin mushrooms or cannabis for therapeutic purposes is being discussed, a legal product - namely tobacco - is still involved in diverse chronic or lethal diseases among the smoking and non-smoking population. In 2010, a European health survey estimated a 28% prevalence of tobacco consumption among individuals over 15 years old, especially women compared to other continents [1].

Several tobacco quitting methods exist such as psychotherapy, nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) or electronic cigarettes. In several countries, using an electronic cigarette is even considered fashionable and generates recreational activities known as cloud chasing. Notwithstanding this recent trend, due to the hitherto high
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rates of relapse after smoking cessation programs (between 40% and 70%), the real challenge lies in the prevention of relapse [2]. Still, relapse prevention interventions, including Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), have been hampered by the frequent and unavoidable presence of social or non-social conditions associated with tobacco consumption in the daily life of abstinent smokers (e.g. drinking in bars with friends, drinking coffee during a break, waiting outside etc.) [3]. On the other hand, an alternative method known as Cue Exposure Therapy (CET) consists of repeatedly exposing patients to smoking related stimuli using objects (ashtrays), pictures or videos in order to help them deal with the strong and sudden consuming impetus known as craving. However, CET settings remain a passive procedure or are too disconnected from real situations [4]. These observations address de facto the need to implement new exposure strategies so as to help abstinent smokers to cope with smoking related situations in an active way. Consequently, virtual reality (VR), an immersive media allowing subjects to be exposed and interact in synthesized environments in real time, can help patients overcome their craving using virtual tobacco related cues. This method has been entitled Virtual Reality Cue Exposure (VRCE) and has been recently examined as a possible alternative instrument to traditional CBT. In VRCE, newly abstinent smokers are immersed in computer generated Virtual Environments (VE) representing risk situations for the patient in the context of tobacco craving and smoking relapse prevention. Even though previous researches have studied VRCE and demonstrated that artificial 3D situations can induce tobacco craving with success or lead to decrease in nicotine addiction [3, 5], the efficacy of VRCE on relapse prevention has yet to be analysed. Therefore, this study sought to investigate the effect of VRCE on smoking relapse prevention in the context of a comparative study involving VRCE and traditional CBT. The objectives are threefold. The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of VRCE compared to traditional CBT in the prevention of smoking relapse and the effect on dependence and craving. Secondly, to measure the impact of VRCE on emotional features, including depression, anxiety, self-esteem and quality of life. Thirdly, this trial aims to ensure that virtual environments constructed for the experiment produced craving and presence with limited cybersickness.

2. Methodology

The present trial was registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (Identifier: NCT02205060).

2.1 Sample

The first 61 participants (44 women, 17 men, mean age 49 years ±13.0) diagnosed with tobacco dependence and having an ongoing smoking abstinence of at least 7 days were recruited for the clinical trial. Diagnoses were established by the authors based on the DSM V criteria for tobacco dependence [6] and abstinence was verified by measuring the carbon monoxide (CO) exhaled. Mean pack-year for the sample before the abstinence period was 12.23 ±5.72. The sample comprised a strong proportion of women and educated individuals (75.4% have undergone tertiary education) and more than half of them had never played video games or had stopped using them (42.6% never played, 23.3% stopped).
2.2 Assessments

Presence Questionnaire PQ v3.0 [7]. The PQ consists of 32 items rated on a 7-point scale, assessing the participant’s perception of presence.

Simulation Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [8]. This 16-item instrument on a 4-point scale assesses the manifestation as well as the severity of motion sickness related symptoms exhibited in a simulation or virtual environment.

Cigarette Dependence Scale (CDS-12) [9], a 12-item self-report instrument measures the severity of cigarette dependence with scores ranging from 12 (no dependence) to 60 (high dependency).

Tobacco Craving Questionnaire (TCQ-12) [10], a 12-item self-report instrument rating the intensity of craving manifestation with scores ranging from 12 (no craving) to 84 (high craving).

Analogue craving scale is a 100 points scale that measures the perceived level of craving at a given time during the exposure to smoking related cues.

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) Y-A (state) [11]. The STAI is a 20-item self-report instrument with scores ranging from 20 (absence of anxiety) to 80 (high anxiety).

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) [12]. The BDI is a 21-item self-report instrument measuring mood and depressive symptoms.

SF-12 [13]. Quality of life was assessed with this 12-item scale assessing physical function, physical pain, general health, vitality, social functioning and well-being.

Rosenberg Self-esteem scale (SES) [14]. This is a self-report questionnaire related to self-esteem and consisting of 10 items which produces a total score of 10 to 40.

Carbon Monoxide (CO). Tobacco abstinence is assessed using levels of CO exhaled in parts per million (ppm). A result superior to 6 ppm indicates a tobacco relapse [15].

2.3 Procedure

The participants were randomly assigned to 2 therapeutic groups: one group receiving traditional CBT and one group receiving VRCE. The protocol included 8 weekly sessions of 45 minutes each for both groups. All participants were taught addiction centred psychoeducation, craving management, relaxation, positive self-statements and cognitive restructuring as outlined by several works of reference [16, 17]. The only difference between the groups being the smoking related situations exposure procedure carried out from the 3rd to the 8th session. While participants in the CBT group were asked to visualize such conditions, the participants in the VRCE group were immersed in a computerized world using virtual reality equipment. The 6 sessions of VRCE comprised an exposure to 6 different context graded virtual environments related to tobacco consumption. Questionnaires and physiological measures detailed in the tables infra were registered before and after the treatment procedure with the exception of the analogue craving scale used repeatedly per procedure. Finally, in order to avoid any chemical influence on the therapeutic effect, participants from both groups were invited not to use any NRT or electronic cigarette until the clinical trial was duly completed.
2.4 Apparatus and Virtual Environments

The VR system includes a Sensics® zSight Head Mounted Display or HMD (1280x2048 stereoscopic OLED screen with 60° field of view), coupled with 3 degrees of freedom Virtual Realities® VirtualCube head tracker (angular resolution: 0.05°/s, latency 8ms). The steering wheel exploited for the driving VE is a Logitech® G27 with vibration and force feedback capabilities.

The software used to create and run the VEs is the commercially available game level editor (GLE) CryEngine’s Sandbox of the video games series Crysis™ (Crytek GmbH) with the exception of the driving VE which runs with the City Car Driving simulation (Multisoft™). Prior to its full use for the trial, this was tested and compared to 6 other commercially available GLEs by considering several distinct criteria and requirements [18]. For smoking related cues to entail diverse situations, the first author exploited the aforementioned GLE to build 5 specific context graded VEs. The VEs constructed are validated smoking eliciting situations according to empirical works on tobacco consumption [16, 17], past studies [3, 5], and the criteria of the DSMV [6]: Having a drink with people smoking in a virtual beach bar, having dinner with avatars smoking on the terrace of a restaurant, being in a furnished living room with an ashtray and a lighted cigarette, waiting at a bus stop with avatars smoking, taking a break in the workplace with colleagues who are smokers and driving a virtual car on a road with traffic. All VEs were supplemented with events triggered by the experimenter (avatars proposing coffee or cigarettes) and interoceptive cues (heartbeat sounds, tunnel vision).

Figure 1 & 2. Screenshots of 2 VEs constructed for the present study. Note the smoking related cues (cigarette and packet, ashtray, alcohol) and the avatars’ smoking attitudes (beach bar and bus stop).

3. Results

37 participants completed the program. Means, standard deviations and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) F values listed in the table, evidenced a significant time effect for all subjective measures related to smoking dependence and tobacco craving. In contrast, no significant differences were found regarding the other scales. There was no significant interaction (time/group) for any of the scores. Upon finishing the protocol and according to the proportion of CO exhaled, 72% of the participants had maintained their tobacco abstinence. Mean PQ high scores and mean SSQ low scores indicated that
the patients felt immersed in the VEs without exhibiting cybersickness. Moreover, during the initial exposure session, the VRCE group exhibited a significantly higher craving $t(61)=-2.34, p<.024, \eta^2=.11$.

Table 1. Means, standard deviations of the dependent variables, results of two-way ANOVA Between Pre- and Post-test period (Time) and ANOVA for time x group comparison (Interaction).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Post-test Mean (SD)</th>
<th>ANOVA Time F (1,35)</th>
<th>Eta² Time ANOVA interaction F (1,35)</th>
<th>Eta² Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>5.71 (1.65)</td>
<td>1.38 (1.43)</td>
<td>152.55***</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.26ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>6.27 (1.83)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.90)</td>
<td>77.02***</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.42ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>39.05 (11.64)</td>
<td>20.09 (8.62)</td>
<td>36.39***</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.70ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>40.50 (11.54)</td>
<td>22.44 (11.62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCQ</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>35.76 (14.01)</td>
<td>21.76 (8.73)</td>
<td>30.99***</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.10ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>38.62 (15.89)</td>
<td>24.87 (12.18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crav</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>20.90 (20.7)</td>
<td>6.1 (14.90)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>40.00 (20.64)</td>
<td>13.20 (23.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAI</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>35.00 (8.79)</td>
<td>35.38 (9.45)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>31.44 (10.58)</td>
<td>36.69 (14.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>16.52 (2.69)</td>
<td>15.47 (2.58)</td>
<td>1.41ns</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.28ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>17.81 (4.81)</td>
<td>17.62 (4.96)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFph</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>73.56 (2.15)</td>
<td>65.01 (2.37)</td>
<td>3.81ns</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.22ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>68.45 (2.24)</td>
<td>65.80 (2.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFme</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>70.35 (2.23)</td>
<td>63.46 (2.08)</td>
<td>2.41ns</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.66ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>63.46 (2.37)</td>
<td>59.72 (2.48)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EES</td>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>32.52 (5.26)</td>
<td>31.86 (7.35)</td>
<td>0.04ns</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.38ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VRCE</td>
<td>30.69 (5.58)</td>
<td>31.50 (7.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>104.99 (27.39)</td>
<td>7.20 (7.41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VRCE: Virtual Reality Cue Exposure; CBT: Cognitive Behavioural Therapy; DSM: number of DSM criteria for tobacco dependence; CDS: Cigarette Dependence Scale; TCQ: Tobacco Craving Questionnaire; Crav S3-S8: mean craving level at the 3rd session (beginning of exposure session) and 8th session (post-test). STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; BDI: Beck Depressive Inventory. SFph/me: physical and mental factors of the SF12; EES: Rosenberg Self-esteem scale; PQ: Presence Questionnaire; SSQ: Simulation Sickness Questionnaire; *** p<0.001; ** p<0.025; *p<0.05; ns: non-significant.

Table 2. Distribution of participants according the CO exhaled at post-test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-test CO</th>
<th>&lt;6ppm</th>
<th>&lt;10ppm</th>
<th>&lt;20ppm</th>
<th>&gt;20ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% participants (n=37)</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CO: Exhaled Carbon Monoxide; ppm: parts per million

4. Conclusion

This ongoing research has demonstrated that these VEs, constructed with an inexpensive off-the-shelf game level editor, were able to generate presence and craving among this sample of abstinent smokers. Outcomes revealed a significant reduction of tobacco craving and dependence in both groups, and most of the participants who completed the protocol did not experience smoking relapse. In contrast, no significant differences were found regarding the other scales, even though an improvement in physical quality of life was observed but was not enough to reach statistical significance at this stage. Group comparison did not lead to any significant interactions between all variables, indicating that VRCE is at least as efficacious as traditional CBT in terms of smoking relapse prevention, the only exception being that participants of the VRCE group reported higher perceived craving in VEs. Although not statistically
significant, findings also show a trend towards a greater in-session craving decrease in the VRCE group. This continuing clinical trial with scheduled follow-up will verify if those tendencies are maintained and achieve significance. Interestingly, there was a high proportion of drop out (10 in CBT, 14 in VRCE). This may stem from the unprepared and unmonitored smoking cessation before recruitment, as well as the total absence of smoking substitute use (NRT etc.) during the protocol as required. An important corollary to these results is that future studies should focus on the additional clinical effect of combining VRCE with other means of smoking cessation and maintenance of abstinence (NRT and electronic cigarette). Finally, recent production of chemical banks generating artificial flavours including tobacco odour are commercially available, thus adding a sensory cue as crucial as olfaction to future smoking related VEs. This new immersive step is likely to enhance VRCE by fostering multi-sensorial integration [19] and as a result, enabling the participant to dive even more deeply in this temporary yet fascinating illusion of reality.
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Abstract. The Telepresence in Videoconference Scale (TVS) was developed and tested over several years, but its psychometric properties have not been formally documented. The aim of this study was to examine the reliability and factor structure of the TVS. A total of 157 participants completed the scale following a videoconference session with a psychotherapist delivered over four clinical trials. The TVS was submitted to an exploratory factor analysis using the Principal Components method and a Varimax rotation. Three factors were found: “Physical Presence”, “Interaction”, and “Absorption”. Inter-item correlations and Cronbach’s alpha were conducted to measure the internal consistency of the scale. Discriminant validity and convergent validity were assessed with the Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire and the Distance Communication Comfort Scale. The results suggest that this revised version of the Telepresence in Videoconference Scale is a reliable and valid tool to measure clients’ sense of presence during psychotherapy sessions delivered over videoconference technologies. Future research could examine whether this scale may be used in different contexts and with different populations.
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1.Introduction

The use of video communications has become increasingly popular as technology has improved. In recent years, therapists have begun to offer telepsychotherapy via videoconference. Telepsychotherapy can be defined as “psychotherapy conducted by a therapist at a location different from the patient’s through bidirectional communication technology supporting real-time interactivity in the audio, audiovisual, or text modalities” [1]. Studies have shown that therapy delivered in videoconference is as effective as cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) delivered face to face for disorders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder [2], panic disorder with agoraphobia [3], and obsessive-compulsive disorder [4].

However, very few scales have been developed to assess clients’ sense of presence during psychotherapy delivered in videoconference or other means of remote
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synchronous communication. The Telepresence in Videoconference Scale (TVS) was developed by the Cyberpsychology Lab of Université du Québec en Outaouais (Canada). The original version was developed in both English and French. The scale has been used over the years (e.g., [2]), but its psychometric properties have not been formally documented. The aim of this study was to examine the reliability and factor structure of the TVS. Telepresence can be defined as the feeling of being there, with the psychotherapist, as opposed to being in a remote location receiving services delivered by a professional located somewhere else.

Convergent and discriminant validity were also examined. The Distance Communication Comfort Scale (DCCS) [5] was used to document if telepresence is distinct from actual comfort with distant communication. The construct measured by the TVS should be different from comfort measured by the two-way video communication subscale of the DCCS. They both inquire about participants' experience with videoconference during therapy. Comfort with distant two-way video communication can be defined as the degree to which people feel comfortable talking over video or on camera, enjoy talking in videoconference, don’t have difficulties understanding the therapist, don’t feel self-conscious in front of a camera, and can easily remain attentive, focused and undistracted in videoconference. Telepresence should be related more to the feeling of being together in therapy, in a shared location, and forgetting that the therapist or the patient is not in the same room. Telepresence should also be related yet distinct from trait-like tendencies to feel present [6]. Some people have a stronger tendency to feel involved in activities, to maintain focus on current activities and to play videogames. This tendency can make them more likely to feel present when reading a book, watching a movie, or being immersed in virtual reality [6]. However, feeling present and psychological proneness to react to immersive stimuli should represent distinct concepts. The Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ) [6] was therefore administered to participants to document discriminant validity.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

Ethics approval was first obtained from the ethics committee of the Université du Québec en Outaouais (UQO). A total of 168 French-Canadian participants between the ages of 18 and 74 (126 women, 40 men; mean age of 36.28 years) were recruited to complete the three questionnaires, within the context of four independent studies. All of the participants signed a consent form before completing the questionnaires, which were completed following a one-hour cognitive-behavior therapy session with a psychotherapist. Due to missing data on several items (78.6%) for 11 participants, a final sample of 157 participants was used to analyze the TVS; 160 participants completed the Distance Communication Comfort Scale, and 113 participants completed the ITQ. Participants were all recruited from the UQO.
2.2 Measures

2.2.1 The Telepresence in Videoconference Scale (TVS)

The scale inquired about the participants’ experience during the videoconference (e.g. their interactions with the therapist, whether they felt as if they were physically present and actively participating during the session, etc.). The final version of the scale has seven items (see section 3.1 and Figure 1) and is rated on a scale from 0% to 100% (0% – completely disagree, 50% – moderately agree, and 100% – completely agree).

### TELEPRESENCE IN VIDEOCONFERENCE SCALE

Cyberpsychology Lab of UQO

The following questions aim to assess how you felt during the last videoconference session. We will use the expression “the other person” to represent the main individual with whom you discussed, whether it is a male, a female, a therapist, a doctor, a lecturer, etc. For each question, please indicate how much you agree with the sentence using the percentage scale (0-100%) below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Completely disagree)</th>
<th>(Moderately agree)</th>
<th>(Completely agree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Our conversation via videoconference seemed natural.
2. I had the impression that our exchange through videoconference was happening as if I was physically in presence of the other person.
3. I got the feeling I was in the same room as the other person.
4. I felt that the other person reacted to my presence.
5. I had the impression that I was actively participating to the conversation with the other person.
6. When the videoconference session ended, I felt like I was coming back to the “real word”.
7. I lost track of time.
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**Scoring:**
- Mean of the 7 items
- “Physical Presence” subscale: Items 1, 2, 3
- “Social Presence” subscale: Items 4, 5
- “Absorption” subscale: Items 6, 7

*Figure 1. Final version of the Telepresence in Videoconference Scale.*
2.2.2 Distance Communication Comfort Scale [5]

This scale was used to assess participants’ comfort with meeting with a psychotherapist or counselor via three different types of communication: videoconference (two-way video communication), telephone (two-way audio communication), and face to face [5]. The scale contains 27 items and is rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 – strongly disagree and 7 – strongly agree).

2.2.3 The Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ) [6]

This scale inquired about participants’ tendency to feel absorbed when they do certain activities (e.g. watching a movie, playing a video game, playing sports, etc.) and how they feel at the present moment (e.g. how mentally alert they feel, how physically fit they feel). The questionnaire has 18 items with four subscales: focus, involvement, emotions, and games. It is rated on an 8-point Likert-type scale.

3 Results

3.1 Development of the Scale

Inspired by previous questionnaires designed to measure presence in virtual reality, our team of researchers proposed items for presence in videoconference-based therapy (i.e. telepresence). An initial pool of 24 items were initially suggested. These items were submitted to empirical criteria leading to the progressive reduction of the number of items [7,8,9]. Successive inter-item correlation analyses led to a progressive reduction in the number of items, from 24 to 10, to 8 and now 7.

3.2 Psychometric Properties

All data were analyzed using SPSS version 24. The TVS was first submitted to an exploratory factor analysis using the Principal Components method and a Varimax rotation. The KMO and Bartlett test confirmed the factorability of the database (KMO = .72, χ² = 648.65, p < .001). The number of factors to extract was decided based on the convergence of three criteria: minimum eigenvalue of one criterion, scree-test, and interpretability of the factor structure. The scree-test plot was ambiguous and showed inflexions that would justify retaining either two or three factors. Three factors had eigenvalues over one. The interpretability of the factor structure confirmed the decision to retain three factors. Some items were removed in the process due to high inter-item correlations, to produce the final 7-item version of the TVS. The three factors found were: “Physical Presence” (items 1, 2, and 3), “Interaction” (items 4 and 5), and “Absorption” (items 6 and 7 of the final version of the scale). As shown in Table 1, all items loaded clearly (> .70) on only one factor, with the final factor solution explaining 84.86% of the variance. Factor 1 (“Physical Presence”) explained 33.54% of the variance. Factor 2 (“Interaction”) explained 28.47% of the variance. Factor 3 (“Absorption”) explained 22.86% of the variance. For scoring, a total TVS score can be obtained by calculating the mean of the seven items (value 0% to 100% each). In the current sample, the mean of the TVS was, 56.27% (SD = 21.43) for the total score, 60.97% (SD = 25.9) for the Physical presence subscale, 62.13% (SD = 27.72) for the
Interaction sub-scale, and 40.64% (SD = 29.97) for the Absorption subscale. The internal consistency analysis of the scale yielded a Cronbach’s alpha of .80.

Table 1. Factor loading of the Telepresence in Videoconference Scale after a Varimax rotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item number and Shortened description</th>
<th>Factor 1 “Physical Presence”</th>
<th>Factor 2 “Interaction”</th>
<th>Factor 3 “Absorption”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1 Naturalness of conversation</td>
<td>.702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2 Physically present</td>
<td></td>
<td>.882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3 In the same room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4 Other person reacted</td>
<td></td>
<td>.887</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5 Actively participating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6 Coming back to the “real world”</td>
<td></td>
<td>.901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7 Losing track of time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Loadings below .70 are not reported.

Differences were found between genders only on the Absorption subscale, with males feeling more absorbed than females (t (153) = 2.67, p < .01). Missing data about gender were excluded analysis by analysis. The correlation with age was non-significant (r = .15). Missing data on age were excluded pairwise. Discriminant validity and convergent validity were assessed with the ITQ (r = .0, ns) and the Distance Communication Comfort Scale (r = -.25, p < .01 for comfort with face to face communications, r = .17, p < .05 for telephone communications, and r = .42, p < .01 for videoconference communications). Missing data were excluded pairwise. The non-significant correlation between the IQ and the TVS indicated discriminant validity, and that immersive tendencies and telepresence are distinct concepts. The significant correlation between the videoconference communications subscale of the DCCS and the TVS showed some convergent validity. However, they can still be considered distinct concepts since the correlation was moderate. Furthermore, the significant weak correlations between the other two subscales of the DCCS and the TVS indicated discriminant validity, and that comfort with using distant communication is distinct from telepresence.

4 Conclusion

The TVS was developed to assess clients’ sense of presence while communicating with a therapist via videoconference. The same items could be used to document the feeling of presence by therapists, but the TVS was not administered to therapists. The aim of this study was to examine the reliability and factor structure of the TVS as its psychometric properties had not been formally documented yet. A total of 157 participants completed the scale following psychotherapy sessions delivered in videoconference. An exploratory factor analysis lead to the characterization of a 7-item
version of the TVS. Three factors were found: “Physical Presence”, “Interaction”, and “Absorption”. Cronbach’s alpha and convergent validity and discriminant validity were acceptable.

The results suggest that this revised version of the TVS is a reliable and valid tool to measure clients’ sense of presence during a videoconference session with a therapist. The TVS may be used to explore the impact of telepresence on treatment outcome (e.g., [9]). One limitation of the study is that the data were collected with patients who received cognitive-behavioral therapy for anxiety disorders. Future research could examine the psychometric properties of the TVS in different contexts (e.g., school-based clinics), with patients suffering from other mental disorders (e.g., major depression, schizophrenia, adjustment disorders), and in other forms of psychotherapy (e.g., psychodynamic, inter-personal, emotion-focused). Predictors and moderators of telepresence in psychotherapy should also be studied.
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It is important to emphasize the importance of developing technological strategies (such as artificial intelligence or augmented reality) that can provide either new enhanced experiences or technological systems also nurtured by artificial intelligence techniques developed by humans.

These new mixed ICT tools might evolve into experts in “helping others,” with the objective of making our net-shared experience increasingly more competitive, creative, and capable in the task of helping others. Of course, this has significant ethical implications, which will also need to be explored at greater depth.
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Study Protocol for a randomized controlled trial of mindfulness training with immersive technology (virtual reality) to improve the quality of life of patients with multimorbidity in Primary Care: the Mindful-VR study.
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Abstract. In the last decades, the prevalence of patients with multimorbidity (MM) in Primary Care System (PCS) has increased significantly. Multimorbidity refers to the presence of multiple chronic conditions or diseases in a single person. One of the main consequences is the poor health-related quality of life. Mindfulness-based interventions (MBI) have shown to be an evidence-based approach to increase quality of life and promote mental health. In parallel, recently, the number of clinical centers that use immersive technology such as virtual reality (VR) has grown, aiming to improve their medical treatment efficacy. Our hypothesis is that MBI in association with VR may contribute to a better quality of life and mental health of patients with MM. Objective: Describing a protocol study which aims at verifying the feasibility and preliminary efficacy of the application of MBI enhanced by VR in order to improve the quality of life of patients with MM in PCS through two studies: Study 1- A pilot controlled and randomized study will validate a Mindfulness-based Health Promotion (MBHP) program delivered with VR (MBHP-VR) in a non-clinical population (college students recruited from the Universidade Federal de São Paulo); and Study 2- a randomized controlled clinical trial will evaluate the efficacy of MBHP-VR in patients with MM recruited from PCS facilities in São Paulo, Brazil; with 3 experimental groups: a) the treatment-as-usual (TAU) offered by the PCS, versus b) TAU plus MBHP-VR intervention, versus c) TAU plus MBHP traditionally delivered. As a primary outcome, quality of life will be assessed (SF-36), and as a secondary outcome depression and anxiety symptoms will be assessed (HADS). Mindfulness level will be considered as an explanatory variable. The relevance of this study is explained by the fact that MM is very common in the population notably in major adults
and patients in PCS, with increasing costs and an absence of efficacious approaches for this complex public health challenge.

**Keywords:** Multimorbidity, Mindfulness, Primary Care System, Virtual Reality.

1. **Introduction**

Multimorbidity (MM) is defined as the occurrence of two or more chronic diseases simultaneously in an individual [1]. In Brazil, 80% of individuals aged 60 years or older have at least two chronic diseases and the high occurrence of MM can be considered as a real epidemic, placing MM as the main focus and challenge of public health [2, 3]. The quality of life of patients with MM has been affected both in the physical and emotional sphere, as well as in the social sphere [4]. According to the systematic review there is an inverse correlation between MM and quality of life [4, 5].

Therefore, quality of life has been one of the main variables used to measure the impact of MM in the individual and in the populations [4-6]. A few years ago, Mindfulness-Based Interventions (MBI) proved to be an excellent intervention to increase the quality of life and promote mental health in patients with chronic diseases [7, 8]. The Brazilian Mindfulness intervention is called: “Mindfulness Based Health Promotion” (MBHP) and was based on the “Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction” (MBSR) program extensively studied in the literature [9-10]. MBHP was developed and validated for Brazilian population and showed similar results to MBSR in both: increased of quality of life and stress reduction [11-14].

In parallel, a few years ago, the number of clinical centers that use immersive technology, such as virtual reality (VR), has grown in order to help with their medical treatments and mental health [15, 16]. The use of new technologies such as VR has been shown to help to prolong the life expectancy of patients with multimorbidity, reducing stress and increasing resilience [14, 15].

Our main hypothesis is that mindfulness training enhanced by VR will contribute to a better quality of life in patients with multimorbidity. We expect that multimorbid patients who receive medical treatments at the Primary Care System will improve quality of life with mindfulness training enhanced by virtual reality. Specifically, the objective of this paper is to describe a study protocol aimed at verifying the feasibility and preliminary efficacy of the application of MBI enhanced by VR in order to improve the quality of life of patients with multimorbidity in Primary Care System in Brazil through two studies.

2. **Method**

2.1. **Study Design**

Two studies will be conducted:

The first, a pilot study, will be conducted in order to adapt and validate the MBHP protocol incorporated into VR system (MBHP-VR) and their capacity to produce mindfulness. This will be a control and randomized study with no clinical population. Two groups will be evaluated: 1) Mindfulness intervention MBHP with VR system (MBHP-VR), versus 2) traditionally delivered Mindfulness MBHP intervention (control group) (MBHP).

The second study will be the application of MBHP-VR in PCS for patients with MM. This will be a control and randomized study. Three groups will be compared in patients with MM: a) the treatment-as-usual offered by PCS (TAU), versus b) TAU plus MBHP-VR intervention, versus c) TAU plus MBHP traditionally delivered. The
research is approved (Permit Number: 40727415.10000.5505) by the Federal University of Sao Paulo Ethics Committee.

2.2. Study Procedure

For the Pilot Study, participants will be college students recruited from the Universidade Federal de São Paulo. The study will be open to all college students, Portuguese-Speaking, men or women aged over 18 years in agreement with the informed consent terms of the research. The exclusion criteria will be: visual or auditory impairment, presence of cognitive or psychiatric disorders or risk of suicide [19, 20]. For the pilot study before starting the groups, participants will be asked to respond to a protocol of psychometric instruments, lasting approximately 15 minutes, in which we will measure the following dependent variables: mindfulness scale (MAAS), Viability of Technology Scale (VTS), The Mini-Mental State (MINI), and sociodemographic questionnaire (DEMO). Both studies will have the randomization performed by software www.randon.org and post assessment 2 and 6 months after intervention.

For the study 2, participants will be recruited at the PCS São Paulo, Brazil. Patients with MM who are interested will be invited to attend a clinical screening. The screening will be performed by the medical team, evaluated according to the MM eligibility criteria [21, 22]. Inclusion criteria: Men or women with diagnosis of MM, Portuguese-Speaking, aged over 18 years in agreement with the informed consent term of the research. The exclusion criteria will be: visual or auditory impairment, presence of cognitive or psychiatric disorders or risk of suicide [19, 20]. Participants who agree to sign the informed consent will be randomized into three groups: a) the treatment offered by the PCS (TAU) versus b) TAU plus MBHP-VR intervention, versus c) TAU plus MBHP traditionally delivered. After the randomization, the research team will instruct the groups, about the place, date and time. For the TAU plus MBHP+VR group, a twenty-minute meeting will be held to instruct participants on how to install the MBHP+VR application on their cell phones (Mobile VR) anywhere without leaving their own house. VR glasses (Gear VR) will be provided to patients from the Public Health System facilities after the patient’s randomization into the study groups. For participants who could not stay for this meeting, an explanatory video will be provided by email. For the TAU plus MBHP traditionally delivered, the research team will instruct the group about data, time and place (PCS room). Before starting the groups, participants will be asked to respond to a protocol of psychometric instruments, lasting approximately 30 minutes, in which we will measure the following dependent variables: mindfulness scale (MAAS), quality of life scale (SF-36), self-compassion scale (SCS), depression and anxiety scale (HADS), Viability of Technology Scale (VTS), sociodemographic questionnaire (DEMO) besides the Qualitative Questionnaire about User Experience (QQUE). In the TAU plus MBHP+VR group this protocol of psychological instruments will be answered online via the SurveyMonkey platform (https://pt.surveymonkey.com/) which will be provided by email (access link). A mindfulness instructor certified by the Centro Mente Aberta Brasil (https://www.mindfulnessbrasil.com) will conduct the TAU plus MBHP+VR group and the TAU MBHP traditionally delivered. This is a blind study which the principal researcher will only have access to the data during its analysis in order to avoid any possible biases that may arise during its collection. At the end of the
study, after 8-week training, participants will receive by email a link to complete the post-assessment. After 6 months from the post assessment, participants will receive another link to complete the follow-up evaluation.

2.3. Mobile VR

The MBHP + VR will be developed for smartphone. To use the application the user will need VR glasses (Gear VR) and a headset (both available from the research team). To install the MBHP + VR application on the smartphone first the user will need to download the app (with Wi-Fi connection). It will be available by research team via email (by access link). After downloading the MBHP + VR application and positioning the smartphone on the VR Gear, the user will be able to use VR and to access the content of the mindfulness program on the smartphone.

2.4. Mindfulness-Based Health Promotion Program (MBHP) and MBHP- VR protocol (MBHP+VR)

The MBHP program uses shorter sessions than the MBSR model created at the University of Massachusetts (United States of America) by Jon Kabat-Zinn, at the end of 1970, aimed at patients with chronic clinical conditions [8, 9]. The purpose of The MBHP program is facilitating its implementation in the Primary Care System in Brazil [23]. The MBHP program is a structured and developed program for 8 weeks (8 sessions), where participants meet weekly for 2 hours to practice mindfulness. Each session is composed of formal practices of mindfulness, conceptual dynamics and imaginative scenarios [11-13, 24]. All formal practices of mindfulness are performed with closed eyes (with the exception of walking practice and movements); the dynamics and imaginative scenarios take place with open eyes. The main formal practices of mindfulness are: mindfulness of breathing, body scan (a technique similar to progressive muscle relaxation, but adapt to promote awareness), mindfulness of walking and movement [23].

The main imaginative scenarios are: (Bursting Balloons - imagining thoughts like balloons / The lake - imagining yourself at the edge of the lake, each thought consists of a boat, come and go, let them go / train station - imagine that the trains are thoughts, let them pass or enter the wagon / The mirror - Imagine that in front of you has a large mirror, which reflects the mind, pure and crystalline / Label thoughts - imagine labels in the thoughts, identify them / Elder - imagine you are 20 years old, 30 years old ... etc., the farewell, the funeral and the meaning of life).

In order to adapt the MBHP protocol to VR glasses, participants embody themselves inside a meditation room, where they can visualize their avatar (first person perspective), a colleague’s avatar (third person perspective) and the mindfulness instructor avatar (third person perspective). The instructor will conduct the formal practice of mindfulness and synchronously the user will be able to choose between closing their eyes and keeping them open. During the imaginative scenarios (synchronous) the user could visualize himself, in the first person perspective, by looking down and around and seeing himself in a new virtual reality scenario. Approximately 10 different imaginative scenarios will be created. Each scenario will last approximately 5 to 10 minutes, to avoid visual fatigue due to excessive use of VR.
glasses [20-25]. Synchronous sounds and movements with the virtual reality scenario will be used in order to enhance the experiencing of presence, immersion and embodiment of the present moment during mindfulness training [30-35]. The protocol and each MBHP+VR session are currently being developed by virtual reality engineers.

1. 2.5. Outcome Measures and Instruments

The questionnaires to be used and the timing of administration are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Main dimensions, questionnaires and timing of administration of scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Assessment time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAS</td>
<td>Mindfulness [36]</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36</td>
<td>Quality of life [37]</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS-SF</td>
<td>Self-Compassion [38]</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADS</td>
<td>HADS Anxiety and Depression [39]</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMO</td>
<td>Sociodemographic</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTS</td>
<td>Viability of Technology [40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI</td>
<td>The Mini-Mental State [19]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QQUE</td>
<td>Qualitative Questionnaire about User Experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6. Statistical data analyses

As for study 1, we will compare the two groups via a unilateral t-test for the hypothesis of non-inferiority of the MBHP+VR group in relation to the MBHP (control group). If the normal distribution is not adequate for the data, we will make the comparison by generalized linear model [41], considering the distribution that best fits the data.

As for study 2, we will use a variance analysis model with a factor representing the intervention and control groups, assuming normal distributions and homogeneous variances for the data. Otherwise we will use generalized linear models for the comparisons. A similar approach will be used for the secondary outcomes of the study, such as depression and anxiety. The analyzes will be performed using the statistical package R [42] and consider a significance level of 5%.

2.7. Sample size estimation

As regarding study 1, we considered the comparison of two groups: the control group and the experimental group. It will be considered the Mindfulness score after both training. Assuming that the mean and post-training standard deviation in the control group were similar to those observed in the Omidi and Zargar study [43] (53.8 and 15.5), considering a non-inferiority margin of 20% (i.e. 10.76 units in the mindfulness score), 80% of power and unilateral level of significance of 2.5% in a t-
**test**, we estimated that it will be necessary to collect data from 34 individuals in each group.

As regarding study 2, the comparison of quality of life measures after training in the two intervention groups and in the control group was considered. It was detected a minimum difference of 10 units as measured by the quality of life (SF 36) in the intervention groups in relation to the control group, considering a standard deviation of 17.8 units, similar to the study by C. De Aquinoa [44]. In addition, it was considered 90% of power and 5% bilateral level of significance, which leads to a minimum required sample size of 68 individuals per group. The calculations were performed with the aid of the PASS program PASS [45].

2. **Conclusion, limitations, and future directions**

This paper is aimed to describe the work-in-progress study about MBHP-VR protocol on MM patients from PCS in Brazil. First, this paper delineated the process of validating mindfulness training coupled with VR as an instrument able to produce levels of mindfulness equal or better than mindfulness training traditionally delivered in non-clinical sample. Secondly, it showed how a study of the applicability of mindfulness training coupled with MM in PCS in Brazil will be conducted. This study has some limitations, such as the lack of a physiological assessment to measure the participant's immersion and embodiment during training in mindfulness with VR. It is well known that a greater sense of immersion and embodiment contributes to a better experience in virtual reality [31, 46, 47].

The use of VR in mindfulness training has three main advantages. The first one is that MM patients could participate in mindfulness training from their homes. Since many patients with MM have difficulty to displace and also depend on relatives to take them to the care centers. The second advantage is a decrease in the costs for the Public Health System; since mindfulness intervention promotes quality of life, emotional regulation and stress reduction in MM patients, the recurrent demand for medical care and hospitalization in the Public Health system may decrease. The third advantage is that adherence in the self-treatment maintenance could increase motivation to follow them from their homes.

The description of this study may contribute to open frontiers for the discussion of new studies on the use of technology for the promotion of health. This descriptive study could serve as a basis for creating new studies using different clinical samples that may benefit from mindfulness training coupled with VR, such as people suffering from chronic pain [28, 43], obesity, eating disorders, depression, and so on [13, 48]. VR could help people who have difficulty getting out of their homes to practice mindfulness.
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Abstract. Virtual reality (VR) could provide an opportunity to engage people with autism in complex social interactions and improve their social skills. Our team developed a psychoeducational program, named the Decoding Social Interaction Task in VR (DSITinVR), and this pilot study aims at exploring whether people with autism can improve their social cognition with DSITinVR as well as improving their social skills. Three AS adult males without intellectual disability were immersed in a 6-wall CAVE-Like system. Pre- and post-application of the program was assessed by the interviewer, participants and parents to document social decoding, social skills and social anxiety. Following exposition to DSITinVR, participants showed improvement in decoding social interactive situations. However, they showed less change in social skills and social anxiety. Based on the assessment of participants, parents and the interviewer, suggestions for modifying the program are proposed, including more situations dedicated to social-skills teaching, planned practice of skills between sessions, and reframing increase in awareness to avoid sensitization.
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1. Introduction

Autism spectrum (AS) encompasses a variety of symptoms and clinical features, including persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction. Deficits in social cognition may impact the capacity to engage in nuanced social behavior, to share emotions and interests, to have social-emotional-reciprocity, to adopt nonverbal communicative behaviors or to understand and develop relationships [1]. For example, lack of social understanding makes it difficult to decode mental and emotional states, while deficits in social motivation can reduce interest in engaging in social interactions and also negatively impact social communication [2]. In addition, Kenworthy et al. [3] demonstrated the role of executive dysfunction in social deficit in response to feedback and adherence to social rules. However, existing strengths in perception in autism [4]
could compensate for difficulties encountered in the social domain and reduce associated anxiety.

Adults with autism are frequently unsatisfied with their employment, level of education, relationships and their prospects for the future [5,6]. Some of them have a limited social life and suffer from loneliness. All these elements may impact the well-being or the quality of life of adults with autism [7,8]. The capacity to properly decode social cues in multiple contexts could enhance responses to the environment [9]. Many intervention programs designed for people with AS include social skills training [10]. Despite the possible positive impact of these interventions, transferability of social skills in autism remains a major concern [11]. Using the potential of virtual environments could be an interesting avenue to help autistic persons have a better understanding of social cues and thus facilitate their social participation. Virtual reality (VR) has already shown promising results for appraising social environments in other populations who experience social anxiety [12,13]. More specifically, research has focused on using VR environments to assess reactions to immersion and to address social challenges among autistic children [14-16]. VR could provide an opportunity to engage with more realistic experiences and improve social decoding and social skills by working with a variety of everyday settings. Considering that autistic persons seem to react well to immersion in virtual reality [15,16], we used this innovative approach as a social learning experience for adult AS. The study had two objectives: 1) to explore whether AS people can improve their social cognition by using the Decoding Social Interaction Task in VR (DSITinVR), and 2) to explore if using the DSITinVR can have a measurable impact on AS persons’ social skills.

2. Methods

Three AS adult males with typical intelligence participated in this pilot study (for a more detailed description, see Cloutier [17]). The study was approved by the Université du Québec en Outaouais ethics committee and written consent was obtained for all participants. Building on people with AS’s perception and information processing strengths, particularly those related to detection, identification and manipulation of visual information, the Decoding Social Interaction Task in VR (DSITinVR) was developed to immerse people with AS in complex social interactions [17]. One of the researchers (VC) who has clinical experience with AS persons accompanied the participants during the immersion. All tasks were conducted in Psyche, a fully immersive stereoscopic and wireless 6-wall CAVE-Like system where participants can move freely with a wand tracker. After trying VR for a few minutes to document the acceptability and potential of the DSITinVR for each participant, they were immersed in five social contexts. The first social interaction (a party) and the last (customers commenting on the physical appearance of a waitress in a bar) were used as opportunities to measure how AS people immersed in VR freely decode social interactions in a pretest and post-test design. The other three immersions (ordering food in a restaurant, dealing with an intrusive stranger in a bar, and at a bus stop) were used for social cognition training. Users were coached by VC in decoding the social interactions and their contexts, interpreting virtual humans’ emotions and intentions, exploring a variety of possible actions, and deciding on which behavior and actions should be applied and practiced by the participant. As part of the experimental protocol during the VR training, notes were systematically written and drawn in a personal
logbook to help participants compile, organize and visualize all relevant information [17]. Pre- and post-application of the program was assessed by the interviewer, the participants and by the parents. They evaluated social decoding, social skills and social anxiety using two in-house tools and a questionnaire: the rating grid of behaviors involved detecting social cues (CPS), the perception of social decoding and social skills (CPI), and the Social Interaction Self-Statement (SISST) [18] assessing participants’ positive and negative thoughts about their social experiences.

3. Results

The rating grid showed that there was an overall improvement in participants’ ability to detect social cues as demonstrated in interpreting interactive situations, proposing alternative behaviors and evaluating positive or negative consequences of their actions (see Figures 1a, 1b, 1c). The questionnaire completed by parents reported improvement in social decoding for all participants and in social skills for 2/3 of participants. Two thirds of participants self-reported a reduction in maladaptive behaviors (see Table 1a and 1b). An increase in positive thoughts was observed for all participants, with a reduction of negative thoughts reported for only one participant, as measured by the SISST (see Table 1b).

Figures 1a, 1b, 1c. Pre-, post-application social decoding scores among participants.
Table 1a. Scores on the in-house questionnaire completed by parents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1b. Scores on the in-house questionnaire completed by participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reduction in score represents an improvement in social decoding; **Reduction in score represents an improvement in social skills; ***Increase in score represents a reduction of maladaptive behaviors; ****Increase in score represents an improvement in positive thoughts; *****Reduction in score represents a reduction in negative thoughts.

4. Discussion

The innovative DSITinVR, combining virtual reality and the use of visual strengths in autism, shows promising results, although data collection needs to be extended to a larger number of participants. Based on the participants’, parents’ and the interviewer’s assessments, suggestions for modifying the program were proposed, including more situations dedicated to social skills teaching, planned practice of skills between sessions, and reframing increase in awareness to avoid sensitization.
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The influence of expectations on usability and visual appeal in a web environment
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Abstract. The impact of verbal and textual influences that create expectations on the perceived and objective usability and visual appeal of a website was examined. A computer laboratory study, in the form of a user-based usability test, was done to determine the effect of textual and verbal expectations on visual appeal and usability. Results showed that the combination of textual and verbal expectations successfully influenced participants. When told that the website was going to be hard and ugly, participants were disinclined from using it, stating it was too hard to use, and struggled more when using it. Similarly, participants thought that the website was easier to use and prettier in the high expectations group than in the low expectations group. Results suggest that web developers and project managers should focus on investing in marketing and social media influencers as well as in the development of an attractive and usable website.
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1. Introduction

Many studies have been done on the relationship between usability and visual appeal, but the results vary vastly. There are many factors that influence the results, including website domain, the type of task, if incentive is given, and metrics used to get the usability and visual appeal measures. However, the impact of expectations on these two variables is understudied. Therefore, this paper examines the influence of expectations on usability and visual appeal, on an unfamiliar city council website [1], chosen to control for prior expectations. This work is an extension of previous work [1-3].

According to ISO 9241/11 [4], “usability is the extent to which a given product can be used by a specific group of users, to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specific context of use”. Effectiveness is how well users achieve specific goals, efficiency is the time to complete a given task, and satisfaction is the user’s experience of acceptability. The context of use is a predefined group of users, in a specific environment, who perform given tasks with the interface.
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Visual appeal is the cognitive judgment of an object’s aesthetic appearance [5]. Expectations are beliefs on what is about to happen.

1. **A Brief Background**

In Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), “what is beautiful is usable” [6], since a relationship between a user’s first impression of visual appeal and perceived usability was found, pre- and post-system use. However, more recent literature reveals different findings on the relationship between usability and visual appeal. For example, Katz [7] found significant correlations between perceived visual appeal and perceived usability before system use, but not after. Tuch et al. [8] found that usability affected perceived visual appeal after use, and not the other way around. Thus, the relationship between usability and visual appeal has not yet been properly understood.

Textual expectations, in the form of textual word-of-mouth (WOM), affect visual appeal and usability in an unfamiliar website type (i.e. city councils) [2]. However, the effect of expectations on visual appeal and usability was smaller than anticipated since subjective usability was not affected, and visual appeal was not affected on an attractive and easy to use website. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to reinforce expectations by implementing them verbally, to see if it would have a greater effect. The textual implantation of expectations used in an earlier study [2] mimicked textual online reviews. The verbal implementation of expectations used in this paper mimics in-person and video reviews, such as face-to-face communication between friends and online reviews such as those found in YouTube videos, respectively. To examine the impact of social media on the use and perception of websites, we examined both textual and verbal implementations of expectations in this paper.

2. **Method**

Five studies [1] were completed in order to get an easy and attractive website. Three levels of expectations were implemented: (a) easy and attractive (i.e. high expectations), (b) hard and ugly (i.e. low expectations), and (c) the control (i.e. no expectations). Expectations were implemented textually and/or verbally. As with an earlier study [2], textual expectations were nuanced task descriptions that participants read before they interacted with the website. The verbal expectations came from a confederate who acted like a participant and spoke to participants before the study began, giving them their ‘opinion’ of the website they supposedly just interacted with. This opinion was a rehearsed speech, similar to the task description (i.e. written expectation), reinforcing the expectations. The previous study [2] used only textual expectations. The present study used the same method from the earlier study [2] but added verbal expectations in an effort to strengthen the implementation, to see if more significant results could be obtained.

a. **Participants**

In the present study, 20 (16 males, 4 females; 16 aged 18-30 years, 4 aged 31+) participants were recruited. All volunteered and were screened for 20/20 or corrected to
20/20 vision and colour blindness. Thirteen participants were not familiar with the purpose of city councils (the subject of our test websites), and seven were somewhat familiar. No one was very familiar with the purpose of a city council. Participants were individually tested, approximately one hour per session, ten participants per condition. In the analysis below, there are 30 participants which is the result of the addition of the control condition data from [2]. The control condition was identical to the other conditions but did not have any textual or verbal expectations associated with it.

b. Materials

The System Usability Scale (SUS; [9]) and the Visual Appeal of Websites Inventory – Short version (VisAWI-S; [10]) scales were used for perceived measures of usability and visual appeal, pre- and post-use. Objective usability was acquired per task: the number of clicks, the number of hovers, task completion time in seconds with a maximum of three minutes, and success (pass if the answer is correct and within 3mins). Pre-use measures were based on a 6-second exposure to the website’s homepage, a page one click in, and a page two clicks in to the website (2sec/pg). Ten randomly ordered information retrieval tasks were given to participants. An example of a task is: “How many beaches are located in the Gold Coast?”

![Figure 1. Section of the city council’s homepage.](image)

c. Procedure and Data Analysis

A confederate was in the experiment room, picking up their things and getting ready to leave as the participant entered the room. The experimenter asked the confederate if they were all done and the confederate responded that they were just leaving. The experimenter thanked them and told the participant to go ahead in and wait a minute while the experimenter left to set up the computers. The confederate then told them the usability and visual appeal expectations in the form of their experience with the website and left. The experimenter came back into the room.

The consent form was signed first. Then, the participant was given the written task descriptions according to the condition that they were randomly assigned to. The instructions were on the computer screen. Participants then briefly viewed the website slideshow and evaluated pre-use usability and visual appeal. Then, they were instructed to start each of the information-retrieval tasks from the homepage, told that the search bar would not work, to avoid using other websites or prior knowledge to answer the tasks, and asked to persist with a task until they got an answer or were told to move to the next one. The researcher then left the participant in the room alone. As soon as the researcher and participant were both ready in their separate rooms, the usability test
began. The participant and researcher were connected via a hands-free speaker. Participants then filled out the visual appeal and usability scales again. The researcher returned to the participant’s room and asked the participant for feedback on usability, visual appeal, and if they believed and agreed with the confederate.

3. Results

a. Participant Feedback

None of the participants in the low expectations condition said anything positive about the usability, whereas 4/10 participants in the high expectations condition said that it was easy to use, consistent, and had a well-structured layout overall. Everyone in the low expectations condition was hostile about the website. For example, one said that he would fire the developer, while another said during the test, “can I just put ‘no’ without looking for it in the website? It’s so bad.”

Seven participants from the high expectations group said that the website looked great, had great colours, and that it looked “easy on the eyes”. Only four participants from the low expectations condition said that it looked good but they were less confident in their opinions. For example, one said that the website “looks modern, I guess.”

When asked if they believed the confederate, three people from the high expectations condition said that they did and four in the low expectations group said that they did. One participant in the high expectations group mentioned that he did have high expectations of this website when usually he did not have any of city council websites. One participant in the low expectations group said that he “tried not to be biased but subconsciously, I was.” Therefore, it might be the case that people heard the confederate and tried to be neutral, but were indeed influenced.

One participant in the high expectations group agreed with the confederate saying that it was a great website, while three agreed with the confederate’s description of the ‘bad’ website in the low expectations condition. Lastly, two participants in the high and three in the low expectations condition said that they did not remember what the confederate said. They never interacted with a city council website and had no expectations.

There was less disagreement with the confederate in this study than in disagreement with the textual expectations in [2], suggesting that the addition of the confederate influenced subjectively participants more so than just the written task description.

b. Statistical Testing

Assumptions Testing. The normality assumptions were not always met, success was binary, clicks and hovers were discrete, time was continuous, and sample size per condition was small (n=10); Kruskal-Wallis and Fisher’s Exact tests were used.

Statistical Results. Main effects were found in pre-use usability ($H=11.553, p<0.01$), post-use visual appeal ($H =9.296, p=.01$), and post-use usability ($H =11.853, p<.01$). This means that a statistical difference was found amongst the high, low, and no expectation conditions. Paired comparisons showed that high and low expectation
conditions differed in pre-use usability ($H = 88.5, p < .01$), post-use visual appeal ($H = 89, p < 0.05$), and post-use usability ($H = 94, p < .01$).

The average number of clicks per task ($p < .05$) differed within the attractive website conditions. Pairwise comparisons showed that the number of clicks were different ($p < .01$) between the high and low expectations conditions. Specifically, participants in the low condition, on average, clicked more often per task (3.82 clicks) than those in the high condition (2.8 clicks). Main effects were also found for task completion time ($p < 0.01$) and the average number of passed tasks ($p < .05$). Pairwise comparisons found that the difference in time ($p < .01$) and passes ($p < .05$) was between the high and low conditions. Participants took over half a minute longer to complete a task in the low condition (i.e. 108 sec in low versus 71 sec in high). The significance of the comparison of the average of passed tasks was confirmed ($p < .01$, one-tailed) with a Fisher’s Exact test, where high had a better success rate (0.83) than the low group (0.58).

**Summary of statistical results.** High and low expectation groups differed in pre-use usability, post-use visual appeal, and post-use usability. In addition, the average number of clicks per task, average task completion time, and proportion of passes (success rate) differed between these two groups. Therefore, participants rated the same website as prettier and easier to use when they were told that it was going to be well made, attractive, and usable. Moreover, they struggled more with the website when completing the information retrieval tasks when told that the website was hard to use. _Expectations influenced both how participants viewed and interacted with the website._

4. **Discussion**

   **a. Results Summary**

   While the website presented to everyone was the same, the majority of participants in the high expectations condition thought that the website was attractive, whereas the majority of participants in the low expectations condition did not. People in the low expectations group were very critical of the usability and visual appeal levels. Yet, 8/10 in high expectation group said that they liked them.

   Statistically, the low and high conditions differed in pre-use usability, post-use visual appeal, and post-use usability. This means that the same website was differently rated, depending on what the expectation was before the experiment. Specifically, participants rated the website better when they were told it was going to be easy and attractive, and they rated it as worse when they were told the opposite. In addition, the average number of clicks, completion time, and the success rates differed between the high and low conditions. The low expectation group made more clicks, took longer, and had a lower success rate while doing the same tasks and using the same website.

   **b. Implications for Website Design**

   A bad reputation can turn people against your website, even if the reputation is not true. To overcome this, website operators might invest in marketing and social media influencers to give a website a more positive reputation right from the beginning. It will influence people before they use it and, according to the results of this study, last throughout use to influence their opinions after having used the website. In this study,
participants were forced to use it, whereas in real life there are thousands of websites to choose from and competition can be fierce. If you advertise, people will (1) know about it, (2) know something good about it, (3) be willing to check your website out, and (4) like it a bit more than they would otherwise.

c. Limitations and Future Research

One limitation is the small sample size. However, we have significant results even with a small sample size which would only suggest that a larger sample would be even more successful in illustrating the influence of expectations. This study was done using a confederate who acted like a participant just finishing the usability test, and either praised or complained about the website. However, this may not be the best way to do so given the unfamiliarity, untrustworthiness, and minimal exposure to the confederate and the expectation. Yet, again, the results showed that expectations did influence usability and visual appeal, and indeed, more so than in the earlier study [2]. Given that expectations influence visual appeal and usability when both are either high or low, the next study should examine what happens with this relationship when the usability and visual appeal are incongruent with each other.

5. Conclusion

Visual appeal and perceived usability were rated as higher when the expectation was high, and lower when the expectation was low. Participant performance was also affected by expectations. Comparing to the previous study [2], the results suggest that verbally enforced expectations do impact the perception and use of a website, more so than just written task descriptions on their own. This suggests that while textual user reviews are effective, the combination of textual and verbal expectation setting is even more effective. Thus, marketing and social media influencers have the power to sway people towards and away from your website. It is important to give a website a more positive reputation right from the beginning. If you advertise, people will (1) know about it, (2) know something good about it, (3) be willing to check your website out, and (4) like it a bit more than they would otherwise.
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Abstract. The DataScapes Project is built on the fundamental aim of using the media theorist Harold Innis’ writings on the Oral Tradition to support aesthetic innovation. Toward that end, it seeks to explore how Data Art and Sonic Art can be employed as constituents for Landscape Art displayed in the medium of Augmented Reality.
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1. Introduction

Humans have been modifying their environs for a very, very long time. Some evolutionary biologists argue that our species has done so for functional reasons. Via niche specification, humans inscribe, construct and annotate landscapes to optimize their capacity for survival through food production, spatial orientation and habitation [1, 2]. Cultures past and present, however, have also used built form and modified topography for deeper purposes: to express their yearning for beauty; their conception of history; their power over space; and their belief that humans – in the end – live in a cosmos with intrinsic purposes that can be understood. “From the most immemorial Hindustan pagodas to the Cathedral of Cologne,” Victor Hugo writes, “architecture was the great script of the human race” [3]. When it comes to the human use of space for expression, however, there has been one common constant that has supported all scripts, be they prosaic or profound: the medium of expression has been material. The purpose of this paper is to suggest that the human use of surrounding space is now entering a new phase, one in which landscapes, seascapes and skyscapes are inscribed with expressive objects that are virtual. This innovation is being supported by new paradigms of computing – such as Ubiquitous Computing – and new media for expression, such as Augmented Reality, or AR. To provide a sense of how this latter

---
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medium potentially will impinge on human spatial expression, we present The DataScapes Project, an experiment in AR-supported landscape art.

1. **Our Theoretical Ground: The Communication Writings of Harold Innis**

Our aspiration to construct an AR-landscape artwork suggested in turn the need to draw on some theoretical tradition to assist in the selection of its content and suggest how it might be constructed. It should not surprise that project members felt the need to draw on some structuring principle to help inform our efforts. Practitioners of new media routinely draw on precedent to guide their initial efforts. The first film-makers, for example, drew on theatre to structure their narratives. Multiple theoretical traditions were available, ranging from the cultural Marxism of Walter Benjamin to contemporary landscape theory and Michel de Certeau’s writings on culture and space. However, given that we were endeavoring to generate an artwork in a new medium, we ultimately opted to approach our project from the standpoint of the media writings of Harold Adams Innis. For those unfamiliar with his work, Harold Innis was a political economist at the University of Toronto from 1920-1952. During the last decade of his life, Innis produced a series of works that explored the impact of novel communication technologies on the evolution of societies past and present. His writings were highly prized by Marshall McLuhan and are among the founding documents associated with the Toronto School of Communication. In his two most important anthologies – *Empire and Communications* and *The Bias of Communication* – Innis presented a set of concepts that were dedicated to explicating the physical and formal properties of communication technologies, and their cognitive effects [4, 5].

For our purposes, Innis’ writings on the ancient method of communication known as the Oral Tradition proved to be the most relevant as they directly addressed the topic of expressive innovation. Innis’ purpose in introducing the concept was to champion a communication discipline that prevented individuals, institutions and societies from setting into states of cognitive and cultural stasis. As he describes it, the Oral Tradition is not a method characterized by the use of human memory and voice. In fact, neither faculty was essential to the tradition’s practice. Rather, Innis pressed for a definition in which communicants are committed to the use of formalisms characterized by rich internal complexity and hierarchy. Creativity is supported through user exploitation of a given formalism’s internal complexity to arrange and then re-arrange its constituent parts. Such activities enable the user to explore new expressive possibilities and, through the separation, juxtaposition and translation of novel and different forms of content, new ways of looking at the world. The Oral Tradition further supports creativity by practicing what we would refer to today as an open-source ethic of content appropriation and re-creation. Formalisms, and the creative works that rests on them, are not inviolate things. In ancient Greece, new lays of poetry were routinely incorporated into extant works, and then modified to meet the needs of the larger whole [6]. In its essence, Innis’ Oral Tradition presents an interesting frame of reference for creating digital, landscape art. In contemporary terms, his writings suggest a method that emphasizes formal complexity, the use of multi-topic and multi-modal content, content appropriation and information translation.
2. Our Formalisms

Once the terms for constructing the landscape were settled, the next step was to select a domain of art that lent itself to the content selection and re-purposing project members envisioned. Here, we were presented with an alternative that had obvious appeal: data art. In principle, it offered a ready source of copyright-free content. It further presented a means to create a formally-complex, multi-modal construct. Via this method, a data source could be used to generate one formalism via visualization and a second, complementary formalism via sonification. To generate our visualizations, project members selected the mode of algorithmic art, a domain characterized by complex topologies and mixtures of colour as well as static and dynamic images. For project sonifications, team members opted to employ methods from data-derived music, a mode of music composition that is the by-product of scientific efforts to locate significant patterns through sound. Multiple genres of music associated with different categories of data have emerged as a result, including DNA Music, Protein Music, Microbial Music, and even Astronomical Music [7-10].

3. Our Data and Methods

Once our formalisms were selected, the next priority was to find data that would, in poetic terms, enable them to live, move and have their being, by providing them with shape, sound, colour and motion. Here, our selections were determined as much by expedience as design. The expedience was determined by the need for software capable of translating raw data into music form. There is not a great deal of readily available proprietary or open-source software that is dedicated to that purpose. The design stemmed from project members’ interest in producing at least one art work that reflected the concept of emergent change. Given this fusion of interest and circumstance, the project ultimately selected MusicWonk to translate its data, a decision that reduced the potential scientific data sets down to two: DNA and Protein [11].

MusicWonk operates by taking letter data, such as the letters A, G, T and C associated with DNA – and translating the same into numeric form, with A equaling 1, B equaling 2, Z equaling 26, and so on. Since we wanted our formalisms to express more than the four variations presented by DNA, we ultimately opted to use protein data, which, in the format presented by the U.S. National Institutes of Health, represents a given protein’s constituent amino acids as a sequence of letters. Once MusicWonk has translated its source data into a numeric series, it then aligns it with a given music scale, producing a raw music string. From there, a composer can either use the method of music composition supported by MusicWonk, which follows a method akin to creating a computer algorithm or electric circuit, or he or she can export the raw music string to a .midi computer file, which can then be opened and modified using music composition software such as Finale. This is the method that our two project composers – Brock music students Erin Dempsey and Amy Brulé – used to complete the compositions associated with the project’s two works. The ultimate result of our work with protein data was The Five Senses. As indicated in Table 1, the work contains five movements composed by Dempsey, each one derived from a protein associated with a given sense such as smell or taste.

Our second work, Emergence, was prompted by the capacities of MusicWonk and by the interest of project members in the phenomenon of self-organization studied by
the Science of Complexity. It was also prompted by the observation of scholars such as Werner Jaeger and Harold Innis that different domains of human activity – such as science, philosophy and theology – often produce constructs of change that are very similar [12]. It was finally prompted by the observation of John Bonnett that a number of parallels could be found between the core concepts of emergent change – such as positive feedback, the governance of formal cause, and the teleological governance of system attractors – and the philosophy of history found in the Christian Bible.

Table 1. Data sources for The Five Senses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>Protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hear</td>
<td>TMC 1: Transmembrane cochlear-expressed protein 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sight</td>
<td>Medium Wave sensitive opsin 1 (Green cone photopigment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smell</td>
<td>Putative Olfactory Receptor 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>Sweet taste receptor TIR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch</td>
<td>POU domain, class 4, transcription factor 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given our aim, we opted to use Emergence based on source text data taken from the Bible. Like The Five Senses, it again features five pieces, with each movement named after a constituent concept of self-organization such as “Attractor” “Differentiation” and “Selection.” Each work, in turn, rests on text data taken from the King James version of the Bible, as shown in Table 2, texts that pointed to processes analogous to positive feedback, formal cause, final cause, and so on. Once the source texts were identified, the same process as that used for The Five Senses was implemented: texts were translated into numbers, and then imported into MusicWonk. Raw music strings were again generated, and then exported to Finale, where composer Amy Brulé used them as the basis for her final compositions.

Table 2. Data sources for Emergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>Text Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emergence</td>
<td>John 1: 1-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiation</td>
<td>Genesis 1:1-Genesis 2:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>1 Corinthians 12:12-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractor</td>
<td>Matthew 25:14-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractor</td>
<td>Revelation 22:12-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While drawing on the same numeric data as their accompanying musical scores, the visualizations for The Five Senses and Emergence were each realized via distinct methods. The graphics for The Five Senses were generated by mathematician and algorithmic artist Bill Ralph, who generates his own algorithms to create striking images characterized by their density, complex morphology and colour. His dynamic works are driven in two ways, first by the algorithm proceeding sequentially through the data, and secondly by locating relationships between different, non-proximate strings within the data [13, 14]. For Emergence, computer scientist Mark Anderson started with Screen Vector Graphic images that related conceptually with titles such as Differentiation and Selection. He then used the software NodeBox and project data to transform his images: to make them dynamic and prompt shifts in colour.
4. Our Setting and App

With the content for the two works settled, the project’s final two challenges were to locate a viable way to display the two works and to find a suitable setting in which to display them. For our initial version of The Five Senses and Emergence, we have opted to use a display system which relies on an app to activate the art works and a tablet computer to display them. To enable the app to properly register and stabilize the content during its first display, we mounted four QR code signs in the centre of our display setting. The setting for the first display was the southern traffic circle at Brock University, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Brock University Setting for The DataScapes Project.](image)

In addition to the site, we overlaid a virtual set over the circle to assist in the display of each work. The set was comprised of a set of monoliths, which were situated on the periphery of the circle, and a cylindrical base, which was situated in the centre of the circle. Its purpose was to obscure the real-world statue situated in the circle’s centre, and the accompanying scaffolding and QR Code signage. To display our visuals of each work, we used two objects, a cube for The Four Senses and a sphere for Emergence, as shown in Figure 2. The accompanying music for each piece activated automatically once the given user reached the prescribed distance from the central display space.

![Figure 2. Display Set for Emergence and The Five Senses.](image)
5. Conclusion

While AR is a rudimentary technology, its potential as a medium for the functional and aesthetic enhancement of human environs is both exciting and clear. Having completed the first stage of our project, our intent now is to further underline that potential by generating new artworks that will be set in seascapes and skyscapes located in Canada and the United Kingdom. We further intend to modify the app to enable future users to generate their own art by adding functions that will enable them to create their own sets, and integrate their own data, into displays supported by the DataScapes app. As forthcoming hardware and software from Microsoft and Google suggest, the next decade will likely see an explosion of Augmented Reality content. The potential AR will present for new forms of computer gaming, athletic gaming, art, education and narration are limitless. This is an exciting time to be in the digital humanities.
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Simulating the inner voice: A study of sound parameters
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Abstract. Introduction: Inner voice is estimated to occur at least a quarter of people’s conscious waking life. Much research work asserts that inner voice plays various important roles in cognitive functions, such as self-regulation, self-reflection, and so on. Virtual cognitions are a stream of simulated thoughts people can hear while emerged in a virtual reality environment that intend to mimic the inner voice and thus simulating the effect of an inner voice. Presenting and manipulating virtual cognitions in learning and training may be a useful intervention method to affect people’s behavior and beliefs. Exposing people to virtual cognitions, presented as an inner voice, requires the simulation of such voice and therefore understanding of the underlying sound parameters. Many researchers believe that there is a relationship between people’s inner and outer voice, even suggesting that people’s inner voice resembles the features of their own outer voice. The work presented here, therefore, explored people’s perception of their simulated inner voice by considering several core sound parameters of their outer voice. Methods: Using a specially developed audio recording and modification software tool, 15 participants (11 males, 4 females) set key sound parameters to match their own voice recording with their perception of either their own inner or their outer voice. After reading aloud nine sentences, they modified seven sound parameters of the recordings: pitch, speed, echo and volume of sound with the frequency band (20-320Hz, 320-1280Hz, 1280-5120Hz, and 5120-20480Hz). Conclusion: The result of the study indicates that people’s sound perception is different between inner and outer voice. Also, individual variations were found for the perception of inner and outer voice differences. For developers who want to simulate inner voice in a virtual environment, these findings suggest that inner voice has its own distinct characteristics compared to an outer voice. The volume setting for the frequency band of 1280-5120Hz can be based on group perception, whereas for speed and echo settings it might require individualization.

Keywords. Virtual cognitions, Inner voice, Inner speech, Sound parameters

1.Introduction

Possibilities are, when you are reading this first sentence, you are hearing your own voice speaking in your head even if you are not saying anything out loud. This phenomenon is commonly called “inner voice”, “inner speech” or referred to as “verbal stream of consciousness”. Heavey and Hurlburt [1] found that in their sample, around a quarter of people’s conscious waking life contains an inner voice. Much research work asserts that inner voice has a positive effect on many cognitive functions, such as self-regulation [2], self-reflection [3], and so on. Meanwhile, the stream of consciousness, already proposed by psychologist William James [4], refers to a continuous succession

---
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of thoughts in the conscious mind. It is also a narrative technique, intended to mirror people’s internal psychological world and the way internal thoughts form in the mind. James Joyce’s Ulysses [5] casts the thoughts and conscious experiences of characters in words in a first-person perspective, just as capturing the inner voice of characters. Based on these considerations, we propose creating virtual cognitions that work as a kind of inner voice or personalized voice-overs when people are in a virtual environment. Like virtual environment aims at replicating an environment by artificially creating sensory experiences, virtual cognitions aim at replicating thoughts by artificially creating cognitive experiences. Some replication successes have already been reported. However, these studies focus on replicating the physical body in virtual reality. For example, the rubber hand illusion or virtual body transfer illusions let people regard parts, or even their entire virtual human body as their own [6, 7]. It is interesting, therefore, to examine possible parallels for virtual cognitions to elicit an internalized mind illusion. Presenting and manipulating virtual cognitions may be a useful way to affect people’s behavior and beliefs for training or therapeutic purposes.

Exposing people to virtual cognitions, presented as an inner voice, requires the simulation of such a voice and therefore understanding of the underlying sound parameters. Much research shows that there is a link between people’s inner and outer voices. On one hand, taking a developmental perspective, Vygotsky et al. [2] argue that inner voice is the result of a gradual internalization process of outer voice, while Watson [8] claims that inner voice develops with the reduction of self-directed outer voice. On the other hand, taking a functional perspective, Hickok et al. [9] propose that when people speak, an internal copy of the sound of their voice is created simultaneously with the overt sound. Scott [10] goes a step further, putting forward and testing a theory that the internal copy of people's voice can also be generated without overt sound. He also believes that the mechanism the inner voice makes use of is the one mostly applied for processing outer voice. He sees the inner voice as the results of the internal prediction of the sound of one's own voice. Moreover, Filik and Barber’s findings [11] suggest that people's inner voice resembles the features of their outer voice, even their regional accent. The work presented here, therefore, explores people’s perception of their simulated inner voice by considering several core sound parameters of their outer voice. Although as described above, the inner voice seems to have a close relation, even similarities, with the outer voice, Brocklehurst and Martin [12] also found that stuttering people believed their inner voice was not stuttered, which means people’s inner voice might hold different sound characteristics from outer voice. We, therefore, hypothesize that people’s sound parameter settings are different depending on the type of voice – inner or outer voice.

2. Methods
To investigate the sound characteristic of the inner voice, an empirical study was conducted. The study was approved by University Human Research Ethics Committee (ID: 20).

a. Participants
15 participants (11 males, 4 females) were recruited throughout the university campus via e-mail or approached personally. Their ages ranged from 23 to 36 ($M = 26.1, SD = 3.52$).
b. Procedure

By using a specially developed audio recording and modification software tool, the participants first read aloud nine sentences while their voice was recorded. After that, the experimenter explained the concept of an inner voice to the participants and several examples of the inner voice phenomenon were given to help participants to have a clear understanding of this concept. Next, the participants had 2-3 minutes to recall their inner voice experience. After this, participants listened back to their previously recorded sentences and set key sound parameters to match their recording with their perception of either their own inner or outer voice. They modified seven basic audio effects and common digital audio-processing features [13] of the recordings: pitch, speed, echo and volume of sound with the frequency band (20-320Hz, 320-1280Hz, 1280-5120Hz, and 5120-20480Hz). The modification data of the parameter settings was collected as input for the statistical analysis.

c. Data analysis

To analyze the participants’ parameter setting data, multi-level models were used. Models were built in R version 3.4.2. All the experiment data, the R scripts, and output files can be found online. Model 1 was the basic model that only included participants as a random intercept. Model 2 was built on Model 1 and added voice type as a fixed effect. Finally, Model 2 was extended by adding voice type as a random effect (Model 3). All models fitted assumed normal distribution, except models fitted on the echo settings. Here a Poisson distribution was assumed. The analysis compared the ability of the models to fit the data.

6. Results

To investigate the consistency of participants’ parameter settings across sentences, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for all nine sentences for each parameter, and for both inner voice and outer voice. The results show consistency for the same parameter, and for participants’ settings for each sentence both inner voice and outer voice. Coefficient alpha of inner voice ranged from 0.62 to 0.93 (M = 0.83; SD = 0.10). Coefficient alpha of outer voice ranged from 0.69 to 0.93 (M = 0.87; SD = 0.09).

Table 1 and Table 2 show the results of multi-level analysis. For parameter speed, Model 3 was the most appropriate (p < 0.01), while for the sound volume of frequency band 1280-5120Hz, Model 2 was the most appropriate (p < 0.05). Except for these two parameters, Model 1 was not outperformed by the extended model for other parameters. As the results show, none of 95% confidence intervals of the standard deviation for random intercept included zero, indicating that a significant variation between participants in setting the parameters in general.

1. Table 1. Multilevel analysis results of the parameters settings for Pitch, Speed, Volume of sound with frequency band (20-320Hz, 320-1280Hz, 1280-5120Hz, and 5120-20480Hz)

1 Files are stored at the 4TU.Research repository with a DOI: 10.4121/uuid:57d78b85-c9ac-4d9e-81f9-23d065913d52
Table 2. Multilevel analysis results of the parameter settings for Echo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter 3: Echo</th>
<th>Lower 95%</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>Upper 95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3: Random voice type</td>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice type</td>
<td>-2.45</td>
<td>-0.97</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Effects</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice type</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of multilevel analyses showed that participants set the speed, echo and the volume sound for the frequency band 1280-5120Hz differently when considering inner voice or outer voice. This suggests that people’s sound parameters setting is different when it comes to the type of voice. Furthermore, the finding of a significant fixed effect indicates that the difference in volume perception for the frequency band 1280-5120Hz was consistent across participants. Here, participants set the volume higher for outer voice than inner voice. While for speed and echo the finding of a significant random effect suggests deviation across participants for setting inner and outer voices. It also suggests for speed and echo consistency on an individual level, i.e. an individual using the same speed and echo settings across his or her own nine voice recordings. For example, some participants consistently raised the speed for their inner voice and lowered it for their outer voice, while others consistently did this the other way around.
7. Conclusion and discussion

Although the phenomenon of "inner voice" has been studied for decades, controversies concerning the nature and function of inner voice persist. In this study, we employed a parameters modification experiment to gain a better understanding of (1) the relationship between inner and outer voices; (2) the sound characteristic of the inner voice; and (3) simulated internal thoughts in virtual reality to further enable the creation of virtual cognitions. This study has some weaknesses. First, the sample size of our experiment is limited, and the participants are all university students or employees. Second, the study is an indirect perception study, asking participants to replicate the sound of their voice to the best of their abilities. It assumes that people can replicate their voice by modifying these parameters. Third, although the findings give some insight into differences between the inner and outer voices, they do not tell much about the accuracy of the replication. Future work might therefore examine this by asking people for example to rate sound recordings on an analogue scale from not very accurate to very accurate. Still, of course, such examination remains difficult because of the intensely private nature of the inner voice.

Despite these limitations, the study provides some insight into the phenomena of the inner voice needed to create virtual cognitions. Based on the results of this study, some conclusions can be drawn. First, these findings indicate that people perceive their inner voice to sound different from their outer voice. Second, individualization in the perception is observed for the difference between inner and outer voices. For developers who want to simulate inner voice in a virtual environment, these findings suggest that inner voice must be modulated separately from outer voice. The volume setting for the frequency band of 1280-5120Hz can be based on group perception, whereas for speed and echo settings it might require individualization. Interesting is also the absence of systematic differences for various bandwidths, except the 1280-5120Hz band. The 1280-5120Hz band roughly overlaps with the 1000-5000Hz band where humans have been found to be most sensitive [14], and therefore most capable to distinguish between inner and outer voices.

Recently, Craig et al. [15, 16] propose using avatar therapy to let individuals talk with a computerized representation of their inner voice hallucination, aiming at reducing the frequency and severity of auditory hallucinations. It might be interesting to examine whether consistency can be found in the sound parameters settings of these recreated voices, and how they relate to people’s own inner and outer voice perception. Moreover, as this study found individual differences how people perceive inner and outer voices, future work might focus on individual factors that could predict these variations as a next step in understanding how inner voice is shaped.

To conclude, this study opens up research into inner and outer voices perception and ways to simulate these voices. It has the potential of exposing people to thoughts and ideas, with applications in entertainment, education and health domains.
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Virtual Reality environments to reduce dental anxiety.
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Abstract. Dental procedural pain and anxiety are issues that affect a conspicuous part of the population, leading to a decrease of dental care frequency. The problem affects the patient as well as the dentist, who often has to face a certain resistance by the patients while doing the necessary procedures. The aim of the study is to demonstrate that is possible to reduce this anxiety through the use of Virtual Reality (VR). A group of 7 patients was immersed in a VR scenario during dental treatment in order to distract them from the feared procedure. The results are encouraging and show how VR is capable of insulating the subject from the surrounding annoying stimuli.

Keywords. Dental care, dental phobia, distraction, analgesia, virtual reality.

1. Introduction

Who does not know that subtle and uncomfortable anxiety that precedes a visit to the dentist? A conspicuous amount of people admit that they are afraid of the dentist, a fear that often finds its cause in childhood traumatic experiences and can manifest itself not only with heartbeat, sweating and retching during the treatment, but also with insomnia the night before the scheduled dental visit. Often, however, odontophobia is a form of unexplained primordial anguish. A recent study outlined how dental fear affects an impressive 58.8% of a sample [1], showing that fear was not affected by age or education level and that it was higher in women. In addition, people who visited the dentist more regularly and individuals without previous traumatic dental experiences were less

1 Corresponding author, filippo.lapaglia@unipa.it
anxious. Some odontologists use hypnosis to reduce anxiety and fear in the patients, but this process is highly complicated and, in order to achieve good results, it has to count on a very skilled professional and on a very motivated patient with high levels of hypnotizability (thus imagination). In line with previous studies carried out on the use of virtual reality (VR) as a distraction tool from anxiety and/or pain [2, 3], this study aimed to evaluate the validity and reliability of the VR intervention within this specific field by analyzing the response to the therapy by the patients who undergo dental care procedures.

2. Methods

A group of seven patients, composed of 4 males and 3 females, was recruited from a private dentist office in Palermo, Italy and they underwent dental procedures wearing a VR headset.

Table 1: Population characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (Mean ± SD)</td>
<td>38.285 ± 12.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(range)</td>
<td>18 ± 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (M, F)</td>
<td>4, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The treatment consisted of a single exposure to VR, lasting the whole duration of the dental procedure. The VR scenarios used were “Castle” and “Cliff”, developed by The Virtual Reality Medical Center, San Diego, CA. These worlds help evoke relaxation and deep breathing [4]. VR scenarios were run in a Microsoft Surface, and the environments were visualized in a head-mounted display (Vuzix iWear video headphones), configuring an immersive VR experience. The movements through the environments were managed with the help of a joystick and the sound was reproduced by the same HMD, which was provided with insulating headphones.

Before the treatment we administered a questionnaire to detect sociodemographic variables and some aspects of the relationship with dentist, such as familiarity, visit frequency, satisfaction rate, past odontoiatric care, type of dental procedures, and use or no use of anesthesia. Furthermore, we assessed the grade of anxiety through the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI form Y-1 and Y-2), depression state through Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), and specific dental anxiety through the Dental Anxiety Scale of Corah (DAS) [5]. Before, during and after the treatment, we established the level of subjective anxiety through the Subjective Units of Distress Scale (SUDS) [6] and monitored the heart rate (HR) as physiological measure through a fingertip pulse monitor. Moreover, after the treatment, we measured the variations of state anxiety through the STAI-Y1.

3. Results

Wilcoxon test was used to compare values pre and post treatment. All analyses were carried on using SPSS v. 21.
As it refers to HR, there was no variation between the initial (HR1) and intermediate (HR2) values because the patients were under anesthesia. The results of the tests showed a significant reduction in the scores obtained in the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Y-1, SUDS, and HR (table 1).

Table 1. Results at Wilcoxon test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test-retest</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STAI Y-1</td>
<td>36.285 ± 10.617</td>
<td>29.571 ± 9.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>84.147 ± 20.489</td>
<td>81.000 ± 12.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUDS</td>
<td>4.428 ± 2.370</td>
<td>3.428 ± 3.101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the tests submitted before the treatment showed that the sample did not have excessive trait-anxiety (STAI-Y2<40) or excessive depression state (BDI-II<16). DAS scores showed a physiological anxiety for the dental context and odontoiatric procedures (7.571±4.035).

Spearman correlation coefficients were used to examine the relationship between test/retest and variables of the questionnaire. Results indicated correlation tendency between low levels of instruction and high levels of trait anxiety (r = -.741, p = .057) and a significant correlation with depression (r = -.808, p = .028), significant correlation between pretest state anxiety and previous dental care (r = -.791, p = .034). Furthermore, DAS correlated with both previous dental care and frequency of odontoiatric chirurgic intervention (r = -.798, p = .032). Therefore, we found that low levels of instruction, previous dental care and frequency of odontoiatric chirurgical interventions increases the level of state anxiety and stress related to dental procedures.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Our results, in accordance with other studies [4], provide further support for the feasibility of using VR environments as tools to reduce anxiety and stress related to dental care, improve compliance with dentist and achieve non-disruptive behavior during the treatment. VR environments allow to patients relax and be distracted by navigating to another location while still physically remaining in the dental office, draining attention from the dental procedure. Therefore, it helps the patients better cope with the fear of the dentist and the odontoiatric procedures, and encourages the subject to achieve better dental health. The results obtained are encouraging even though the number of patients need to be increased, and a control group has to be added.
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Personalizing the Exergame Experience: A Personality Tailoring Approach
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Abstract. A sedentary lifestyle is a growing health concern. Many researchers and game designers are investigating the value of exergames for encouraging an active lifestyle. However, not all games are enjoyable for everyone and thus, players drop out. To provide a better understanding of how to create a more enjoyable experience and encourage continued play, we conducted an exploratory study to examine the effects of personality-based pairings on enjoyment in the context of two exergaming scenarios. Early results seem to show that player pairs who score high on conscientiousness and openness particularly enjoyed playing together in a cooperative game scenario, whereas player pairs who score high on extraversion and openness particularly enjoyed their interaction together in a competitive game scenario. This study serves as a good prototype to further validate the concept of personality-based pairings with a larger sample.
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1. Introduction

Exergames, which are a combination of exercise and video games [1], are enjoyable and effective at motivating initial exercise interest [2]. However, not all exergames are enjoyable for everyone. For example, research suggests that competitive exergames are enjoyable for highly competitive individuals, but not for non-competitive individuals [3]. There is also some research evidence suggesting that exergames may not be able to motivate exercise interest over the long-term [2]. To keep high-levels of enjoyment and increase retention rate, growing research suggest that it is important to personalize the gaming experience based on factors such as presentation of game content and player personality [4], as well as, a player’s level of competitiveness and cooperativeness [5; 6]. Research shows that a training system that mimics the personality of an individual offers a highly motivating gaming experience [5]. Yet, how to personalize the game experience based on personality for the best possible exergaming experience is relatively under-researched. Although there is some research regarding how different personalities respond differently to pervasive strategies in health games [7] and how personality traits might influence player motivation in social network games [8], to the best of our knowledge, there has yet to be a study examining the effects of personality-based pairings in the context of exergames. Thus, the goal of this study was to better understand the effects of a player’s personality profile for personalizing the exergame experience. We employed

1 Corresponding author. gerry.chan@carleton.ca
an Intraclass Correlation (ICC) to examine the level of agreement between player pairs, and a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests to investigate the effect of game scenarios on personality-based pairings. Preliminary results seem to show that personality and game scenarios do play a role on the level of enjoyment experienced between player pairs and recommend that future exergame design could tailor the game experience based on personality to increase player retention.

4 Method

A within-participant design was used to explore the effects of personality-based pairings in two exergaming scenarios. 10 participants (7 males, 3 females; 5 pairs; $M_{age} = 32$ years, $SD_{age} = 4$ years) were recruited via convenience sampling to play virtual Bocce in a closed laboratory setting. Experimental sessions were approximately 1 hour long and were divided into three parts: a tutorial session to learn about the game followed by 2 play sessions. After playing both competitive (head-to-head) and cooperative (same team) game scenarios, participants completed the intrinsic motivation inventory (IMI) [9], the 10-item personality inventory (TIPI) [10], and a questionnaire consisting of seventeen customized items (7-point Likert scale 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree) that evaluated game scenario enjoyment, as well as level of social influence one player had on the other.

5 Results

From analysis of the TIPI, a total of three different personality pairing categories were formed: 1) conscientiousness & openness (2 pairs), 2) extraversion & openness (2 pairs), and 3) neuroticism & openness (1 pair).

To determine which pairings enjoyed their interaction together most, an Intraclass Correlation (ICC) [11] was conducted on level of agreement between player’s responses provided in the IMI. Results showed that there was a strong reliability between player pairs who scored high on extraversion and openness (ICC = 0.46, $p = 0.02$), which seems to suggest that extraverts and explorers particularly enjoyed their interaction together. In contrast, results showed a weak reliability between player pairs who scored high on conscientiousness and openness (ICC = 0.46, $p = 0.10$), which seems to suggest that explorers and organizers may have not enjoyed their interaction together.

To examine the level of enjoyment and social interaction for each personality pairing category with respect to the two game scenarios (competitive vs. cooperative), two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests were conducted on the IMI and custom items that evaluated social influence. Although the results (Table 1) were not significant, which could be due to the small sample size and not from the absence of effect of personality traits, mean ranks ($MR$) results seemed to show that player pairs who scored high on conscientiousness and openness particularly enjoyed playing a cooperative game ($MR = 4.67$), whereas player pairs who scored high on extraversion and openness particularly enjoyed playing a competitive game ($MR = 4.00$). With respect to social factors, results seemed to show that player pairs who scored high on personality.

\footnote{All statistical tests were set at a p-value threshold of 0.05.}
extraversion and openness experienced more positive social interactions in a competitive game ($MR = 11.08$) than a cooperative game ($MR = 7.86$).

Table 1. Two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests on three personality pairing categories with respect to the level of enjoyment and social factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality Pairing Categories</th>
<th>Conscientiousness &amp; Openness</th>
<th>Extraversion &amp; Openness</th>
<th>Neuroticism &amp; Openness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$Z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>$-1.14$</td>
<td>$0.16$</td>
<td>$-0.38$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Factors</td>
<td>$-1.52$</td>
<td>$0.13$</td>
<td>$-0.49$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusions

The results of this exploratory study seem to show that the level of enjoyment experienced between player pairs can be influenced by social factors, the personality of players, and game scenarios. Likewise, personality traits can also influence the gaming experience depending on how well the game mechanics are in line with the personality of player pairs. From a game design perspective, knowing the personality of players can help personalize the game experience by tailoring scenarios and other players which will more likely increase the level of enjoyment, social interaction and exercise adherence. For example, offering player pairs who score high on extraversion and openness game scenarios where they play against each other could encourage both players to be more engaged because, based on the results of this study, such pairings rated a competitive game to be more enjoyable compared to a cooperative game.
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User Study of Emotional Visualization Dashboard for Educational Software: Description of the Study Protocol
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Abstract. This paper describes a user study plan for the MADE Teacher’s Dashboard, our proposed data visualization dashboard that supports educators to inspect and reflect on the emotional states of students using web learning applications. Our goal was to support the system designer, and indirectly also teachers and students. Our dashboard follows affective learning models and monitors online learner emotions. It uses an open source library that supports tracking of facial features and detection of emotions in real time, identifying six different emotions. We present a user study plan to determine whether the data visualization graph can be interpreted properly.
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1. Introduction and Background

Our recent work has involved the design and evaluation of multimodal software for affective education, where the software supports emotional aspects of the learning process. We reviewed interaction design and evaluation methods, adapted them, and then conducted several case studies.

We introduced the Multimodal Affect for Design and Evaluation (MADE) framework; our proposed structure for designing and evaluating affective multimodal education systems [1]. Our approach involves the system designer working to create a system that supports the teacher’s affective strategy, to further support their learning objectives for the students. Our design methods involved the emotional cycle in learning model identified by Kort et al. [2], to better support the teacher, as well as the student. In particular, we created the MADE Teacher’s Dashboard [3] to help teachers understand the affective states of students as they worked through tasks.

As part of an iterative and user-centered design process, we wish to evaluate the Teacher’s Dashboard. We aim at obtaining feedback on the design and function of the dashboard from participants who are instructors in our university. This paper presents our plan for evaluation of the Teacher’s Dashboard.

1 Corresponding Author: Reza GhasemAghaei, School of Computer Science, Carleton University, K1S 5B6, Ottawa, Canada; E-mail: Reza.GhasemAghaei@carleton.ca.
2. **Teacher’s Dashboard**

The Teacher’s Dashboard is shown in Figure 1. It displays data from student learning software augmented with video analysis algorithms to estimate student emotions in real-time. On the left is the student list; the instructor is able to select a specific student and the central graph then shows their emotions over time. Six different emotions are shown as colored lines. Emotions associated with positive valence (e.g. happy) are shown above the axis (0 to +1), and emotions associated with negative valence (e.g. sad) are shown below the axis (0 to -1). Vertical lines with “balloons” show specific learning events. When the teacher hovers their cursor on the balloon, a tooltip with descriptive text is shown. This allows the teacher to relate learning events to emotional states. For example, this would enable teachers to see when students struggle and become fearful that they are not succeeding.

![Figure 1. Data Emotion Visualization Dashboard.](image)

3. **User Testing**

*Research Question*: Do teachers understand the graphs and indication of different affective learning phases on the dashboard?

To understand the utility of the dashboard, we propose two research hypotheses (below). For the first hypothesis, we would like to see if the participants can understand different affective learning phases. *H1: Participants can understand the affective learning phases on the dashboard and relate that to four phases of Kort et al.’s affective learning model.* For the second hypothesis, the participants will check on the dashboard if students’ emotions are the same on the dashboard and the video recording of learners’ facial expressions during different tasks. *H2: Participants perceive the same emotions on dashboard and the video.*
Tasks: After a briefing, a user will be given a list of tasks to be executed during the study. There will be a total of 4 tasks which will be given to all test participants to perform. These tasks are presented in Table 1. To evaluate the usability of the dashboard, we are considering learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction [4].

### Table 1. Task List and Measurements Facts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Derived Measure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the student engaged with this task between 9AM to 10AM?</td>
<td>Learnability</td>
<td>How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they encounter the design?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the student receive affirmation feedback when the task is done?</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is selecting persona for a particular student helpful?</td>
<td>Memorability</td>
<td>When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how easily can they reestablish proficiency?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is selecting the four affective learning phases useful?</td>
<td>Errors</td>
<td>How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how easily can they recover from the errors?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>How pleasant is it to use the design?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure: The study will take thirty minutes for each participant. We will teach the participants how to interact with the system before the study, for five minutes. We will use a think aloud protocol and do audio recording. The procedure has four steps: training session, tasks, usability questionnaire, and semi-structured interview.

Analysis Plan: We will evaluate the hypotheses based on the performance of the participants performing the tasks. We will then evaluate the usability with the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [5]. The statistical analysis module will be implemented in R and will provide statistical techniques for hypothesis testing. To gain a deeper understanding of the participants’ reflection on the dashboard and general issues of the affective education we will analyze our semi-structured interview using the Grounded Theory approach [6].

4. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, a user study plan of our emotional educational dashboard is presented. The purpose of this dashboard is to help both teachers and students. We hope that this user study allows us to validate and help to improve the design, and ultimately help teachers understand the affective states of students.

We thank HotSoft lab for comments and helping in the study, Discovery Grants through NSERC, and the Industry Canada GRAND Network of Centres of Excellence.
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1. Objective
To examine and analyze binocular imbalance in a group of randomly selected normal subjects with corrected visual acuity of 0.8 or more in both eyes who has no ocular diseases, by using non-immersive virtual reality devices, and to quantify the correlation between binocular imbalance in these normal subjects and various spatial-frequencies and temporal-frequencies in the integrated binocular stimulation mode.

2. Methods:
A retrospective study was carried out with data from 97 volunteers (51 males and 46 females). These volunteers were diagnosed with no eye diseases and had corrected binocular visual acuity of 0.8 or more. Their binocular visual function, Hirschberg Test refraction status, and binocular imbalance were assessed using the quantified visual perception stimulation mode in a non-immersive virtual reality platform and were subsequently analyzed by SPSS software.

3. Results
When normal subjects (with corrected binocular vision of 0.8 or more without ocular diseases) were assessed using the integrated binocular stimulation mode with different temporal and spatial frequencies, a gradual reduction of binocular imbalance was observed when spatial frequencies were increased. When contrast balance was adjusted, binocular imbalance was more prevalent in the horizontal state compared to in the vertical state; when stimulated by different temporal frequencies in the virtual reality stimulation mode, 17.53\% and 29.90\% of participants reached complete binocular fusion under low temporal frequency stimulation and high temporal

\textsuperscript{1}Corresponding Author: yanlizhongda@qq.com
frequency stimulation respectively, while binocular imbalance was found in 65.9% and 62.89% of participants who were stimulated respectively by low temporal frequency and high temporal frequency. In addition, 16.5% and 7.21% experienced severe binocular imbalance under low temporal and high temporal frequency stimulation respectively. The integrated binocular stimulation mode under low temporal frequency was more sensitive in detecting binocular imbalance.

S0: balanced eyes, with full binocular fusion;
S1: Binocular imbalance. After monocular stimulation, there is a normal cycle of intermittent suppression in one eye which lasts about 2-3 seconds, followed by 2-3 seconds of binocular fusion. The cycle continues as 2-3 seconds of suppression takes place in the previously suppressed eye again, as described in Hussey’s description of ICS
S2: severe binocular imbalance. Continuous suppression of one eye (clinical suppression)

**Figure 1. Spatial Frequencies.**

Legend: Blue = S0+S1; red = S2
1=spatial frequency 1; 2=spatial frequency 2; 3=spatial frequency 3; 4=spatial frequency 4; 5=spatial frequency 5

**Figure 2: Comparison between horizontal and vertical contrast balance.**

Legend: Blue =S0+1; Red = S2
1= horizontal contrast balance; 2= vertical contrast balance
Figure 3: Integrated binocular stimulation mode with different temporal frequencies.

Legend: Blue = high temporal-frequency group; Red = low temporal-frequency group
1: S0 2: S1 3: S2

4. Conclusion.
The status of binocular balance in normal subjects were not the same when stimulated by the non-immersive virtual reality platform, as many showed varying degrees of binocular imbalance. The results from our clinical study has demonstrated that integrated binocular stimulation with different spatial and temporal frequencies may enable a more sensitive detection of binocular imbalance, making it a powerful new tool for the diagnosis and analysis of clinical binocular abnormalities. In addition, since more than half of the normal subjects (without eye diseases who has corrected vision of 0.8 or more) exhibited binocular imbalance in our study, we believe this brief binocular imbalance is likely a transient physiological phenomenon which is not pathological to our visual acuity and function and should only be seen as pathological when binocular imbalance is prolonged, causing functional deficit such as reading impairment. There may be varying degrees of binocular imbalance existing between complete binocular fusion and prolonged monocular suppression, the binocular imbalance observed in this research study may only be one of the many possible intervals. In our future studies, we would like to explore into these varying degrees of binocular imbalance, in search for a definition of physiological binocular imbalance in terms of its duration, among those without eye diseases and with corrected vision of 0.8 or more.
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The Relationship between Amblyopia, Spatial Resolution and Binocular Visual Perception Eye Position in a Pediatric Population.
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Abstract. Types of amblyopia are usually classified according to visual resolution. Here we intended to study the relationship among the types of amblyopia, visual acuity interocular differences (vIODs), binocular perceptual eye position, and the spatial displacements to explore the deficits in binocular vision and the relevance with the deficits in fixation control ability, which can provide a novel basis and method for clinical diagnosis and therapy. Methods: We recruited 109 patients with amblyopia (age 4-17). Participants were asked to fix one eye on an optotype while the other eye fixed on another. We measure the offset when these two optotypes perceptually overlap. The performance of various visual functions was measured by the binocular perceptual eye position model and international standard eye chart. According to visual acuity, amblyopia can be classified into 2 types: moderate amblyopia (0.2-0.5) and mild amblyopia (above 0.6). According to offset, perceptual eye position can be classified into 3 types: type A (below 0.4 degrees), type B (0.4-2.0 degrees) and type C (above 2.0 degrees). Results: 60 patients were defined as moderate amblyopia and 49 patients were defined as mild amblyopia. There is no correlation between binocular vIODs and perceptual eye position offset in amblyopia (t = 0.620). The offset of perceptual eye position in moderate and mild amblyopia showed no correlation. Type A accounted for 36.6% in moderate amblyopia, type B for 43.4% and type C for 20%. Type A accounted for 20.4% in mild amblyopia, type B for 65.3% and type C for 14.18%. The differences between distance and angles of spatial displacements in moderate and mild amblyopia were not statistically significant. The distance and angles of spatial displacements in the small circle in moderate amblyopia was 26.89±27.02, 3.96±3.71, in the middle circle was 27.20±21.47, 4.12±3.85, in the big circle was 25.92±24.99, 2.79±2.72, and totally was 26.95±24.12, 3.77±3.31. The distance and angles of spatial displacements in the small circle in mild amblyopia was 20.25±14.16, 3.74±2.37, in the middle circle was 19.26±13.55,2.75±1.61, in the big circle was 19.60±14.45,2.36±1.75, and totally was 19.70±13.92,2.95±1.98. Conclusion: The offset of binocular perceptual eye position and spatial resolution in amblyopia have separate deficit patterns and there is no correlation between them. It appears to be abnormal perceptual eye position under the condition of various special resolution in amblyopia (normal value under 0.15deg). There is potential correlation among the offset and abnormality of perceptual eye position, binocular fixation instability and fixation eye abnormality. Therefore, neural deficits in the patients with amblyopia showed abnormality in binocular fixation and stability. The discovery of these amblyopia categories can provide a novel perspective and classification model for clinical diagnosis and treatment of amblyopia.

1 Corresponding Author: yanlizhongda@qq.com
Abbreviations: vIODs= visual acuity interocular differences; PEP= perceptual eye position, SD= spatial displacement; 3D=3 dimension
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1. Introduction

Amblyopia refers to unilateral or bilateral reduction in best corrected visual acuity, not directly attributed to structural abnormality of the eye or posterior visual pathways [1]. It is a developmental disorder of the entire visual system, including the extra-striate cortex. Amblyopia has a 1-3.6% prevalence, higher in the medically underserved [2-7]. It manifests mainly by impaired visual acuity in the amblyopic eye. The diagnosis of amblyopia must be confirmed prior to treatment. Confirmation is based on cycloplegic refraction, visual acuity measurement and orthoptic assessment. However, it is more complex than simply visual acuity loss.

Perceptual eye position (PEP) is a new concept describing binocular alignment raised by Zhao et al. in 2014 [8]. It is one of the indicators used to evaluate fixation disparity and binocular function measured by a computer-controlled perceptual examination evaluation system. Normal fixational eye movements, such as micro-saccades, drift, and tremor, do not preclude binocular fusion [9].

Types of amblyopia are usually classified according to visual resolution. Here we intended to study the relationship among the types of amblyopia, visual acuity interocular differences (vIODs), binocular perceptual eye position (PEP) and the distance and angles of spatial displacements (SD) to explore the deficits in binocular vision and the relevance with the deficits in fixation control ability, which can provide a novel basis and method for clinical diagnosis and therapy.

2. Patients and methods

2.1 Patients

This study was approved by local Ethics Committee of Xi’an No.1 Hospital. A retrospective chart review of 109 patients with amblyopia who were confirmed through related inspections in the Department of Ophthalmology of Xi’an No.1 Hospital between November 2014 and November 2017. For all subjects, a detailed ophthalmic examination was given, including measurements of unaided and best-corrected visual acuity, a slit-lamp examination, a fundus examination, intraocular pressure, manifest and cycloplegic refractions, and ocular movement. All refraction procedures were performed with the same experienced optometrist. Patients were excluded if they had a history of obvious strabismus, nystagmus, severe trachoma, corneal disease, glaucoma, cataract, retinal or optic nerve disease, media opacities, ocular trauma, or mental retardation. Patients who underwent ocular surgeries or binocular vision therapies were also excluded. Children under 4 years were not enrolled in case they were unable to understand the procedure of the PEP measurement test.

Unilateral amblyopia was defined as an inter-ocular difference in best-corrected VA ≥2 lines. Bilateral amblyopia was defined as best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) in each eye worse than 0.5 for 4- to 5-year-olds and worse than 0.6 for older than 6-year-olds [7, 10]. According to BCVA, amblyopia can be classified into 2 types: moderate amblyopia (0.2-0.5), mild amblyopia (above 0.6).

2.2 Measurement of perceptual eye position and spatial displacements

The devices used to measure PEP and SD included: Windows XP system PC host, LG 2343p polarized 3 dimension (3D) monitor with a resolution power of 1920 X 1080
and refresh frequency of 120 Hz, and 3D polarized glass. A visual and perceptual examination evaluation system invented by the National Engineering Research Center for Healthcare Devices was used. Participants were asked to fix one eye on an optotype while the other eye fixed on another. We measure the offset when these two optotypes perceptually overlap. The performance of various visual functions was measured by the binocular perceptual eye position model and international standard eye chart.

All tests were conducted at a constant room luminance, and all patients wore their spectacle corrections and 3D polarized glasses for the clinical measurement. PEP was measured by the cross-into-circle test, which allowed the left eye to see a cross and the right eye to see a circle (Figure 1). The midpoint of the monitor was held 80cm away and at the same height as the patients’ eyes, with the average light source of 80cd/m² in white, attenuating to 50cd/m² when wearing 3D polarized glasses, and 30cd/m² in black, attenuating to 3cd/m² when wearing 3D polarized glasses. The stimulating template was 51 X 29cm in size and 38° X 18° in visual angle. The size of the circle was 0.4° X 0.4°, whereas the size of the cross was 0.33° X 0.33° (1° fixation test-object). Patients used a computer mouse to place within what they perceived to be the circle’s center and were then instructed to click the mouse. The system automatically recorded vertical and horizontal bias by the 360° test-object to observe any ocular misalignment. The minimum unit of ocular misalignment observed by this computer-controlled ocular misalignment system was 1 pixel, which equals 0.04 prism. To distinguish from conventional eye position, we defined this bias pixel as PEP (Picture 1). The spatial displacement was measured as the same as PEP in three different circles whose diameters were 3.6 degrees, 4.4 degrees and 5.2 degrees. In each circle there were 12 times measurements of PEP (Figure 2). According to offset, perceptual eye position can be classified into 3 types: type A (below 0.4 degrees), type B (0.4-2.0 degrees) and type C (above 2.0 degrees).

![Figure 1. Perceptual eye position](image1)

![Figure 2. Spatial displacement](image2)

### Statistical analysis

SPSS 22.0 statistical software was used for statistical analysis. Normally distributed data were presented as with mean ± standard deviation. Comparison of gender and PEP among the 2 groups were made using the χ² test with P value <0.05 being considered statistically significant difference. Comparison of age was made using the One-Way ANOVA with P value <0.05 being considered statistically significant difference. Comparison of the distance and angles of spatial displacements between the 2 groups was made using independent t test, with P value <0.05 being considered statistically significant difference.

### Results

#### 3.1 Demographics of patients.
In total, 109 patients were included in our study. 60 patients were defined as moderate amblyopia and 49 patients were defined as mild amblyopia (Table 1).

Table 1: Summary demographics of patients in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Moderate amblyopia</th>
<th>Mild amblyopia</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (male: female)</td>
<td>28:32</td>
<td>23:26</td>
<td>1.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>10.83±2.21</td>
<td>9.50±2.81</td>
<td>0.210*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From the χ² test  
* From One Way ANOVA.

3.2 Comparison of PEP between the groups

There is no correlation between binocular vIODs and PEP offset in amblyopia (t=0.620). The offset of PEP in moderate and mild amblyopia showed no correlation. Type A accounted for 36.6% in moderate amblyopia, type B for 43.4% and type C for 20%. Type A accounted for 20.4% in mild amblyopia, type B for 65.3% and type C for 14.18% (Table 2).

Table 2: The comparison of PEP between groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderate amblyopia</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild amblyopia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From the independent t test

The distance and angles of SD in the small circle in moderate amblyopia was 26.89±27.02, 3.96±3.71, in the middle circle was 27.20±21.47, 4.12±3.85, in the big circle was 25.92±24.99, 2.79±2.72, and totally was 26.95±24.12, 3.77±3.31. The distance and angles of SD in the small circle in mild amblyopia was 20.25±14.16, 3.74±2.37, in the middle circle was 19.26±13.55, 2.75±1.61, in the big circle was 19.60±14.45, 2.36±1.75, and totally was 19.70±13.92, 2.95±1.98 (Table 3 and Table 4). The differences between distance and angles of SD in moderate and mild amblyopia were not statistically significant.

Table 3: The comparison of the distance of spatial displacements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small circle</th>
<th>Middle circle</th>
<th>Big circle</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t*</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* From the independent t test

Table 4: The comparison of the angles of spatial displacements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small circle</th>
<th>Middle circle</th>
<th>Big circle</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Mild</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.96±3.71</td>
<td>2.79±2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.12±3.85</td>
<td>2.36±1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.79±2.72</td>
<td>2.95±1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.77±3.31</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t*</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From independent t test

4. Discussion

Amblyopia is a unilateral or bilateral condition in which the best corrected visual acuity is below normal, in the absence of any obvious structural or pathologic anomalies but with one or more of the following conditions occurring during visual developmental: Amblyogenic anisometropia, constant unilateral strabismus, amblyogenic bilateral isoametropia, amblyogenic unilateral or bilateral astigmatism[11].

There have been many studies on amblyopia mostly focused on the visual acuity, however, many persons with amblyopia, particularly those with strabismus, also suffer from a large (sometimes complete) loss of stereoscopic depth perception. Recent reports of the dramatic effects of restored stereopsis have renewed interest in restoring stereopsis in affected adults. Nan, L.et al. found that, in amblyopic children, the deviation pixels of perception eye position and the gaze stability were abnormal in the amblyopic children with normal eye position. The more severe the degree of amblyopia, the more serious the abnormality. And they think that the treatment of amblyopia should focus on the improvement of the binocular vision [12]. It is believed that binocular function, especially stereopsis, responds to traditional amblyopia treatment, but how it works remains unclear. Xi J et al. found that 11 observers with anisometropic or ametropic amblyopia after perceptual learning had improvements both in stereo vision and vision acuity [13]. All of this suggest that the most common deficit associated with amblyopia under ordinary (binocular) viewing conditions is impaired stereoscopic depth perception. Moreover, stereopsis is more degraded by monocular blur (or monocular contrast reduction) than by both eyes being blurred [14], amblyopic patients face similarly degraded conditions.

Perception, which is the result of sensation and thus different from it, represents not only the reflecting image, but also the integration of a variety of substances in the human brain after they act upon the sensory organs directly [15]. Therefore, in a broad sense, perception is the result of all of the coordinated activities synthesized by human brain [8]. The offset of binocular perceptual eye position and spatial resolution in amblyopia have separate deficit patterns and there is no correlation between them. It appears to be abnormal perceptual eye position under the condition of various special resolution in amblyopia (normal value under 0.15deg). There is potential correlation among the offset and abnormality of perceptual eye position, binocular fixation stability and fixation eye abnormality. Therefore, neural deficits in the patients with amblyopia showed abnormality in binocular fixation and stability. The discovery of these amblyopia categories can provide a novel perspective and classification model for clinical diagnosis and treatment of amblyopia.
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Virtual Reality Graded Exposure Therapy for the Treatment of Combat-Related Posttraumatic Stress Disorder/Post Traumatic Stress: A Case Report 3 Years Post Combat Deployment
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Abstract: Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA) have been encouraged to not only maintain the quality of care but also to increase the effectiveness of treatments for warriors diagnosed with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)/Post Traumatic Stress (PTS) secondary to their combat deployments to Iraq and/or Afghanistan. Virtual Reality Graded Exposure Therapy with Arousal Control (VR-GET) has demonstrated a positive treatment effectiveness resulting in significant reductions of PTSD/PTS symptom severity in combat veterans diagnosed with PTSD/PTS. In this report, we describe the outcome of VR-GET, for the treatment of combat-related PTSD/PTS in a warrior who experienced no treatment for his PTSD/PTS during the 3 years following his return from his last combat duty and who was first combat deployed, in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom, in February 2003.

Keywords: Virtual Reality Graded Exposure Therapy With Arousal Control, Veterans Administration, Department of Defense, Department of Veterans Affairs, Combat Deployment, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, Post-Traumatic Stress, Sentinel Events

1. Introduction

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) or Post Traumatic Stress (PTS) has been identified as the “Signature Injury” in active duty warriors returning from combat in Iraq and Afghanistan and also for combat veterans who have left the military [1-9] and “the prevalence of PTSD among U. S. service members serving in Afghanistan and Iraq has been reported at 13.8%” [10]. Additionally, according to McLay et al [11], chronic Insomnia is the most reported symptom of individuals diagnosed with combat-related PTSD/PTS. Reports have recommended that the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Veterans Administration (VA) should aggressively develop early intervention strategies and treatments for preventing and treating PTSD [1-9]. Hoge has also suggested that the VA adopt a number of strategies to improve the mental health care engagement and treatment for veterans needing services for PTSD [5].
Virtual Reality Graded Exposure Therapy with arousal control (VR-GET) is a promising, patient centered “strategy” and intervention that has been evaluated in active-duty service members as an early intervention treatment for warriors, diagnosed with combat-related PTSD/PTS and having been successfully treated within months of having returned to the United States from the combat theater [12 –15]. As an exposure therapy, VR-GET assists a patient in “learning” to manage fears and anxieties related to his or her combat-traumas (i.e., Sentinel Events) in a controlled, simulated environment which is generated using virtual reality (VR). VR-GET combines graded VR exposure with meditation and attention control (e.g., noticing distractions, letting them go and refocusing on the task at hand) in combination with autonomic nervous system control using the J & J Engineering Biofeedback system.

VR-GET has resulted in 70% of participants being able to reduce their PTSD severity by 30% or greater [15]. One VR-GET Case Study described a Second Class male Navy Corpsman successfully reducing his PCL-M score by 20% following 10 VR-GET Sessions [12]. Another VR-GET Case Study described a Second Class female Navy Seabee successfully reducing her PCL-M score by 65% following 20 VR-GET Sessions [13]. A third Case Study concluded that a senior Naval Officer successfully reduced his PCL-M score by 50% following 20 VR-GET “Hops” [16]. Recently, a male U.S. Army Officer, married and having four children, who was diagnosed with PTSD/PTS, was referred for VR-GET by a civilian Clinical Psychologist working at a U.S. Navy Branch Medical Clinic. In 2004, this Officer completed a two (2) month combat deployment to Turkey in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. He subsequently was combat-deployed three additional times: (1) a five (5) month deployment to Iraq in 2004; (2) a twelve (12) month deployment to Iraq in 2008; and (3) a 6 month
Deployment to Afghanistan in 2014. During his four combat deployments, this Officer was frequently, sometimes daily, participating in both mounted (e.g., in a vehicle) and dismounted (e.g., on foot) patrols. During his last two combat deployments, he was also a Senior Officer in Charge of convoys of military supplies. Following his having returned to the United States, at the conclusion of his 2004 combat deployment and reporting to his new U.S. Army Command, he reported to his Primary Care Physician (PCP) that he was experiencing symptoms consistent with PTSD/PTS. He was also beginning to experience profound difficulties with Initial Insomnia, Middle Insomnia and Terminal Insomnia. This Army Officer informed me that his PCP and his “Fellow Soldiers” had reassured him that his PTSD/PTS symptoms “would reduce and get better over time”. Hence, this Army Officer did not pursue a referral for treatment of his PTSD/PTS until 2017. Following is the report of the VR-GET, with physiological monitoring, with this Army Officer.

2. Method

A 41 year old, male, U.S. Army Officer was referred to and volunteered for VR-GET. This participant met the DSM-5 [17] criteria for chronic PTSD/PTS with Chronic Insomnia. This participant’s co-morbid diagnoses included: Chronic Sinusitis, Chronic Low Back Pain, High Blood Pressure and Sleep Apnea. Prior to this participant’s referral for VR-GET, even though he had been diagnosed with Sleep Apnea and he was using a CPAP almost nightly, this Officer’s continued Chronic Insomnia had been untreated. This Officer has served 18 years in the Army and he has been married once and he and his wife have four children. Following this participant’s referral for VR-GET and in consultation with his PCP, the PCP prescribed Seroquil (25mg/qhs) to assist with improving the participant’s sleep quality and improving his mood. Shortly after starting to take Seroquil, this participant’s Chronic Insomnia resolved.

![Figure 2. What the VR-GET patient sees while immersed in the VR-GET combat environment titled, “Fallujah”.](image-url)
Prior to starting VR-GET, this participant completed a structured psychiatric interview, the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 (PCL-5), the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) and Patient Health Questionnaire-9 item (PHQ-9). This participant’s VR-GET followed the VR-GET guidelines previous described [12-15]. Importantly and in keeping with the VR-GET guidelines, the participant’s Sentinel Events were incorporated into his VR-GET. Following 20 VR-GET sessions, the participant again completed the PCL-5, BAI and PHQ-9.

**Figure 3.** Results for PCL-5, BAI and PHQ-9 administered Pre VR-GET and Post VR-GET
3. Results

Following 20 VR-GET sessions, the participant’s PTSD/PTS symptom severity decreased measurably. He is sleeping 8 hours a night, with 10 minutes or less sleep onset difficulties five to six nights a week.

4. Conclusions

Virtual Reality Graded Exposure Therapy (VR-GET) led to measurable reductions in PTSD, anxiety and depression symptoms in our participant and our participant reported easily tolerating the VR-GET combat environments. These measurable reductions on PTSD, anxiety and depression were assisted with the prescription of...
psychotropic medication. As with other VR-GET participants, our participant described becoming engaged in the graded exposures of the VR simulations/combat-environments and in spite of a busy and hectic active duty Army position, he was able to consistently keep his scheduled consultations. Of note, this Case Report is the second to describe the utilization of VR-GET more than 3 years post-combat deployment. Other reports describing VR-GET have documented treatment having occurred either proximal to return to the United States following a combat tour [12] or proximal to having returned to the United States following a most recent combat deployment, but with the participant’s first combat deployment having been 4 years prior to VR-GET [13]. With our finding that Virtual Reality Therapy and VR-GET can assist with reducing combat-related PTSD symptom severity many years after a combat tour or combat tours, we recommend that VR-GET needs to be assessed more inclusively. Such an assessment may lead to the inclusion of Virtual Reality Therapy and VR-GET as being “evidenced-based therapy” that DOD and VA could adopt to improve the mental health care treatment options for veterans diagnosed with combat-related PTSD and requesting treatment.
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